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Symbols

Some of the frequently used symbols.

Symbol Use

a equatorial radius or semimajor axis of the ellipsoid of
revolution

b polar radius or semiminor axis of the ellipsoid of
revolution

e base of natural logarithm, e = 2.718 281 . . .
e1 (First) eccentricity, e1 =

(
(a2 − b2)/a2

)1/2, German:
numerische Exzentrizität

e2 (linear) eccentricity, e2 = (a2 − b2)1/2, German: lineare
Exzentrizität

f flattening ratio, f = 1 − (1 − e2
1)1/2, (in German texts

often ε)
λ longitude east of Greenwich on a map of the ellipsoid

or sphere (for longitude west of Greenwich, use a mi-
nus sign)

ϕ north geocentric latitude (if latitude is south, apply a
minus sign)

φ north geodetic or geographic latitude (if latitude is
south, apply a minus sign)
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Abstract

Sea ice is important for Earth’s climate and accurate up to date
maps are needed for navigation of ships in the arctic regions of
Earth.

This thesis shows how to apply level one amsr-e satellite in-
strument data, as provided by jaxa or the nsidc, to create sea ice
maps of the Arctic and Antarctic.

To improve the accuracy of the resulting maps, measured an-
tenna patterns of the amsr-e sensor are turned into effective (in-
tegrated) antenna patterns, which are projected onto the surface
of Earth. This subdivides the measured data into smaller weighted
regions, which are used to improve the calculated sea ice concen-
trations.

Following the literate programming paradigm, the text of this
thesis double functions as documentation of all programs used
for the operational application of the presented algorithms.
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Pretext

Experience can be a powerful teacher. Much time was wasted dur-
ing the preparation of this thesis because the documentation of
the multimillion Euro ‘Aqua’ satellite mission and its amsr-e data
are incomplete or imprecise. A taste of the official documentation
in its (much improved) third edition:

Moreover, about 6.9 GHz, the interference to the view in the range of
+58◦ – +61◦ does not influence to a gain, beam efficiency, cross po-
larization, and the amount of generating. For this reason, as a design,
scanning angle of ±61◦ and the swath width of 1450 km or more are
substantially securable in all observation frequencies. (jaxa, 2005: 2-
29)

As far as I can tell, all these numbers need more digits of preci-
sion and their values change throughout the cited document. The
general meaning (the authors are not native english speakers) can
usually be understood from context, while missing detail, errors
and inconsistencies result in real trouble.

Documentation of what has been done and why it has been done
is considered good practice, not only in scientific work and pro-
gramming. That is why I consider any scientific paper without the
documented computer program source code incomplete. How is
one to check the numerical work without knowledge of the actual
code used?

The wonderful work of Gunnar Spreen, who implemented a
daily sea ice map production, which was the starting point of my
work, contained a few subtle mistakes that rendered most data
usable but wrong. These mistakes could only be found by tracing
the programs. Because documentation was quite sparse it took
weeks to understand why and how things were done.

This is where ‘literate programming’, one of the creations of Pro-
fessor Donald E. Knuth (Standford University), comes into play.
Knuth supposes programs and documentaion should be kept in
the same file. These files contain everything to understand the
program. With the help of some ‘simple’ text extraction tools these
so called ‘web’ sources can be turned into (1) a document to be
typeset (or rendered readable to a human in any desired way) – a
step usually called weave, as in weaving a program and (2) com-
piler source code – a step called tangle, since it might tangle the
lines of code. Many variations of the theme exist and I have added
my own pyweb system that allows mixing many programming lan-
guages in a single document to the pool.

In front of this background, the structure of this thesis should
look natural. It consists of an introductory part that lays the
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groundwork by following a datacentric approach. It also presents
all results. As some kind of an appendix – to be read – follows the
documented source code of all nontrivial programs actually used
to produce these results. Leading to the following basic reading
rule: the farther into the document, the more detail (and truth) is
provided.

A Word on Units

This thesis tries to follow the guides for the use (iupap, 1981; Tay-
lor, 1995) of the international system of units (SI) and the defining
paper itself (Taylor, 1991) as closely as possible.

Since there is no provision for a unit symbol of one (sidereal or
solar) year and the Symbol ‘a’ (are, for agrarian areas, 1 a = 102 m2)
which could also represent the latin annus is already taken, this
thesis will use ‘yr’ as the unit symbol of one year (usually one year
of a julian century with 36 525 days).

A special subject are units for datasize. Since the base for all
byte counting is the binary system it was suggested (by D. E. Knuth
and many others) to use all caps and double (suggesting binary)
scale characters. This would end the confusion between one kilo-
byte being equal to 1000 or 1024 bytes. This thesis will adobt this
notation and use for example 210 bytes = 1 KKB (large kilobyte)
and 220 bytes = 1 MMB (large megabyte).

International Standard Date and Time Format

This thesis follows the rules for the iso 8601 time format, which
is not only useful for computer manipulation, but avoids any lan-
guage or country specific pitfalls.

The format consists of up to six fields separated by optional
hyphen and colon characters, an optional time separator ‘T’ and
an optional ‘Z’ at the end to mark utc, time at the zero merid-
ian, otherwise local time would be assumed, (Kuhn, 2004). The
fields are: four digit year – YYYY, two digit month – MM (01–12),
two digit day – DD (01–31), two digit hour – hh (00–23), two digit
minute – mm (00–59) and a two digit second – ss (00–60), which
might actually contain fractional seconds after a decimal point or
comma, up to the desired precision.
YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sssZ

Convention

This thesis will use the ‘YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss’ format and it
is always assumed to be utc, zero meridian time – local time in
Greenwich.
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Texts
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1 Big Picture

Satellites orbiting Earth are the only source of continuous global
information in remote areas like polar regions and oceans.

One can differentiate two system types, active and passive ones.
Active remote sensing measurements imply the emission of some
electromagnetic signal by satellite instruments and measurement
of the echo (usually the reflected or backscattered portion of the
signal). Passive measurements either use the radiation emitted by
Earth (surface or atmosphere – usually thermal infra-red or mi-
crowaves) or some signal of the sun’s radiation modified by its
passage through the atmosphere and/or partial reflection from
the surface.

Visible, and infra-red radiation coming from the sun pass the
atmosphere without major attenuation in a cloud free scenario.
So these spectral ranges can be used for remote sensing of Earth’s
surface by measuring the reflected sunlight in each spectral band
of interest. Since the sunlight is required, only parts of Earth on
the day-side can be observed.

Microwaves also pass the atmosphere, but, depending on their
frequency, they are altered by ‘large’ atmospheric components like
water droplets and ice crystals (used in weather radar). Still, most
microwave radiation reaching a satellite will include information
from the surface, day or night.

To achieve good resolution the satellite has to orbit at a low al-
titude. To make cyclic ground coverage comparable with previous
passes, the sun’s illumination should vary as little as possible at
the site of interest. This requires a sun synchronous orbit of the
satellite, where it always passes a given spot on Earth at the same
local time, reducing the illumination variations to slow seasonal
and mostly random atmospheric changes. Or with other words, a
sun synchronous orbit is a special form of low Earth orbit where
the plane of the orbit maintains a constant aspect angle with the
direction to the sun (Pratt et al., 2003: 403).

1.1 This Thesis

The main goal of this thesis is the improvement of daily sea ice
map production at the Institute of Environmental Physics. Based
on passive microwave radiometer data from the Aqua satellite and
its amsr-e sensor. These maps can be used for navigational pur-
poses in the arctic regions and for long term climate research
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since sea ice coverage is one of the most fluctuating and influ-
ential parameters.

Japan Aerospace eXploration Agency (jaxa) and the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (nsidc) provide level one (L1) measure-
ment data, which reach the institute by internet file transfer. The
data are calibrated, weighted by the sensor’s antenna patterns and
averaged on a daily basis. A sea ice algorithm is applied and the
resulting concentrations are mapped and made available as pic-
tures on the iup website. Which allows ships, like awi’s Polarstern,
to access them in a timely fashion.

1.2 Aqua Mission and Platform

‘Aqua’ being Latin for ‘water’, the Aqua mission is named for the
large amount of information it collects about Earth’s water cycle,
including ocean surface water, evaporation from the oceans, water
vapor in the atmosphere, clouds, precipitation, soil moisture, sea
ice, land ice, and snow cover on land and ice. Additional variables
also being measured by Aqua include radiative energy fluxes, at-
mospheric aerosols, vegetation cover on land, phytoplankton and
dissolved organic matter in the oceans, and air, land, and water
temperatures (Parkinson, 2002: 3).

A schematic drawing of the satellite, launched in 2002-05, also
named Aqua, can be seen in Figure 1. This thesis uses only data
obtained by the amsr-e instrument.

1.2.1 Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for eos

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for eos (amsr-e) is a
passive-microwave scanning radiometer built for Aqua by the Na-
tional Space Development Agency of Japan (nasda). amsr-e is
not focused on a single parameter but instead obtains informa-
tion about a wide range of variables. The major derived products
from amsr-e are sea surface temperature, sea ice concentration
and temperature, snow-water equivalent on land, snow depth on
sea ice, surface soil moisture (at land locations with no snow cover
and no major vegetation cover), wind speed over the oceans, cloud
liquid water over the oceans, water vapor over the oceans, and
rainfall over both the land and the oceans.

amsr-e has 14 channels, collecting horizontally and vertically
polarized data at frequencies of (6.925, 10.65, 18.7, 23.8, 36.5,
and 89.0) GHz. Table 1 lists the common names, frequencies and
(for comparison also) the wavelengths of all amsr-e channels.

The calculations in Table 1 depend on the currently accepted value
for the speed of light c, in a vacuum

c = 299 792 458 m s−1 = λν (1–1)
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Figure 1–1 Line drawing of the deployed Aqua spacecraft, the satellite
coordinate system and the amsr-e sensor are labeled. The solar array in
the upper right portion of the drawing extends outward much farther,
about 14 m, when fully deployed. Source: jaxa (2005: 2-1)

Table 1–1 Channels of amsr-e, all split into vertical and horizontal
polarization

Channel Frequency Wavelength
Name ν / GHz λ / mm

06 6.925 43.29
10 10.65 28.15
18 18.7 16.03
23 23.8 12.60
36 36.5 8.21

89a 89.0 3.37
89b 89.0 3.37

(nima, 2000: 3-8), which agrees with the value listed by the ‘Physi-
kalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt’ at www.ptb.de/de/naturkonstanten/
_zahlenwerte.html. They in turn rely on the reference data published by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (nist, physics.nist.
gov/cuu/index.html).

The approximate traveltime of radiation from Earth’s surface to the
satellite, assuming an Earth radius of 6371 km, the height of the satellite
to be 709 km, and an off-nadir angle at the satellite of 47.5◦ is approx-
imately 3.77 ms (distance to footpoint, see 15–1, divided by the speed
of light c).

Since amsr-e takes measurements in less than 2.6 ms, of compara-
tively slowly variing phenomena (like surface ‘temperature’), all mea-
surements can be thought of as instantaneous averages over the effec-
tive field of view (efov) of the satellite.

amsr-e provides global observations of a variety of surface and
atmospheric variables under both daylight and darkness and un-
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der most weather conditions. Its operation principle is depicted in
Figure 2 and shows a conically scanning antenna boresight with
almost constant incidence angle on the surface.

Figure 1–2 Operation principle of amsr-e. The axis of ratation (of the
antenna) is the z axis directed at the center of Earth. The x axis points
in the direction of the satellites motion, marked as the ‘Ground Trace’ in
the figure, and usually refered to as the path of the sub-satellite-point
along track. The y axis completes a right-handed orthogonal system.
Source: jaxa (2005: 2-12)

To introduce the data Figure 3 shows a few scan lines over
northern Europe, with each measurement’s center spot marked by
a circle, as they are found in level one A (L1A) data and Figure 4
shows the same scans from level one B (L1B) data.

Also marked, by black lines, are the projected scan lines, which
display a slight convergence of the scans towards both ends. They
do not intersect in the region covered by L1A or L1B data.

1.3 Data Processing

The structure of this thesis follows the data to be processed. Ta-
ble 2 highlights the data fields and references the sections that
deal with their explanation.

L1A data contain observation counts that have to be trans-
formed into brightness temperatures (Tbs). These are already pres-
ent in L1B data. To position the measurements on Earth, each Tb

value has an associated geodetic longitude and latitude in the
geocentric wgs 84 reference frame. These positions are the main
point to be improved upon. Therefore the satellite orbit and the
actual position within this orbit, given by the navigation parame-
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Figure 1–3 Full width of L1A data over northern Europe

ters in the data files – in the eci J2000.0 system, have to be used
to reproject the antenna boresight onte Earth’s surface.

Table 1–2 Data fields and their explanation reference

Data field Reference

L1A observation counts to L1B brightness
temperatures

Section 2

Longitude, latitude Chapter 3
wgs 84 ellipsoid Section 3.2

Orbit parameters Section 4.1
Navigation data in Earth Centered Inertial (eci)
system

Section 4.4

Start of scan in tai seconds Section 4.5.1

Sidereal angle Section 15.3.3
Polar stereographic mapping/gridding Chapter 5
Satellite coordinate system Figure 1

Antenna patterns Chapter 6
Projection of sight vector to Earth Section 15.4
Sea ice concentrations Chapter 16
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Figure 1–4 Identical to Figure 3 except L1B data is shown

This involves turning the Earth model from its J2000.0 position
to the local hour angle – the sidereal angle.

Then one has to switch to the satellite coordinate system and
apply some transformations to the antenna boresight vector, to
find the actual direction of the antenna. As a sidetrack, this thesis
uses the measured antenna gains to offset the antenna direction.
Then the satellite position together with the final antenna view
direction can be projected onto Earth, where the Tb and antenna
gain value are associated with geodetic longitude, latitude.

These quadruples can be used to find a weighted average at each
location, which can in turn be mapped or gridded into a standard
map of the desired region. Once all needed channels have been
mapped, a sea ice algorithm can be applied to turn Tbs into sea
ice concentrations. These will be mapped again and the final result
can be stored on the website.
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2 Total Power Radiometer

All bodies with a temperature above absolute zero emit electro-
magnetic radiation. A body that absorbs and emits at all frequen-
cies equally well is called a black body and its radiation (frequency
distribution) follows Planck’s law (depending only on its tempera-
ture).

In the microwave region, hν � kT (h Planck’s constant, ν fre-
quency, k Boltzmann constant and T temperature – more exactly
up to 100 GHz and close to 300 K one still has two orders of mag-
nitude difference between the left and right-hand side) and the
so-called Rayleigh-Jeans approximation to Planck’s law is appro-
priate. With this approximation the intensity of the radiation is
proportional to temperature T and frequency interval ∆ν . Inten-
sity is given by the detected power of the instrument and

P ∼ T ∆ν . (2–1)

By equating the received power to the power radiated by a black-
body one may define the so-called brightness temperature Tb that
associates the temperature a blackbody must have to radiate the
same power as the radiation source with the received power.

2.1 Antenna Temperature and Total Power

Any receiver/mixer will add noise to an antenna signal. The power
measured by the system apparatus Psys will (in first approxima-
tion) be the power incident on the antenna Pant plus the internally
generated (noise) power of the receiver Prec. By the above propor-
tionality this can be expressed in temperatures of the total system
Tsys, the receiver Trec and the antenna Tant as Tsys = Trec + Tant.

One wants to find the power incident on the antenna and there-
fore has to determine Pant or Tant. To separate this small quantity
from the noise one applies the so-called total power method and
takes three measurements from a known ‘cold’ and a known ‘hot’
source, as well as from the ‘object’ of interest. Each measurement
will provide data for one of the following equations, where G is
the proportionality constant, Pi the power of the hot load, cold
load or the object, Ti the corresponding temperature and ∆ν the
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frequency interval:

Phot = GThot ∆ν (2–2)

Pobj = GTobj ∆ν (2–3)

Pcold = GTcold ∆ν (2–4)

Subtracting the last from the first two

Phot − Pcold = G∆ν(Thot − Tcold) (2–5)

Pobj − Pcold = G∆ν(Tobj − Tcold) (2–6)

and dividing the result

Pobj − Pcold

Phot − Pcold
=
Tobj − Tcold

Thot − Tcold
(2–7)

lets one solve for the object temperature

Tobj = Thot − Tcold

Phot − Pcold
(Pobj − Pcold)+ Tcold . (2–8)

Thus three measurements suffice to deduce the sought ‘object’
temperature from measured (known) values.

This is exactly what is done in the amsr-e instrument. Once
for every revolution of the antenna, it ‘looks at’ a Cold Sky Mir-
ror (csm) with an average temperature of 2.8 K, and a High Tem-
perature Source (hts), heated to about 300 K. (The csm data are
corrected if the mirror reflects sun- or moonlight.) All L1A data
files include conversion coefficients to transform the raw observa-
tion counts into brightness temperatures. See Section 12.7 for the
procedure and (jaxa, 2005: 4-9) for a conceptual diagram.

This linear approximation always failed to reproduce the bright-
ness temperatures found in the L1B data files – where the obser-
vation counts are replaced by Tbs. Much time and effort did not
help. jaxa simply used another nonlinear empirical correction,
only documented in the third edition of the data handbook, pub-
lished in 2005-04. Another wonderful waste of time, the forth or-
der change to the temperatures is now included in Section 12.7 –
step 3, and documented in (jaxa, 2005: 4-14).
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3 Earth Models

Geodesy is the discipline that deals with the measurement and
representation of Earth, a good introduction with many applica-
tions for satellite geolocation is given by Vaníček and Krakiwsky
(1986). The simplest model, not counting a flat version, is a spher-
ical Earth as shown in Figure 1. It explains geocentric (spherical)
coordinates and the corresponding set of orthogonal cartesian co-
ordinates.

ϕ

λ

x

y

z

G P

C
EW

N

S

Figure 3–1 Longitude λ and latitudeϕ of a point P in a geocentric coor-
dinate system. The center of mass C of the Earth is the origin; the great
half-circle from the North Pole N to the South Pole S via Greenwich G
defines the zero meridian (longitude 0◦) and the x axis points from C
to the zero meridian in the equator plane. The z axis points from C to
the North Pole, while the y axis completes a right-handed orthogonal
system (also in the equator plane).

With Earth radius a the cartesian coordinates are

xy
z

 = a

cosϕ cosλ
cosϕ sinλ

sinϕ

 (3–1)

This model is simple and the resulting equations can usually be
solved analytically, but it is not an accurate model. A much bet-
ter approximation is a two axial ellipsoidal Earth model, where an
ellipse is rotated about its semi minor axis b. Many such models
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exist, but the one used by jaxa for their data, and the one cur-
rently in use by, e.g., the International Civil Aviation Organization
(eurocontrol and Institute of Geodesy and Navigation, 1998)
and the Department of Defense in the U.S. (nima, 1987, 2000),
is the so-called wgs 84 reference system.

3.1 Ellipses

First a look at the two dimensional ellipse from Figure 2, which
may be spun about its semi minor axis b to create a two axial,
three dimensional ellipsoid, which is then used to model the shape
of Earth.

θ

aa

A′ F ′ C F B A D

P Qr

directrix

bp

e2
d

r1r2

a a

2a
2ae1

Figure 3–2 An ellipse with its directrix and many of the important
points and parameters. Semi major axis a, semi minor axis b, linear
eccentricity e2; center C , focal points F and F ′.

The eccentricity e1 is either given by a constant distance ratio,
follows from flattening f or can be calculated from the semi major
axis a and semi minor axis b:

e1 = PF
PQ

(3–2)

e2
1 = (2 − f)f = a2 − b2

a2 = 1 −
(b
a

)2
(3–3)

Other useful formulas:

f = 1 −
√

1 − e2
1 = a− b

a
= 1 − b

a
(3–4)

a = r1 + r2

2
= e1d

1 − e2
1

(3–5)

b = a
√

1 − e2
1 (3–6)

and not to forget, the area of an ellipse:

A = πab (3–7)
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3.2 wgs 84

The wgs 84 coordinate system (nima, 2000; eurocontrol and
Institute of Geodesy and Navigation, 1998) is a geodetic, right-
handed, Earth-fixed, orthogonal coordinate system. Its origin is
Earth’s center of mass (including oceans and atmosphere). The
z axis is the direction to the iers reference pole, which corre-
sponds to the direction of the bih (the predecessor organizations)
conventional terrestrial pole of epoch 1984.0. The x axis is the in-
tersection of the iers reference meridian (zero meridian through
Greenwich) and the plane passing through the origin and normal
to the z axis. The y axis completes the right-handed system.

The primary parameters defining the shape of the Earth ellip-
soid of wgs 84, which will be used in this thesis, are:

Semi major axis a = 6 378 137.0 m
Flattening f = 1/298.257 223 563
Angular velocityω = 7.292 115 × 10−5 rad s−1

It is interesting to note that these values have such an accu-
racy that plate tectonic motion requires corrections to some co-
ordinates every few years (nima, 2000: 2-6). Geodesy is an exact
science nowadays.

3.3 Geodetic Coordinates

The longitude and latitude values used for maps (and the jaxa
data) are the so-called geodetic longitude λ and geodetic lati-
tude φ. They are also called geographic coordinates. The differ-
ence to geocentric coordinates can be seen in Figure 3 where a
meridional cut through an ellipsoid is shown.

ϕ φ

x

z

a

b

C

P

Figure 3–3 Geocentric vs. geodetic/geographic coordinates

The important point to keep in mind is: geodetic latitude angles
are always, by definition, perpendicular to the (ellipsoidal) surface.
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(Geocentric latitudes only in the spherical case, or at both poles
and the equator.)

To convert between geocentric and geodetic coordinates one
has to apply (Snyder, 1983: 21)

tanϕ = (1 − e2
1) tanφ . (3–8)
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4 Satellite Orbits

No chapter on satellite orbits would be complete without a word
on Kepler’s laws. He derived important properties of planetary
motion that are actually applicable to any two-body system sub-
ject to gravitation. In the case of satellites, ‘sun’ needs to be re-
placed by ‘Earth’ and ‘planet’ becomes ‘satellite’. Kepler’s laws, in
the version given in (Lutz et al., 2000), read:

First law (1602): the planets move in a plane [sometimes refered
to as law zero]; the orbits around the sun are ellipses with the
sun at one focal point.

Second law (1605): the line between the sun and a planet sweeps
out equal areas in equal intervals of time.

Third law (1618): the ratio between the square of the orbit period
T and the cube of the semi-major axis a of the orbit ellipse,
T 2/a3, is the same for all planets.

Historical aside: Johannes Kepler (1571–1630), a mathematician and
astronomer, derived his laws from observational records of Tycho Brahe
(1546–1601). The first two laws were published in ›Astronomia nova‹
(1609), the year Galileo Galilei (1564–1642) discovered four of Jupiters
moons.

John Neper (1550–1617) published ›Mirifici logarithmorum canonis
description‹ that introduced logarithms, which were extensively used
and promoted by Kepler.

Kepler discovered his third law on 1618-05-18, five days before the
Thirty Years War (1618–1648) started. The third law was published ten
years after the first two in ›Harmonices mundi‹.

In 1624 Kepler finished his calculations and published the ›Rudolphi-
nische Tafeln‹, in 1627, which were essential for astronomy and navi-
gation over a period of two centuries. These go back to an order of the
german emperor Rudolph II in 1601.

Galileo Galilei (1562–1642) swears in 1633 that Earth does not circle
the sun in front of the 1542 reinstated Inquisition – three years after
Keplers death. (Hackbusch et al., 2003)

Of course these laws give nothing more than the first approxi-
mation to actual planetary or satellite orbits, since many irregular-
ities in the gravitational field of Earth and other celestial objects
perturb the motions.

4.1 Orbit as a Function of Time

Kepler’s laws define the shape of orbital ellipses, but provide no
explicit temporal relationships that would allow the tracking of
satellites. Needed are parameters as functions of time.
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Figure 1 shows parameters needed to describe an elliptical orbit
with semi major axis a and eccentricity e1. If the satellite starts at
its perigee, the closest approach to the focal point F (Earth) and
moves along the ellipse c with point P , the length L would give
the distance travelled, but this leads to an elliptical integral that
could not be solved by Kepler. He defined other parameters.

The angle from perigee to point P is called the satellite anomaly.
Three such anomalies are in use. . . The true anomaly f , the angle
from perigee to center of Earth F to the satellite (not shown in the
figure). The eccentric anomaly, α in the figure, is the angle from
perigee to the geometrical center of the ellipse C to the satellite
projection onto the concentric circle c0, point E (the virtual exter-
nal planet). Finally the mean anomaly, t in the figure but often
called µ, is the true anomaly corresponding to the motion of a
virtual planet A that moves with uniform angular velocity. So t is
zero at the perigee and increases linearly in time at a rate of 2π
per revolution – the reason the angle was labeled t.

tα

C F

A

E

P
L

c
c0

Figure 4–1 Satellite orbit and parameters following a Kepler ellipse

Kepler derived the relationship between α and t, see (Glaeser,
2004: 203) or (Vaní̌cek and Krakiwsky, 1986: 311) – the Kepler
Equation:

f(α) = α− e1 sinα− t = 0 (4–1)

which has no closed solution but can easily be solved by Newton
iteration. The equation for the true anomaly f (Vaníček and Kraki-
wsky, 1986: 311) is

tanf =

√
1 − e2

1 sinα
cosα− e1

. (4–2)
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4.2 A Stable Reference Frame

One thing missing is a stable frame of reference – a reliable non
moving coordinate system. As the universe still seems to expand,
this can only be a dream. The practical approach taken by as-
tronomers involves reference points in time (and space), so called
epochs. While time is easily fixed and tracked on Earth, the spa-
tial part forms a problem. The largest practical baseline for dis-
tance measurements is marked by the circumference of Earth’s
orbit around the sun. Other planets (moons etc.) as well as Earth’s
varying rotational parameters pose further challenges. But practi-
cal solutions by astronomers come to the rescue.

Figure 2 pictures a (not drawn to scale) orbit of Earth around
the sun. The tilt of Earth’s axis of rotation (its obliquity) results in
the observed seasons during one complete orbit.

Sun Perihelion 01-06
Aphelion

xref Vernal Point

eq
u

in
oc

ti
al

li
n

e

slow

fast

e1 ≈ 0.017

Plane of the Ecliptic 03-21

06-21

09-23

12-21

Figure 4–2 Simplified view of Earth’s orbit around the sun (Data from
Glaeser, 2005: 320). Note that both poles are lit when Earth passes the
equinoctial line – day and night have identical length, spring or fall
start. The vernal point is an infinite point in the direction from the start
of spring position of Earth to the sun.

When Earth moves through its perihelion, its closest point to
the sun, it also moves fastest (following Kepler’s laws). The eccen-
tricity e1 of the orbit is very small, as marked in the figure, but
it still results in shorter winters in the northern hemisphere (nh),
by approximately six days, compared with winters in the southern
hemisphere (sh).

Note that distance to the sun does not define summer, but
whether or not the hemisphere is ‘facing’ the sun. So during Earth’s
aphelion, the point furthest from the sun, the nh is facing the sun
and it’s summer in Bremen.

The planar orbit (again Kepler’s law) of Earth defines the celes-
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tial equator (plane) – the ecliptic, also the sun’s apparent path on
the celestial sphere. To define up and down – something not in-
herent in space – one uses Earth’s magnetic field and defines a
celestial north and south pole parallel to Earth’s north and south
poles. That is, the part north of the ecliptic contains Earth’s North
Pole.

Due to Earth’s obliquity, twice a year, the axis of rotation is ex-
actly perpendicular to the line along the ecliptic from Earth to sun.
This line is called the equinoctial line and marks the position in
orbit, when night and day have equal length (minus atmospheric
effects), when both poles are lit. It’s when astronomical spring and
fall start.

Taking the line from the spring point of Earth to the sun and
extending it to infinity defines the vernal point. (Actually some 23
quasars – radio sources – are now averaged as the marker, Mc-
Carthy (1996).) This is taken to mark the zero point of right as-
cension, or celestial longitude, marked as xref in Figure 2. Right
ascension (RA) measures the angular distance east of the vernal
point along the celestial equator/the ecliptic. Ninety degrees in
that direction we have the yref axis and the zref axis points to the
celestial north pole, completing the sought stable reference sys-
tem – with reference to a certain epoch.

As on Earth, one might define a celestial latitude, usually re-
ferred to as declination, that measures the angular distance from
the ecliptic to one of the celestial poles.

Of course reality is not this simple. The orbit of Earth is not truly
planar, other celestial objects come into play (by gravity mostly)
and disturb the picture. . . Add Earth’s precession und nutation
and the vernal point moves (it used to be called First Point of
Aries but has moved to Pisces and is approaching Aquarius). That
is why astronomical tables need to be updated and kept current
on a regular basis. Usually every fifty years a new epoch is started
and all data is updated to match that instant in time and space.

4.3 Orbital Coordinate System

Now one can define the orbital coordinate system of a satellite.
Origin at Earth’s center of mass C . The x axis along the line of
the two focal points towards the perigee, the y axis corresponds
to the true anomaly f = π/2 and the z axis completes the right-
handed orthogonal system.

The orientation of this system has to be fixed by three more
parameters provided by the ‘stable reference frame’. Its axes – a
non rotating orthogonal set – are shifted to the center of Earth and
the elliptical satellite orbit is described relative to them. Figure 3
gives a possible combination of orbit parameters.

The orbital ellipse of the satellite is extended to intersect the ce-
lestial equator at the ascending node – the point where the satel-
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Perigee

Plane of
Ecliptic

Figure 4–3 Right ascension RA, inclination i, and argument of
perigee ω of a satellite in an orbit around Point C (center of Earth).
Note the perigee (point of closest approach) of the orbit can be any-
where along the orbit.

lite crosses the ecliptic from south to north. The angle between
the celestial equator and the orbital half plane of the northern
part is the inclination i. The angle between the ascending node,
C and the perigee is the argument of perigee ω. The angle from
vernal point to C to the ascending node is the right ascension RA.

The orbit parameters of the Aqua satellite (and the amsr-e
instrument) are provided in the metadata of all level one data
sets. (Orbit semi major axis a: 7085.858 km; orbit eccentricity e1:
0.000 95; orbit argument of perigee ω: 106.480◦; orbit inclina-
tion i: 98.15◦; jaxa (2005: L1A-8))

And – right ascension and mean anomaly are missing.
So jaxa has chosen other parameters. The orientation of the

orbit plane is determined by the equator crossing longitude of the
ascending or descending node and a start position of the satellite
is given by the equator crossing time (utc) at the same location.
Both fields are also provided in the metadata.

There is just one problem. The metadata values are usually
just rough rounded numbers, like the time of equator crossing,
(learned by experience. . . ), they provide not enough information
to find an accurate satellite position.

Still, the Aqua orbit forms almost a perfect circle, is sun syn-
chronous and the equator crossing happens at about 13:30 local
time for the ascending half-orbit and 49.4 minutes later on the de-
cending half-orbit at about 01:30 local time (Parkinson, 2002: 6).
All data of the northern hemisphere is therefore afternoon (or af-
ter midnight) data.
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4.4 Satellite Navigation Data

This inaccuarcy would have ended the work of this thesis if the
level one data sets would not provide a field called ‘navigation’. It
includes (x,y, z) coordinates and the velocity vector of the satel-
lite at each start of scan position. The coordinate system used is
the Earth Centered Inertial (eci) reference frame of epoch J2000.0.
Where an epoch is just an arbitrarily fixed date relative to which
astronomical measurements are expressed.

eci aligns with the wgs 84 at (the julian day of) 2000-01-01
00:00. All left to do is turn the Earth model by the appropriate
angle – the sidereal angle – to compensate for Earth’s rotation
since that epoch. (Again a little oversimplified.)

4.5 Time

Nowadays time is no longer measured with respect to the sun. So-
lar time has been replaced by the physical definition of the second
in the si unit system and is measured by atomic clocks. But people
still like to look up into the sky and see the sun at its zenith po-
sition at noon. So some conversion between atomic and observed
time is in order.

4.5.1 tai

International Atomic Time (tai) is a uniform time scale; it is
kept as close as possible to the second of the si (by a weighted
average of many atomic clocks distributed around the globe).
This is the responsibility of the Bureau International des Poids
et Mesures (bipm). It implies that tai does not follow the irregular
rotation of Earth in any way.

According to Taylor (1991: 44): The definition of tai approved
by the cipm [Comité International des Poids et Mesures] at its 59th
session (October 1970) is as follows:

‘International Atomic Time (tai) is the time reference coordinate estab-
lished by the Bureau International de l’Heure on the basis of the read-
ings of atomic clocks operating in various establishments in accordance
with the definition of the second, the unit of time of the International
System of Units.’

All start of scan times in level one data are expressed in tai
seconds since 1993-01-01 00:00 (jaxa, 2005: L1A-44).

4.5.2 utc

For practical purposes, another uniform atomic time scale has
been adopted in 1972: Coordinated Universal Time (utc). It differs
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from tai by an integer number of seconds. To avoid the uniform
scale diverging indefinitely from that of Earth’s rotation, and to as-
sure that the sun is overhead within 0.9 s of 12:00:00 utc on the
meridian of Greenwich, leap seconds are introduced to preserve
this tolerance. The choice of the dates and the announcement of
the leap seconds is under the responsibility of the International
Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (iers).

utc is maintained by the bipm, and is the time scale that forms
the basis for the coordinated dissemination of standard frequen-
cies and time signals.

According to (Gambis, 2005) another leap second will be in-
troduced at the end of 2005-12. The sequence of dates will be:
2005-12-31 23:59:59Z, 2005-12-31 23:59:60Z and then 2006-01-
01 00:00:00Z. And the difference to tai, that used to be −32 s
since 1999-01-01 will increase by one second to tai−utc = −33 s.

4.5.3 Sidereal Time

One more phenomenon should be mentioned. As Earth orbits the
sun one can also relate the time to distant stars – sidereal time.
Figure 4 explains the observed difference between the solar and
the sidereal day – approximately four minutes.

The exact numbers depend on the angular velocity of Earth as
it spins around its north–south axis. Exact numbers were listed by
Aoki et al. (1982) and are used to calculate the sidereal angle, see
Section 15.3.3, of Earth with respect to epoch J2000.0 (the current
origin for most astronomical calculations).
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day 1

day 2

day 3

Sun

∞ Star

Earth orbit

Figure 4–4 Exaggerated view of Earth in its orbit around the sun. The
noon position of a point on the surface of Earth is marked (always point-
ing to the sun by definition) and compared to the direction to an ‘infi-
nite’ star. Since Earth orbits the sun in about 365 days, Earth moves
approximately one degree per day on its almost circular orbit. With re-
spect to the sun, Earth has to complete more than a full turn to com-
plete a solar day. While the day with respect to the stars – sidereal day
– is approximately four minutes shorter.
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5 Mapping

Once the Earth model is set up, projecting its surface back to two
dimensions (onto a plane paper or screen) is the next step.

It is a well known fact (a bit hard to prove mathematically) that
it is impossible to take the surface of a sphere or an ellipsoid
and peel it off into a flat plane without cutting and stretching the
surface – easily shown by trying to wrap an orange with a piece of
paper.

For sea ice, only the polar regions of Earth are of interest. To
best map them we can use the stereographic projection. And since
the nsidc (nsidc, 2004) uses this projection for many of their
sea ice products, it’s the best choice to come up with comparable
results. See Figure 1 for a comparison with some other possible
projections and Figure 2 for an explanation of the projection used
by the nsidc grids.

S

E

N P

C

∞

Gnonomic:

Stereographic:

Orthographic:

Figure 5–1 Projecting one hemisphere of a sphere onto a plane tan-
gent at one of the poles. The orthographic projection simulates the
view from infinity, using parallel projecting lines, the stereographic pro-
jection uses the opposite pole as the projection source and finally the
gnonomic projection originates at the center.

5.1 Polar Stereographic Projection

The polar stereographic projection is an azimuthal (the projec-
tion plane is secant or tangent to Earth), conformal (circles on
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Figure 5–2 Projecting one hemisphere of a sphere onto a secant plane
(parallel to the equator, or orthogonal to the projection center to pole
direction).

Earth are mapped into circles, German: ‘winkeltreu’) projection
of a hemisphere. All meridians (lines of constant longitude) are
mapped into straight lines (in the polar aspect – when the pole is
at the center) and parallels (lines of constant latitude) are mapped
into circles. Scale increases away from the center of projection.
In the secant version, only along the latitude where the projection
plane cuts Earth is scale conserved. For details see Chapter 13 and
(Snyder, 1983).

5.1.1 nsidc Grids

Figure 3 marks the nsidc grid for the northern hemisphere. This
region is used for sea ice map production. Figure 4 marks the
corresponding southern hemispheric region. The major boundary
points of these grids are listed in Table 1. Note: the nsidc grids
use the Hughes 1980 ellipsoid (nsidc, 2004).
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Figure 5–3 nsidc grid for the northern hemisphere. Polar stereographic
projection true to scale at φ = +70◦.
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Figure 5–4 nsidc grid for the southern hemisphere. Polar stereo-
graphic projection true to scale at φ = −70◦.
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Table 5–1 nsidc polar stereographic grids (nsidc, 2004) boundary
points, clockwise from top left; B(ottom), L(eft), R(ight), T(op)

Location x / km y / km λ / ◦ λ / ◦ φ / ◦

nh
Center 0 0 0.00 90.00
TL corner −3850 5850 168.35 30.98
T center 0 5850 135.00 39.43

TR corner 3750 5850 102.34 31.37
R center 3750 0 45.00 56.35
BR corner 3750 −5350 −9.97 350.03 34.35

B center 0 −5350 −45.00 315.00 43.28
BL corner −3850 −5350 −80.74 279.26 33.92
L center −3850 0 −135.00 225.00 55.50

sh
Center 0 0 0.00 −90.00
TL corner −3950 4350 −42.24 317.76 −39.23
T center 0 4350 0.00 −51.32

TR corner 3950 4350 42.24 −39.23
R center 3950 0 90.00 −54.66
BR corner 3950 −3950 135.00 −41.45

B center 0 −3950 180.00 −54.66
BL corner −3950 −3950 −135.00 225.00 −41.45
L center −3950 0 −90.00 270.00 −54.66
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6 Antenna Patterns

Antennas are passive devices that increase power in a selected
direction. With the so-called reciprocity theorem, there is no dif-
ference in most definitions for radiating or receiving conditions,
but most explanations are given for the radiating case only. Even
though amsr-e is a passive device that only receives, this text men-
tions the opposite case often.

The antenna used for amsr-e is a parabolic antennea of 1.6 m
radius (jaxa, 2005: 2-12). Such a receive antenna focuses the radio
frequency power by the reflector on a feed which leads it to the
receiver. amsr-e possesses six feeds (18 GHz and 23 GHz share
one) that are horizontally alligned, with the 89 GHz horns in the
center (jaxa, 2005: 2-28).

The antenna gain is the ratio of the power transmitted in the
preferred direction compared to that of an isotropic transmitter.

6.1 amsr-e Antenna Patterns

The spacial distribution of energy radiated by an antenna as a
function of position or direction in space is characterized by the
antenna pattern. Usually spherical coordinates are used and in the
amsr-e case the measurements are divided in the along scan direc-
tion – the azimuth angle direction, and the along track direction –
the elevation angle direction.

It is customary (and was done in the amsr-e case) to normal-
ize these patterns by their maximum value to unity in the corre-
sponding direction. The boresight direction of an antenna is the
direction of this maximum gain.

Details can be found in (Ulaby et al., 1981: 95ff.) or (Lutz et al.,
2000: 48ff.) or (Pratt et al., 2003: 100ff.), but they are not essential
to the applications here.

6.1.1 Decibel

The power ratios of antenna gains involved in the description of
antennas tend to cover many orders of magnitude. To ease the
handling of these data they are usually expressed in logarithmic
decibel (dB) units. Table 1 lists a few common decibel values and
the corresponding ratios.
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Table 6–1 Numerical relations between ratios and decibels

dB ≈ Ratio Exponent

0.0 1.0 100.0

−0.5 0.9 10−0.05

−1.0 0.8 10−0.1

−1.5 0.7 10−0.15

−2.2 0.6 10−0.22

−3.0 0.5 10−0.3

−4.0 0.4 10−0.4

−5.2 0.3 10−0.52

−7.0 0.2 10−0.7

−10.0 0.1 10−1.0

−13.0 0.05 10−1.3

−20.0 0.01 10−2.0

−23.0 0.005 10−2.3

−90.0 1 × 10−9 10−9.0

The formulas for the antenna gain power ratio r and the corre-
sponding value x in decibel are:

x dB = 10 log10(r) (6–1)

r = 10x/10 (6–2)

Depending on what unit the ratio’s numerator and denominator
had (e.g., power in watts) one usually appends that si unit to ‘dB’.
Note: When doing calculation with such units one has to keep in
mind that logarithmic calculation rules have to be applied. So dB
units cancel when subtracted!

6.1.2 Antenna Beamwidth

As Table 1 shows, the half-power ratio of 0.5, corresponds to
−3 dB. This value is used in manny applications to define the an-
tenna beamwidth since always integrating over a full sphere is
not very practical. So a useful definition of beamwidth is the angle
when the power has dropped to one-half of the peak value. This is
called the half-power beamwidth, −3 dB beamwidth or a 3 decibel
drop.

The half-power beamwidth will be used to select the part of
each antenna pattern to be projected onto Earth’s surface. The
remaining radiational power received by the antenna is considered
negligible.

6.1.3 Measured Antenna Patterns

jaxa provides measured antenna pattern data for the amsr-e
sensor’s center frequencies to principal investigators. Chapter 14
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gives the details and Figure 1 to Figure 14 show the data. The top
part of each figure displays the full measurement data as normal-
ized gain in decibel, enhanced with a few contour lines. Most ma-
jor deviations from a sharp round peak occur below −20 dB. The
most noteworthy exceptions are the 36 GHz horizontal polariza-
tion patterns that show a strong horizontal band at −1◦ elevation
(along track) which reaches up to −20 dB. The vertical polarization
89 GHz patterns show a somewhat weaker similar phenomenon.

All patterns have a very strong and distinct peak in the bore-
sight direction and show a fast drop to the irregular region away
from that peak.

Note that the angular reagion of the measurements changes
from [−11◦,+11◦] for the 6 GHz patterns to [−1◦,+1◦] for the
89 GHz ones. Also note that there are exactly 201 measurements
in scan direction (azimuth) and 41 in along track (elevation) direc-
tion, always.

The middle part of these figures shows data in a rectangular
region containing all data points above −20 dB or a ratio of 0.1.
The decibel data were converted to normalized ratios (needed for
later calculations). Only the 36 GHz case had to be limited to the
−17 dB region to select a similar region – this does not influence
the following effective pattern calculations in a significant way.

One can clearly see that only about five to eight of the 41 mea-
surements in along track direction contribute to the peak region.
That is why they are usually interpolated (shown by the contour
lines).

6.1.4 Effective Antenna Patterns

Simple interpolation of the antenna patterns would give good re-
sults for a stationary antenna and defines the Instantaneous Field
Of View (ifov). But in the amsr-e case the antenna rotates with
240◦ per second (a full turn in 1.5 seconds). This is no longer sta-
tionary and must be taken into account. One needs the Effective
Field Of View (efov) that describes the integrated effect of one
whole measurement. Section 14.2 gives the details. Each measure-
ment of the non 89 GHz channels lasts 2.6 ms while the 89 GHz
measurements take 1.3 ms each. This corresponds to sweep an-
gles of 0.624◦ and 0.312◦ respectively.

To calculate an effective pattern, the interpolated measured
original is moved in small steps in the along scan direction and
summed, the final result again normalized by its maximum (again
see Section 14.2). Like discrete integration. This simulates an an-
tenna boresight sweeping from the right edge to the left edge of
the rotational range and results in an effective antenna pattern
that weighs each direction with a more accurate gain than the sta-
tionary pattern would. Of course the differences are largest for
the high frequency channels with their narrower field of view.
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Figure 6–1 6.925 GHz vertical polarization. Top: original measurements
in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, normalized
data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–2 6.925 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: original measure-
ments in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, nor-
malized data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–3 10.65 GHz vertical polarization. Top: original measurements
in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, normalized
data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–4 10.65 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: original measure-
ments in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, nor-
malized data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–5 18.7 GHz vertical polarization. Top: original measurements
in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, normalized
data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–6 18.7 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: original measure-
ments in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, nor-
malized data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–7 23.8 GHz vertical polarization. Top: original measurements
in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, normalized
data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–8 23.8 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: original measure-
ments in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, nor-
malized data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–9 36.5 GHz vertical polarization. Top: original measurements
in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −17 dB ≈ 0.02, normalized
data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–10 36.5 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: original measure-
ments in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −17 dB ≈ 0.02, nor-
malized data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–11 89.0 GHz (a) vertical polarization. Top: original measure-
ments in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, nor-
malized data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–12 89.0 GHz (a) horizontal polarization. Top: original meas-
urements in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01,
normalized data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–13 89.0 GHz (b) vertical polarization. Top: original measure-
ments in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01, nor-
malized data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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Figure 6–14 89.0 GHz (b) horizontal polarization. Top: original meas-
urements in dB (201 × 41 pixels); center: zoomed to −20 dB = 0.01,
normalized data, bottom: normalized, interpolated effective pattern.
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The results of this integration and renormalization to effective
antenna patterns is shown in the bottom part of Figure 1 to Fig-
ure 14. A white cross marks the anticipated boresight direction
of exactly zero degrees in both azimuth and elevation direction,
extending to the effective half-power beamwidth value of 0.5. As
expected the 36 GHz and 89 GHz channels are most affected.

One could now simply clip the patterns to the half-power beam-
width boundary and use the result for further processing. Sadly,
Moore’s law implies a few more years of waiting until the com-
puter speed has reached the necessary point.

6.2 Operational Effective Antenna Pattern

The smooth, interpolated effective antenna patterns of the last
section demonstrate that the interpolation can achieve good re-
sults. The only drawback is that the effective antenna pattern need
to be projected onto Earth for every satellite measurement. This
results in quite a few hours of computer time and therefore only
reduced resolution versions can be used for all further processing.

The goal was to keep as much information and capture as much
detail as possible. This led to the decision to keep all measure-
ment values in along scan direction and interpolate the coarser
along track values to approximately the same resolution. The re-
sult are about 200 to 500 points per effective antenna pattern
above the −3 dB threshold – resulting in about 4 × 108 points to
be projected to Earth for every channel of a single half-orbit of the
amsr-e satellite. This marks the current limit of computational
power available in a standard PC today (if we allow a few hours of
daily computation).

The top part of Figures 15—28 present the effective antenna
patterns used in all following computations. Note the unsymme-
try. The assumed boresight of zero degrees, again marked by a
white cross, seems to be a bit off for most of them. This fact plus
the unknown influence of the transport of the satellite into orbit
and years of operation restrain the believe in accurate patterns.
They might look very different indeed, and will most likely change
(have changed) over time.

Still, this is the best guess and it leads to good results.
For completeness, and to emphasize the unsymmetry, the bot-

tom part of Figures 15—28 show a more traditional view of the
full normalized measurement data (in decibel) along the zero de-
gree elevation/along track line. The half-power beamwidth section
is always marked in green. Remembering that these figures have a
logarithmic scale, the remaining area under the curve (and the cor-
responding radiational power) can safely be neglected. Together
with the above mentioned uncertainties this error is truly small.
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Figure 6–15 6.925 GHz vertical polarization. Top: final along track only,
interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in along
scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–16 6.925 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: final along track
only, interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in
along scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–17 10.65 GHz vertical polarization. Top: final along track only,
interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in along
scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–18 10.65 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: final along track
only, interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in
along scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–19 18.7 GHz vertical polarization. Top: final along track only,
interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in along
scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–20 18.7 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: final along track
only, interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in
along scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–21 23.8 GHz vertical polarization. Top: final along track only,
interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in along
scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–22 23.8 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: final along track
only, interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in
along scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–23 36.5 GHz vertical polarization. Top: final along track only,
interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in along
scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–24 36.5 GHz horizontal polarization. Top: final along track
only, interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in
along scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–25 89.0 GHz (a) vertical polarization. Top: final along track
only, interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in
along scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–26 89.0 GHz (a) horizontal polarization. Top: final along track
only, interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in
along scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–27 89.0 GHz (b) vertical polarization. Top: final along track
only, interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in
along scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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Figure 6–28 89.0 GHz (b) horizontal polarization. Top: final along track
only, interpolated effective antenna pattern; bottom: horizontal cut in
along scan direction (zero degrees along track) of the original data.
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7 Geolocation

This is the crucial point of the whole work. Finding the correct
location on Earth seen by the boresight of the rotating amsr-e
antenna.

It sounds so simple. Find the position of the antenna in the
satellite coordinate system, transform its view vector into the eci
system used for navigation and adjust the coordinates to the ac-
tual hour (or better subsecond) angle – turning the Earth model or
the navigation coordinates. Then intersect the view vector with the
Earth model to find geodetic longitude and latitude ‘seen’ by the
instrument. The applied procedure can be found in Section 15.4.

One should use the exact precession and nutation as well as
the polar motion in the calculations, but the effects are very slow
or small (nima, 2000: 2-8). Then again, it seems jaxa does not use
these effects either. (But it would be fun to use the empirical series
with over 200 terms, resulting in microarcsecond precision. . . )

7.1 Footprint Size

If one tries to estimate the size of the footprints, a spherical ap-
proximation is in order. jaxa (2005) lists several of these resolu-
tion numbers, as shown in Table 1.

Section 15.2 shows how to find the efov estimate. One can also
include an approximate area A of an ellipsoidal flat footprint

A = π
4

× along scan resolution × along track resolution (7–1)

which is also given in Table 2. These resolution numbers are a bit
smaller than jaxa’s, but they are very sensitive to the threshold
used (the effective antenna pattern were cut at the exact −3 dB
outline, not at 0.5) and the number of interpolated pixels. All in
all, these footprints seem close enough to the strange jaxa data.

7.2 Projected Antenna Pattern

To appreciate the detail available in one satellite measurement,
in combination with the effective antenna pattern data and the
projection software, a collage of antenna pattern projections over
an area northwest of Bremen, Germany, is shown in Figure 1. (This
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Table 7–1 amsr-e efov from jaxa documentation, compared with cal-
culation results for a spherical Earth with the given radius a, satellite
height h. Resolution: first term in scan direction, second along track
(proceeding). Note: the off-nadir angle for the 89b channel is α = 47◦

while all others have α = 47.5◦.

Channel Beam width Resolution Resolution
documented calculated

[GHz] [◦] [km × km] [km × km]

hdf metadata h = 707.9 km, a = 6378.1 km
6 1.8 43.2 × 75.4 35.45 × 61.86

10 1.2 29.4 × 51.4 23.64 × 41.22
18 0.64 15.7 × 27.4 12.61 × 21.98

23 0.75 18.1 × 31.5 14.77 × 25.76
36 0.35 8.2 × 14.4 6.89 × 12.02
89a 0.15 3.7 × 6.5 2.95 × 5.15

89b 0.15 3.5 × 5.9 2.92 × 5.01

jaxa (2005: 2-31) h = 705 km, a = 6378 km
6 2.2 43.2 × 75.4 43.15 × 75.24

10 1.5 29.4 × 51.4 29.41 × 51.26
18 0.8 15.7 × 27.4 15.69 × 27.33

23 0.9 18.1 × 31.5 17.65 × 30.75
36 0.4 8.2 × 14.4 7.84 × 13.66
89a 0.2 3.7 × 6.5 3.92 × 6.83

89b 0.2 3.5 × 5.9 3.87 × 6.64

jaxa (2005: 2-16) h = 705 km, a = 6378 km
6 2.2 43.2 × 75.4 43.15 × 75.24

10 1.5 29.4 × 51.4 29.41 × 51.26
18 0.80 15.7 × 27.4 15.69 × 27.33

23 0.92 18.1 × 31.5 18.04 × 31.43
36 0.42 8.2 × 14.4 8.24 × 14.35
89a 0.19 3.7 × 6.5 3.73 × 6.49

89b 0.18 3.5 × 5.9 3.49 × 5.98

Table 7–2 Beam widths from interpolated effective antenna patterns

Ch. Along scan beam Along track beam Resolution Area
from to width from to width

[GHz] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦] [km × km] [km2]

h = 707.9 km, a = 6371 km
6v −0.99 1.10 2.09 −0.99 0.99 1.98 41.17 × 68.08 2201.21
6h −0.99 1.10 2.09 −0.99 0.99 1.98 41.17 × 68.08 2201.21

10v −0.80 0.72 1.52 −0.64 0.64 1.28 29.94 × 43.98 1034.27
10h −0.72 0.64 1.36 −0.72 0.64 1.36 26.79 × 46.73 983.29

18v −0.45 0.45 0.90 −0.35 0.35 0.70 17.73 × 24.05 334.80
18h −0.45 0.45 0.90 −0.40 0.40 0.80 17.73 × 27.48 382.64
23v −0.50 0.45 0.95 −0.40 0.40 0.80 18.71 × 27.48 403.90
23h −0.50 0.45 0.95 −0.40 0.40 0.80 18.71 × 27.48 403.90

36v −0.33 0.36 0.69 −0.18 0.18 0.36 13.59 × 12.37 131.99
36h −0.33 0.33 0.66 −0.21 0.21 0.42 13.00 × 14.43 147.30
89av −0.17 0.16 0.33 −0.08 0.08 0.16 6.50 × 5.50 28.06
89ah −0.17 0.16 0.33 −0.08 0.09 0.17 6.50 × 5.84 29.81

89bv −0.16 0.16 0.32 −0.08 0.08 0.16 6.23 × 5.34 26.12
89bh −0.16 0.16 0.32 −0.08 0.09 0.17 6.23 × 5.68 27.75
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Figure 7–1 All antenna patterns projected onto a part of northern Eu-
rope, northwest of Bremen, Germany. The footprints are taken from L1B
data of 2005-03-15, ascending half-orbit, path number 057, scans 1590
to 1509. Single footprints were selected to cover the map area. Note:
dotsize is arbitrary, only the centers of the dots are actually projected.
The map is a polar stereographic projection, true to scale at 70◦ N.

also displays the full resolution of the coastline and river database
available with gmt.) For exact details of the chosen positions see
plot_one_projected_ap in plotscans.py.

Notice the almost circular appearence of the 89 GHz and 36 GHz
effective antenna footprints. All remaining lower frequency chan-
nels are distorted into large ellipses, giving visible meaning to the
data in Table 2 – but this time each dot was projected to the ellip-
tical wgs 84 Earth model surface.
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From Figure 1 one can also anticipate gridding problems. Once
the resolution of the grid is below the distance of the dot centers,
some pixels might not receive a projected value. For the 6 GHz
channels any grid of approximately less than three kilometer size
(along track distance of projected effective antenna pattern rows
– in this example almost due north) will display this problem. Ei-
ther the antenna patterns must be interpolated finer in along track
direction or some interpolation, after projection, has to account
for the resulting problems. In reality, the larger footprints overlap
considerably and if a pixel gets no value from one footprint, one
of the next few will most likely cover it. Unless very fine grids are
to be filled, no problem is anticipated.

This figure also provides a possibility to check if projection pro-
cessing has introduced any errors (reversed, rotated the patterns).
But all points visible in the effective antenna pattern plots (Fig-
ures 6–15—6–28) show up in this collage.

7.3 Off-Nadir Angle

Trying to match the jaxa latitude values it was found that for the
89b GHz channel not the documented off-nadir angle of 47.0◦ but
an actual angle of 47.1◦ fits the jaxa positions best. Going a step
further, an off-nadir angle of 47.15◦ seems to move most pixels
to an even better fitting location. Using older data we find an off-
nadir angle of 47.025◦ as a best fit. (See the next section.) It is
closer to the documented value and will be used.

Since there are no more 89a GHz data available, old files had to
be checked – the official off-nadir angle is 47.5◦ for this channel,
and it is used for all lower frequency channels also. Again, the
next section finds 47.525◦ as a very good fit.

The off-nadir angles used will therefore be 0.025◦ larger than
documented.

7.3.1 jaxa L1A versus L1B

The little unevenness in the marked locations comes from the
rounded longitude and latitude values – hdf files contain them
rounded to the nearest 0.01◦. Note that the center of the dots
marks the spot.

The first thing to be noticed when comparing L1A (Figure 2) and
L1B (Figure 3) data from jaxa is: L1A and L1B data have an offset,
both in along track and in along scan direction, but should show
identical data.

That makes it a bit harder to match the projected data. The
other problem is the inexact initial scan angle. Many (many!) tries
find a best match to L1A off-nadir angle at 47.525◦, that is when
the scan lines match best. The initial scan angle has to be set to
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Figure 7–2 Original jaxa L1A data for the 89ah channel. West of Ob
region, 2003-07-01, path number 016.
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Figure 7–3 Original jaxa L1B data for the 89ah channel. West of Ob
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75.312◦ for a wonderful fit – so we shift everything by one posi-
tion in minus scan direction. This leads to a nice improvement in
geolocation – a better fit than the original data. But this does not
work well for 89b and we have to compromise on 75.4◦, which is
incredibly close to the jaxa data.

Once we allow the initial scan angle to change, we can easily
match the L1B data to the L1A positions (or vice versa). The cor-
responding initial scan angle for L1B data is 60.736◦, exactly the
offset to be expected after cutting away the missing pixels and
accounting for each one with 1.3 ms. So the resulting picture is
identical to Figure 4 where L1B data exists, perfect.

This was for the 89a GHz case. The 89b GHz channel needs extra
treatment. It’s supposed off-nadir angle is 47.0◦.

Again jaxa L1A data (Figure 5) and L1B (Figure 6) exhibit the
same litte offsets as in the 89a GHz case.

Now for the projected version Figure 7. Again, the initial scan
angle is a compromise, it should be a bit bigger. But it’s probably
best to assume, that all measurements are taken simultaneously.

To find out how these values work for modern data and a differ-
ent region, we compare Figure 8 with Figure 9 that show a section
of northern Europe. Note that 89a data are no longer available for
the shown date.

Geolocation has degraded and it varies across the scan. At the
start of scan, the projected values seem better, while they should
be shifted by a full position when at the end of scan. The off-nadir
angle should also be adjusted towards the end of scan. These
seem to indicate a rotation in of the satellite and will not be cor-
rected by a different off-nadir angle or different intitial scan an-
gles.

There was no time to adjust the lower frequency channels –
sort of doing a coregistration for all of them, but it could be done
– while it probably makes sense to check the sea ice maps first, to
see if the weather filter deletes too many pixels.

7.4 Sea Ice Maps

With the geolocation and projection done, the data can be gridded
and sea ice concentrations calculated. To show the quality of the
results, just one scan (path number 009 on 2005-03-15) is shown
in Figure 10, so averaging of different overflights can not disturb
the picture. The routines used to prepare the maps can be found
in Chapter 16 for the sea ice concentration calculations and Sec-
tion 15.5 for the actual gridding and mapping.

Comparing Figure 10 and Figure 14 one can see a nice differ-
ence. Similar for the southern hemisphere when comparing Fig-
ure 12 and Figure 16.
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Figure 7–5 Original jaxa L1A data for the 89bh channel. West of Ob
region, 2003-07-01, path number 016.
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Figure 7–6 Original jaxa L1B data for the 89bh channel. West of Ob
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Figure 7–7 Tb data as in Figure 5 but projected with an off-nadir angle
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Figure 7–10 2005-03-15, nh sea ice concentrations from projected L1B
data, path number 009, 3.125 km grid
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Figure 7–11 Figure 10 with a different color table
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Figure 7–12 2005-03-15, sh sea ice concentrations from projected L1B
data, path number 009, 3.125 km grid
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Figure 7–13 Figure 12 with a different color table
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Figure 7–14 2005-03-15, nh sea ice concentrations from L1A data, full
day average, 6.25 km grid, calculated with Gunnar Spreens algorithms
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Figure 7–15 Figure 14 with a different color table
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Figure 7–16 2005-03-15, sh sea ice concentrations from L1A data, full
day average, 6.25 km grid, calculated with Gunnar Spreens algorithms
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Figure 7–17 Figure 16 with a different color table
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8 Backus-Gilbert Interpolation

The working title of this thesis included Backus-Gilbert interpo-
lation. Then the 89 a channel of amsr-e developed problems and
stopped functioning on 2004-11-04. After the projection to Earth
problem was under control and the first patterns had been pro-
jected it became clear that Backus-Gilbert interpolation would not
improve the calculated sea ice concentrations as expected. It relies
on overlapping data and now only the 89 b channel data overlap
slightly with a ten kilometer gap to the next scan line. This gap
used to be filled by 89 a data but this is no longer true. Since the
goal was an operational daily sea ice map production, and the
algorithm to be applied uses only the polarization difference of
the 89 GHz data to estimate ice concentrations (the other chan-
nels function merely as weather filters), the Backus-Gilbert solu-
tion was dropped.

Instead, simple linear interpolation is used (mostly to fill the
gap between scan lines) and due to the effective antenna patterns
– that could double function as Backus-Gilbert gain functions after
another normalization – the resolution of the results has already
improved.

The basic theory was already introduced in my talk, and since
it will not be used, will not be repeated here. It’s just sad, that all
these papers got read and their application to amsr-e data is no
longer warranted under the daily sea ice production objective.

There is the original paper (Backus and Gilbert, 1970) with al-
most 70 pages of dense math, interesting proofs and examples of
application to gross Earth data.

Then a good overview article on inverse problems (Parker, 1977).
And the basic introduction of Backus-Gilbert interpolation to satel-
lite (microwave) remote sensing by Stogryn (1978). Applied by Poe
(1990) to Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (ssm/i) data to im-
prove its resolution and downsample high resolution channels to
lower resolution ones.

The application of the theory is not limited to geosciences or
satellite remote sensing and Loredo and Epstein (1989) annalyzed
gamma-ray burst spectra with it and were cited in (Numerical
Recipes Software, 1992) for their derivation of the theory. The nu-
merical recipes also include a good fast calculation approach.

Robinson et al. (1992) used the theory to match all data with the
37 GHz channel resolution of the ssm/i instrument. While (Farrar
and Smith, 1992) used the footprint overlap of ssm/i mostly to
enhance the resolution.
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Hunewinkel (1996) compared different deconvolution methods,
including Backus-Gilbert. And Long and Daum (1998) also com-
pared it to a different algorithm that is computationally less in-
tense.

Bellerby et al. (1998) used ssm/i data and many footprints to
improve land and sea mixed pixel measurements while Bennartz
(1999) used Backus-Gilbert interpolation to enhance ssm/i mea-
surements in coastal regions (this was hoped to work for amsr-e
also) and finally (Bennartz, 2000) describes how to match identical
frequency data coming from different instruments.

In conclusion, Backus-Gilbert interpolation can use the effective
antenna patterns as gain functions and the optimal up or down
sampling of amsr-e channels might proof interesting in other ap-
plications. For the daily sea ice production more overlap of the
footprints is essential.
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9 Conclusions

Many fields of astronomy and geodesy were covered. Much infor-
mation not available at the iup was found and applied, many in-
ternational organizations visited (on the web) and their work on
standards can hardly be praised enough.

Good effective amsr-e antenna patterns were generated and
are ready to be used for geolocation of Aqua satellite data or as
Backus-Gilbert gain functions.

Geolocation of jaxa level one data was redone and improved
upon.

New and better sea ice maps can be produced with the help of
the presented algorithms and programs.

And the biggest lesson learned: Bad documentation and missing
information is a big waste of time. While literate programming can
be recommended as a general way of program development.

9.1 Future Work

More information from jaxa will allow (or confirm in the case
of the attitude rotation sense) even better geolocation (what did
they do about precession and nutation). If the actual satellite po-
sitions were available – not the predicted locations as they are
usually stored in the level one data – geolocation could be firmly
established. This would allow regridding of previously accumu-
lated data, with the help of Backus-Gilbert interpolation for op-
timal results and the production of improved ‘historical’ sea ice
maps, still needed for climate modeling.
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Part II

Webs

‘The WEB System of Structured Documentation was created by
Donald E. Knuth of Stanford University as part of the project to
develop the TEX document compiler. Embodying the concept of lit-
erate programming, or programs as literature, WEB programs are
at a higher level than a programming language such as Pascal or a
documentation language such as TEX. In fact, WEB is a combination
of the two, with a macro preprocessor thrown in.’ (Sewell, 1989: 3)
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10 Programming Resources

As already mentioned earlier, the literate style of programming
mixes documentation and program source code, making it possi-
ble to have programs written as works of literature (I’m afraid that
the following examples might fail this criterion). Many kinds of
reference information are automatically generated and included
in the printable version. Thanks to Donald E. Knuth for conceiv-
ing this paradigm.

pyweb my own special web system written in Python and appro-
priately called pyweb, is line oriented and rearanges a ‘.web’ file
into a LATEX documentation and possibly many different source
code files. It allows the inclusion of python calculated constants
and macros for all programming languages.

Python an object oriented, modern, open source, scripting lan-
guage with wide support that runs on most computers in use
today. The numarray package allows the manipulation of large
arrays and the matplotlib package implements a Matlab like plot
interface. One does not have to declare variables and memory is
managed by the system. Indentation is important as is marks
block structure, eliminating the need for braces or begin–end
pairs.
A typical interactive session might include:

>>> a = range(10)
>>> a
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
>>> for i in a:
... print i**2,
...
0 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81
>>> 2**33 - 2**32
4294967296L

idl is a commercial scripting environment usually used in ‘our’
working group. After I found two mistakes that could only be
solved by an expensive update, I stopped using it (and it would
also not have allowed me to work at home since the demo mode
is too limited). So most programs were translated to Python and
the external c routines converted.
A typical interactive session might include:

IDL> a = indgen(10)
IDL> print, a

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
IDL> for i=0, n_elements(a) - 1L do $
IDL> print, format=’(I, $)’, i^2

0 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81IDL>
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IDL> print, 2^33 - 2^32
0

c is a fast, compiled, extension language for Python or idl and a
basic building block of all Unix systems. While idl has more of
a Fortran history, Python has a c history.
A short program to print some squares might look like this:

#include <stdio.h>
int main() {

int i;
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++)

printf("%d ", i*i);
printf("\n");
return 0;

}

Pyweb also knows how to format bash shell scripts, makefiles,
Oberon and Scheme programs. It can easily be extended to other
languages as long as it is possible to write a line oriented parser.

10.1 Conventions

All angular data stored in internal arrays are converted to radians
for fast application of mathematical functions. This implies that
all longitude and latitude values passed between programs and
stored for computations are in radians.

All angles entered by the user as parameters must be in de-
grees. This implies that all longitude and latitude parameters, to
be provided by the user, are in degrees.

10.2 System Requirements

The development environment was an Apple Macintosh G4 com-
puter running OS X (10.4.2) with the gnu c compiler gcc 4.0.0
20041026 compiler used for all compilable programs. This is
based on Unix and everything should work on any other Unix
system – all necessary programs (Table 1) were selected for porta-
bility and availability.
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Table 10–1 Software used for this thesis

Product Version Availability and Comments

gmt 4.0 (with all patches available until 2005-09-24)
gmt.soest.hawaii.edu

ntecdf 3.6.0-p1 my.unidata.ucar.edu/content/software/netcdf/
index.html

hdf 4.2r1 ftp://ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu/HDF/HDF/HDF_Current

Python 2.4.1 www.python.org
with the following nonstandard packages:
Imaging 1.1.5 www.pythonware.com/products/pil/index.htm
matplotlib 0.81 matplotlib.sourceforge.net
numarray 1.3.3 sourceforge.net/projects/numpy
pycdf 0.5-3 pysclint.sourceforge.net/pycdf
pyhdf 0.7-3 pysclint.sourceforge.net/pyhdf

teTeX 3.0 dante.ctan.org/CTAN
MetaPost 0.901 sarovar.org/projects/metapost
featpost 0.6.6 matagalatlante.org/nobre/featpost

My own pyweb system, as provided on the enclosed CD.
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11 Julian Days

1. This program deals with Julian Day (jd) numbers (usually referred
to as julian day only) that count the days since −4712-01-01. This
is standard practice in astronomical calculations since different
calendars were used over time – and some were adopted in differ-
ent countries at different times. This description and the following
algorithms follow Meeus (1992: 72ff).

One standard calendar in Europe was enacted by Julius Caesar
in the year −47 reaching its final form around the year +8. The
Julian calendar. Superseeded by the Gregorian calendar which ad-
justed time by a ten day leap, from 1582-10-04 to 1582-10-15, its
first day. Note that some countries adopted this calendar as late
as 1752 or even 1927.

The resulting confusion from points in time, referred to in
different calendar systems, was solved by Julian Day numbers.
By extrapolating the Julian calendar infinitely into the past, as-
tronomers are able to talk about solar eclipses, e.g. during −1203-
08-28, even before the Julian calendar was invented. To keep the
leap year rules (depending on devisibility by 4), astronomers re-
fer to a year 0, while historians tend to skip from year −1 to
year +1. Luckily the amsr-e satellite was launched after the year
2000 avoiding all such problems.

11.1 Time of Day

One Julian Day has 24 hours with 60 minutes with 60 seconds,
86400 seconds per day. Dividing the number of elapsed seconds
of the day by this maximum, yields the time of day as a fractional
part of the day. Combining it with the day number gives a precise
short notation of time.

Usually all time counting is relative to the time observed at the
observatory in Greenwich (close to London, England). The position
of the sun at that location defines universal time (ut) as the time
of reference. (Of course, atomic clocks and the si definition of a
second have taken over, producing utc, which is kept close to the
sun time ut via leap seconds.)

One quirk of astronomers and therefore of jd numbers is that
a day begins at noon (sun at zenith), lasting over midnight (sun at
nadir) to the next noon.

This results in the time notation given in Table 1. Note: the frac-
tional part gives the actual time in Greenwich while jd numbers
have an offset of 0.5.
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Table 11–1 Julian Day numbers

iso date (ut) jd Notes

2000-01-01 12:00 2 451 545.0 Epoch J2000.0 start
1995-10-01 09:00 2 449 991.875
1993-01-01 00:00 2 448 988.5 amsr-e tai start

1900-01-01 00:00 2 415 020.5
−4712-01-01 12:00 0.0 jd origin

2. Standard reminder.
m 〈Web reminder 2〉 ≡ #1! Please, modify ‘julianday.web’.

3. Constants needed for time calculations.
m 〈seconds per jd 3〉 ≡ 86400.0

m 〈seconds per hour 3〉 ≡ 3600.0

m 〈seconds per minute 3〉 ≡ 60.0

11.2 Python Implementation

4. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.
5. 〈julianday bannerline 5〉 ≡
. ‘julianday.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-08 v0.2/
. /Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 6.

6. 〈julianday.py 6〉 ≡
〈julianday bannerline 5〉
"""
Calculate Julian Day numbers and combine them
with fractional time data.
"""
from numarray import floor
〈Julian day routines 8〉
j1993t0 = julian_day(1993, 1, 1.0) .ends in .5/
j2000 = julian_day(2000, 1, 1.5) .noon is start of day/
〈Test 16〉
.end of ‘julianday.py’/

7. First some useful helper functions. One to test, if a given year is a
leap year, and the other to find the day number within that year –
from 1 (01-01) to 365 or 366 (12-31).

8. 〈Julian day routines 8〉 ≡
def is_leap_year(yyyy):

"""A leap year in the Gregorian calender?
yyyy % 400 == 0: yes
yyyy % 100 == 0: no
(yyyy % 4 == 0)
1900: 0, 1996: 1, 2000: 1, 2004: 1
"""

return yyyy % 400 ≡ 0 or (yyyy % 4 ≡ 0 and yyyy % 100 ≠ 0)
.if mm > 2: # or d=(mm + 10)/13, -2d, [is_leap*d]/
. return dd + (611*(mm + 2))/20 - 93 + is_leap_year(yyyy)/
.else:/
. return dd + (611*(mm + 2))/20 - 91/
_daysuptomonth = [(611∗(mm + 2))/20 − 91 − 2∗(mm > 2)

for mm in range(13)] .don’t use element [0]/
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def day_number(yyyy, mm, dd):
"""Daynumber 1...365/366"""
if mm > 2:

return dd + _daysuptomonth[mm] \
+ (yyyy % 400 ≡ 0 or yyyy % 4 ≡ 0 and yyyy % 100 ≠ 0)

return dd + _daysuptomonth[mm]
This code is used in section 6.
See also sections 10, 12, and 14.

9. The calculation of Julian Day numbers. We are interested in satel-
lite data only, so we limit the calculation range to the years 1901–
2099, by applying the formula given in Meeus (1992: 75). This cal-
culates the jd of January 0.0, which is December 31st. For a correct
jd we must add the day number of the sought date.

Sometimes not jd but jde, the Julian Ephemeris Day, is needed.
These start at 00:00 ut.

10. 〈Julian day routines 8〉 +≡
def julian_day00(year):

"""Special julian day: January 0.0
- actually (year-1)-12-31 and not noon!!!
to be calculated for years 1901-2099 only!
Add day_number for a real date.
"""

return 1721409.5 + int(365.25∗(year − 1))
def julian_day(yyyy, mm=1, dd=1.5):

"""Julian day, starting at 12h UT - noon."""
return julian_day00(yyyy) + day_number(yyyy, mm, dd)

def julian_ephemeris_day(yyyy, mm, dd):
"""JED of date, start at 0h UT, midnight."""
return julian_day(yyyy, mm, dd) − 0.5

This code is used in section 6.

11. To separate jd and time of day we define a split function, which
accounts for the nasty 0.5 offset.

Then we need a function to convert amsr-e start of scan time,
given as tai seconds since 1993-01-01 00:00 ut, to utc seconds
combining it to the usual jd with a fractional time part.

Note: at the end of 2005 another utc leap second will be intro-
duced (Gambis, 2005), invalidating this conversion – which is then
valid for 1999-01-01 to 2005-12-31, only!

12. 〈Julian day routines 8〉 +≡
def split_jd_utc(jd_utc):

"""Get julian day and fractional part,
convert to JD and seconds.
"""

jd = floor(jd_utc + 0.5) − 0.5
utc = (jd_utc − jd)∗〈seconds per jd 3〉
return jd, utc

def scantime_to_jd(time):
"""Convert from AMSR-E scan time (observation start time of
89 GHz A-horn), TAI seconds since 1993-01-01 00:00 UT, to
JD.UTCseconds."""

return j1993t0 + (time − 5.0)/〈seconds per jd 3〉 .UTC=TAI(1993) - 5s/
This code is used in section 6.
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13. It’s always confusing to convert time from seconds to hours, min-
utes and seconds, so we code it once and forget about it. This will
return fractional seconds if necessary.

14. 〈Julian day routines 8〉 +≡
def hhmmss_from_jd_utc(jd_utc):

"""Prepare for time output."""
jd, t = split_jd_utc(jd_utc)
hh = t // 〈seconds per hour 3〉
t = t % 〈seconds per hour 3〉
mm = t // 〈seconds per minute 3〉
ss = t % 〈seconds per minute 3〉
return jd, hh, mm, ss

This code is used in section 6.

15. We test by comparing with results given in (Meeus, 1992; Kelso,
1995).

16. 〈Test 16〉 ≡
def test_julian_day():

"""From Jean Meeus 1992: 74ff."""
print ’All differences zero?’
print julian_day(2000, 1, 1.5) − 2451545.0 .J2000.0/
print julian_day(1988, 1, 27.0) − 2447187.5
print julian_day(1988, 6, 19.5) − 2447332.0
print julian_day(1987, 1, 27.0) − 2446822.5
print julian_day(1987, 6, 19.5) − 2446966.0
print julian_day(1986, 2, 9.0) − 2446470.5
print julian_day(1957, 10, 4.81) − 2436116.31
print julian_day(1910, 4, 20.0) − 2418781.5
print
.from Kelso: v02n02: 2/
print julian_day(1995, 10, 1.0) − 2449991.5
print julian_day(1995, 10, 1.0

+ 9.0∗〈seconds per hour 3〉/〈seconds per jd 3〉) − 2449991.875
print
.Meeus:98/
jd, hh, mm, ss = hhmmss_from_jd_utc(2446896.30625)
print jd − 2446895.5
print hh − 19, mm − 21, ss − 0

This code is used in section 6.
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18. Identifier with at least three characters.

_daysuptomonth 8

D
day_number 8, 10

H
hhmmss_from_jd_utc 14, 16

I
is_leap_year 8

J
j1993t0 6, 12
j2000 6
jd_utc 12, 14
julian_day 6, 10, 16
julian_day00 10

julian_ephemeris_day 10

S
scantime_to_jd 12
split_jd_utc 12, 14

T
test_julian_day 16
time 12

U
utc 12

Y
year 10
yyyy 8, 10

Code Sections

〈Julian day routines 8, 10, 12, 14〉 This code is used in section 6.

〈julianday bannerline 5〉 This code is used in section 6.

〈julianday.py 6〉
〈Test 16〉 This code is used in section 6.

Macro Definition Sections

〈seconds per hour 3〉 This code is used in sections 14, and 16.

〈seconds per jd 3〉 This code is used in sections 12, and 16.

〈seconds per minute 3〉 This code is used in section 14.

〈Web reminder 2〉 This code is used in section 5.
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12 amsr-e Level 1 Data

1. Level one data are essentialy the first usable version of satellite
data – each half-orbits data is stored in an hdf file and contains
everything needed to process and analyse the data – at least in the
amsr-e case.

A detailed description of all Aqua sensors and level 1, 2 and 3
data formats can be found in the jaxa documentation (jaxa,
2005).

12.1 Data Centers

The nsidc provides amsr-e Level 1 A (L1A) data – raw observation
counts. Up to three months back and changed/improved older
files at ftp://n0dps01u.ecs.nasa.gov/SAN/AMSA/AMSREL1A.002/
with subdirectories for each day named after the yyyy.mm.dd pat-
tern.

jaxa provides amsr-e Level 1 B (L1B) data – containing bright-
ness temperatures – via ftp from ftp://suzaku.eorc.jaxa.jp/pub/
AMSR/private/PI_directory/PML1/ with subdirectories named af-
ter the yyyymm pattern.

Individual file names follow the naming convention in (nsidc,
2005), which gives an example:

The date corresponds to the first scan of the granule.
P1AME020602173MA_P01A0000000.00
where:
P1 = Aqua satellite (PM-1)
AME = AMSR-E sensor
02 = Two-digit year (2002, in this example)
06 = Two-digit month (June, in this example)
02 = Day
173 = Path number
M = Orbital mode (A = ascending pass)
P = Product type (01A = Level 1A product)

12.2 Metadata

Each hdf file contains descriptive metadata with general infor-
mation on the satellite orbit, channels, quality information and
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preprocessing steps. Also contained are some global parameters,
like the region covered by the data, and calibration constants to
be applied.

The important lesson learned: some values are but rounded rep-
resentations of the correct values – don’t trust any number be-
sides correction coefficients.

We will use the G-ring information to estimate the covered area
(Section 12.9) and most of the coefficients to transform L1A raw
observation counts into L1B-like brightness temperatures.

12.3 Data

Most space in the hdf file is used for the data. As a single L1A file
occupies usually a little less than 38 MMB and each L1B file needs
about 32 MMB it’s a good idea to read only the portions that will
actually get used.

An hdf file contains the data from one half-orbit, either the as-
cending or descending half. For each scan of the rotating antenna
one array of samples is stored. The size of the array depends on
the frequency and the overall data format. L1A data contains 486
values per 89 GHz scan and 243 values for the other measure-
ments. L1B data is clipped on both sides to 392 and 196 values
per scan. A half-orbit includes close to 2000 scan lines.

Any special information about individual fields will be given at
the point in the source code where they are read.

2. Standard reminder
m 〈Web reminder 2〉 ≡ #1! Please, modify ‘read_l1.web’.

12.4 Python Implementation

3. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.
4. 〈read_l1 bannerline Python 4〉 ≡
. ‘read_l1.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-29 v3.6/
. /Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 6.

5. Some constants to differentiate levels of verbose operation.
c 〈quiet 5〉 ≡ 0

0

c 〈normal 5〉 ≡ 1
quiet + 1

c 〈helpful 5〉 ≡ 2
normal + 1

c 〈verbose 5〉 ≡ 3
helpful + 1

c 〈trace 5〉 ≡ 4
verbose + 1
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6. 〈read_l1.py 6〉 ≡
〈read_l1 bannerline Python 4〉
"""
Read L1A or L1B data from AMSR-E HDF, Release 1 or 2, files.
"""
〈imports 9〉
〈Global defs 11〉
class L1data:

"""Read AMSR-E L1A or L1B data."""
def __init__(self, fname, tbselection=None, verbose=〈helpful 5〉):

〈L1data init 20〉
〈L1A TB counts to TB 46〉
〈L1 quick info procedures 51〉

.end of ‘read_l1.py’/

7. Constants used to convert between degrees and radians and our
default Earth eccentricity parameter squared for the wgs 84 ellip-
soid.

c 〈imports for calculated constants 7〉 ≡
import ellipsoids, math

c 〈d2r 7〉 ≡ 0.0174532925199
math.pi/180.0

c 〈r2d 7〉 ≡ 57.2957795131
180.0/math.pi

c 〈WGS 84 e*e 7〉 ≡ 0.00669437999014
ellipsoids.wgs84_esq

8. Imports and dependencies on other packages.

9. 〈imports 9〉 ≡
from numarray import (arange, arccos, arctan, arctan2, array, asarray,

cos, Float32, Float64, hypot, logical_and, pi, ravel,
searchsorted, sin, sqrt, take, where, zeros)

from numarray.ieeespecial import nan as NaN
import os
import re
import julianday
This code is used in section 6.
See also sections 15, 22, 43, and 50.

12.4.1 Parse hdf Metadata String Coefficients

10. We need to parse three hdf metadata strings: CoefficientAxx,
CoRegistrationParameterAx and CalibrationCurveCoefficient#x. All
start with a channel identifier, include one minus sign as separator
and an optional second one to negate the following float number.
To speed up the matching process, we compile a regular expres-
sion and use its findall method for the matching.

The parse result will be stored in a dictionary, with the channel
identifier as key and the float number as value.

11. 〈Global defs 11〉 ≡
xGyy_z = re.compile(’(\d+G[AB]?[HV]?)\-([-]?\d+\.\d+)’)
def split_xGval(s):

"""Parse CoefficientAxx, CoRegistrationParameterAx
or CalibrationCurveCoefficient#x into dictionary.
"""

d = {}
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for ghz, val in xGyy_z.findall(s):
d[ghz] = float(val)

return d
This code is used in section 6.
See also sections 13, 16, 18, and 57.

12.4.2 Read hdf Scientific Datasets Into Arrays

12. Each hdf file contains sds with attributes. Some datasets corre-
spond to arrays, like all brightness temperatures of the 89 GHz-
channel. The attributes ‘SCALE FACTOR’ and ‘OFFSET’ are not eval-
uated because they might create roundoff errors. Instead, these
terms are applied to the results of this routine – hardcoded.

13. 〈Global defs 11〉 +≡
def dset(sd, at, verbose=〈normal 5〉):

"""Read an HDF SD into a numarray."""
if verbose > 〈normal 5〉:

print at
a = asarray(sd.select(at).get())
if a.shape[−1] ≡ 1:

if verbose > 〈helpful 5〉:
print ’Shape bug circumvented.’

a.shape = a.shape[:−1] .bug in numarray 1.3.x?/
return a

This code is used in section 6.

12.4.3 Handling Compressed Files

14. Since the hdf files are large, we compress them after first use.
To transparently access them later, we always use unpack. This
will not touch normal files, but unpack compressed files (bzip2
or gzip) into temporary files that should usually be deleted once
read. The ori_is_packed switch is our reminder of this fact. The
other result of unpack is the filename to be used to access the file
– a tempfile or the original.

The opening mechanisms for bzip2 and gzip differ, but both
return a ‘standard’ file object which we copy completely into the
temporary file.

To use these compressed formats we import their standard
modules. The tempfile module will allow concurrent creation of
many temporary files in case of parallel execution.

15. 〈imports 9〉 +≡
from bz2 import BZ2File
import gzip
import os.path
import tempfile
This code is used in section 6.

16. 〈Global defs 11〉 +≡
def unpack(fname, verbose=〈normal 5〉):

"""Unpack bzip2 or gzip files to a temporary file."""
ext = os.path.splitext(fname)[−1]
ori_is_packed = ext in [’.bz2’, ’.gz’]
if ori_is_packed:
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if verbose:
print ’-temp->’,

if ext ≡ ’.bz2’:
R = BZ2File(fname)

elif ext ≡ ’.gz’:
R = gzip.open(fname)

fd, tmpname = tempfile.mkstemp(’.tmp’, ’X’ + ext[1:] + ’-’,
os.path.split(fname)[0])

os.write(fd, R.read())
os.close(fd)
R.close()
if verbose:

print tmpname,
else:

tmpname = fname
return tmpname, ori_is_packed

This code is used in section 6.

12.4.4 Coregistration of Lower Frequency Channels

17. Following the algorithm provided by jaxa (jaxa, 2005: L1A-41),
we may choose to change the geolocation of the non 89 GHz-
channels. With the help of the co-registration parameters A1 and
A2 provided with the metadata.

But, there are major questions to be raised, relating to the mix-
ture of ellipsoidal geodetic longitude and latitude values with ge-
centric formulas to be applied. It is hard to understand, how such
an geocentric algorithm can globally improve the ellipsoidal posi-
tions after the projection to the surface has been done.

The correct procedure would apply different viewing directions
of the channel feed horns and result in different boresights for
each frequency. These would be projected to Earth, just like the
89 GHz boresights, and the ‘true’ location would be found. Sadly,
such offsets are not provided and we are left with this strange
scheme. As the values changed considerably between release 1
and 2 of the hdf files, our mistrust in the whole idea is only
strengthened.

Trying to improve the situation, we may calculate the final posi-
tion, with our ellipsoidal formulas (see 15–9) for the surface of
Earth (h = 0 m) and convert the geodetic (x,y, z) to geodetic
(λ,φ,h = 0) via

λ = arctan
y
x

(12–1)

φ = arctan
z√

x2 +y2 (1 − e2
1)

(12–2)

To apply the original jaxa approximation for a spherical Earth,
pass 0.0 for the eccentricity e1.

Note: L1B data, have a one pixel offset to L1A data, which is
accounted for by changed coregistration parameters (a shift of
exactly one θ). No special treatment necessary.
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18. 〈Global defs 11〉 +≡
def coreg_rad(lon_89a, lat_89a, a1, a2, eccsq=〈WGS 84 e*e 7〉):

"""Use the coregistration parameters A1 and A2 to calculate
accurate longitude, latitude information for ‘lower’ channels.
Arguments and results must be radians, not degrees!
"""

odd = arange(lon_89a.shape[1]/2)∗2 .odd for array base 1/
even = odd + 1
lon1 = take(lon_89a, odd, axis=1)
lon2 = take(lon_89a, even, axis=1)
lat1 = take(lat_89a, odd, axis=1)
lat2 = take(lat_89a, even, axis=1)
clat1 = cos(lat1)
clat2 = cos(lat2)
exx, exy, exz = clat1∗cos(lon1), clat1∗sin(lon1), sin(lat1)
p2x, p2y, p2z = clat2∗cos(lon2), clat2∗sin(lon2), sin(lat2)
.ez = ex x p2/
ezx = exy∗p2z − exz∗p2y
ezy = exz∗p2x − exx∗p2z
ezz = exx∗p2y − exy∗p2x
normez = sqrt(ezx∗ezx + ezy∗ezy + ezz∗ezz)
.ez /= Norm(ez)/
ezx, ezy, ezz = ezx/normez, ezy/normez, ezz/normez
.ey = ez x ex/
eyx = ezy∗exz − ezz∗exy
eyy = ezz∗exx − ezx∗exz
eyz = ezx∗exy − ezy∗exx
theta = arccos(exx∗p2x + exy∗p2y + exz∗p2z)
a1t, a2t = a1∗theta, a2∗theta
c1t, s1t = cos(a1t), sin(a1t)
c2t, s2t = cos(a2t), sin(a2t)
ptx = c2t∗(c1t∗exx + s1t∗eyx) + s2t∗ezx
pty = c2t∗(c1t∗exy + s1t∗eyy) + s2t∗ezy
ptz = c2t∗(c1t∗exz + s1t∗eyz) + s2t∗ezz
.(longitude in radians, latitude in radians)/
return (arctan2(pty, ptx).astype(Float32),

arctan(ptz/(hypot(ptx, pty)∗(1.0 − eccsq))).astype(Float32))
This code is used in section 6.

12.5 Channel Selection

19. Select brightness temperature channels to be read.
tbselection: list of strings, e.g. [’89GB’].

20. 〈L1data init 20〉 ≡
alltbs = frozenset([’6G’, ’10G’, ’18G’, ’23G’, ’36G’, ’89GA’, ’89GB’])
if tbselection is None:

tbselection = alltbs
else:

tbselection = alltbs & frozenset(tbselection)
do06 = ’6G’ in tbselection
do10 = ’10G’ in tbselection
do18 = ’18G’ in tbselection
do23 = ’23G’ in tbselection
do36 = ’36G’ in tbselection
do89a = ’89GA’ in tbselection
do89b = ’89GB’ in tbselection
This code is used in section 6.
See also sections 23, 25, 29, 32, and 34.
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12.6 File Access

21. The filename (including a full path) is the first parameter fname to
our init procedure. If it refers to a compressed file, we use unpack
to copy the contents to a temporary file – which we delete after it
has been read.

Metadata and scientific datasets are stored in hdf-sd format, so
we access the hdf file via this interface.

22. 〈imports 9〉 +≡
from pyhdf .SD import SD
This code is used in section 6.

23. 〈L1data init 20〉 +≡
self.fname = fname
if verbose:

print ’(%s’ % fname,
hdfname, ori_is_packed = unpack(fname, verbose)
hdf = SD(hdfname)
〈Read L1 HDF file 37〉
hdf .end()
〈Read L1 HDF VDATA 44〉
if verbose:

print ’)’
if ori_is_packed:

os.remove(hdfname)
This code is used in section 6.

24. Check quality.

25. 〈L1data init 20〉 +≡
if verbose > 〈normal 5〉:

print ’Bad scans: %s, SPS/SPC errors: %s, parity errors: %s’
\

% ((self.quality[:, 2] ≠ 0.0).sum(),
self.quality[:, 68].sum(),
self.quality[:, 85:118].sum())

if self.ephemerisqa ≠ ’OK’:
print ’Ephemeris Quality not OK but: %s!’ % self.ephemerisqa

This code is used in section 6.

12.6.1 Scan Overlap Handling

26. From the documentation we expect a ten scan overlap in each half-
orbit dataset. So we might be tempted to get rid of ten scanlines
at the beginning or the end or on both sides.

Closer examination revealed that the overlap is not exactly ten
scanlines – therefore we keep them all and later processing must
search for duplicates.

12.6.2 Convert L1A data to L1B standard

27. The main step involves the conversion of counts to calibrated
brightness temperatures.

m 〈calibrate tbs 27〉 ≡
if do#1:
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self.tb#1v, self.tb#1h = \
self._cali_tbs(self.tb#1v, self.tb#1h, #2, #3)

28. The rest of the conversion between L1A and L1B data is a bit
tricky. A swath in L1A is wider than in L1B. But we can’t sim-
ply cut off the unnecessary data since other fields refer to the full
information.

One obstacle is coregistration. For L1B the definition of odd and
even changes because an odd number of pixels is removed. This
requires a different set of coregistration parameters (provided in
the L1B files) and we need to note this when we apply coreg.

The next obstacle is the scan start time information. This refers
to the real L1A start time and needs to be adjusted to refer to the
cliped start of scan. The same goes for navigation, attitude, inci-
dence etc. All the necessary interpolation is a bit too troublesome.

Therefore we don’t clip L1A data to the L1B range, but provide
slices that have to be applied after all other calculations are done.
It’s so much simpler and the extra data might even be useful.

29. 〈L1data init 20〉 +≡
if isl1a:

if verbose > 〈normal 5〉:
print ’TBs’

.from +75◦to -75◦–> +61◦to -61◦/

.486/243 –> 392/196 pixel/

.NOTE 23/-24 and 47/-47 to match L1B data/
lowdegs = slice(23, −24)
highdegs = slice(47, −47)
calibrate tbs(06 ’6G’ 0)
calibrate tbs(10 ’10G’ 4)
calibrate tbs(18 ’18G’ 8)
calibrate tbs(23 ’23G’ 12)
calibrate tbs(36 ’36G’ 16)
calibrate tbs(89a ’89GA’ 24)
calibrate tbs(89b ’89GB’ 28)

else:
lowdegs = None .use [:]/
highdegs = None

This code is used in section 6.

12.6.3 Coregistration

30. We could apply the coregistration parameters to lower frequency
channels if they were selected. But these arrays become quite large
and we defer the coregistration until the longitude and latitude
values are actually needed to improve geolocation.

Note: the land field refers to coregistered locations and it pro-
vides data with low frequency sampling only (every second 89 GHz
position).

12.6.4 New Data Fields

31. Finally we prepare for processing by introducing some practical
data fields.
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First the scan start time is given in tai seconds since 1993-01-
01 00:00 UT. We convert to julian day number as integer part and
utc (Greenwich time) as fractional part.

32. 〈L1data init 20〉 +≡
self.jd_utc = julianday.scantime_to_jd(self.time)
This code is used in section 6.

33. Not well documented but most likely essential for good geoloca-
tion ist the tacho pulse count. This should give the exact antenna
angle for every scan and will be used as an offset to the initial scan
angle. The tacho values are field number four of the quality data,
angles in degree. Since there is no documentation we look at the
data and guess. The ‘correct’ value seems to be 45◦ and the offsets
are a lot less than one degree, so far always less than ±0.02◦. To
offset the initial scan angle later, we record the difference to the
standard, in degrees, for each scan.

34. 〈L1data init 20〉 +≡
self.tacho_offset = (self.quality[:, 3] − 45.0)
This code is used in section 6.

12.6.5 Read hdf Metadata

35. Problem with pyhdf-0.7-3 – all hdf attribute strings contain zero-
bytes at the end – we need to strip them off.

m 〈noZero 35〉 ≡ hdf.#1.strip(’\x00’)

36. The differences between L1A and L1B data keep growing. To allow
faster switching isl1a is introduced.

37. 〈Read L1 HDF file 37〉 ≡
self.attributes = hdf .attributes(full=1)
self.levelid = noZero(ProcessingLevelID) .L1A, L1B/
isl1a = self.levelid ≡ ’L1A’
.RELEASE1/
self.version = int(re.match(’RELEASE(\d+)’, noZero(VersionID)).group(1))
self.shortname = noZero(ShortName) .AMSREL1A/
self.avv = split_xGval(noZero(CoefficientAvv))
self.ahv = split_xGval(noZero(CoefficientAhv))
self.aov = split_xGval(noZero(CoefficientAov))
self.ahh = split_xGval(noZero(CoefficientAhh))
self.avh = split_xGval(noZero(CoefficientAvh))
self.aoh = split_xGval(noZero(CoefficientAoh))
self.a1 = split_xGval(noZero(CoRegistrationParameterA1))
self.a2 = split_xGval(noZero(CoRegistrationParameterA2))
self.ephemerisqa = noZero(EphemerisQA) .’OK’/
self.ephemeristype = noZero(EphemerisType) .’ELMP’/
self.equatorcrossingdate = noZero(EquatorCrossingDate) .’yyyy-mm-dd’/
self.equatorcrossinglongitude = float(noZero(EquatorCrossingLongitude))
self.equatorcrossingtime = noZero(EquatorCrossingTime) .’hh:mm:ss:hhZ’/
self.orbitargumentperigee =
float(noZero(OrbitArgumentPerigee)[:−3]).’deg’/
self.orbitdirection = noZero(OrbitDirection) .DE/ASCENDING/
self.orbiteccentricity = float(noZero(OrbitEccentricity))
self.orbitinclination = float(noZero(OrbitInclination)[:−3]).’deg’/
self.orbitperiod = noZero(OrbitPeriod)
self.orbitsemimajoraxis = float(noZero(OrbitSemiMajorAxis)[:−2]).’km’/
self.startorbitnumber = int(noZero(StartOrbitNumber))
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self.stoporbitnumber = int(noZero(StopOrbitNumber))
This code is used in section 23.
See also sections 39, and 41.

12.6.6 Read Scientific Datasets

38. Read requested brightness temperature datasets. A little compli-
cation results from the naming of the data fields. Python does not
allow names starting with numbers, so we have to use the string
access methods.

We always have to read both horizontal and vertical data be-
cause they are needed for calibration (true for L1A).

L1B brightness temperatures need to be scaled by 0.1.

m 〈low freq tbcounts 38〉 ≡
if do#1:

self.tb#1v = dset(hdf, ’#2GHz-V’+field, verbose)
self.tb#1h = dset(hdf, ’#2GHz-H’+field, verbose)

m 〈89 GHz tbcounts 38〉 ≡
if do89#1:

self.tb89#1v = dset(hdf, ’89.0GHz-V-#2’+field, verbose)
self.tb89#1h = dset(hdf, ’89.0GHz-H-#2’+field, verbose)

m 〈low freq tb 38〉 ≡
if do#1:

self.tb#1v = dset(hdf, ’#2GHz-V’ + field,
verbose).astype(Float32)*0.1

self.tb#1h = dset(hdf, ’#2GHz-H’ + field,
verbose).astype(Float32)*0.1

m 〈89 GHz tb 38〉 ≡
if do89#1:

self.tb89#1v = dset(hdf, ’89.0GHz-V-#2’ + field,
verbose).astype(Float32)*0.1

self.tb89#1h = dset(hdf, ’89.0GHz-H-#2’ + field,
verbose).astype(Float32)*0.1

39. 〈Read L1 HDF file 37〉 +≡
if isl1a:

field = ’_Observation_Count_Data’
low freq tbcounts(06 6)
low freq tbcounts(10 10.65)
low freq tbcounts(18 18.7)
low freq tbcounts(23 23.8)
low freq tbcounts(36 36.5)
89 GHz tbcounts(a A)
89 GHz tbcounts(b B)
self.coef = dset(hdf , ’Antenna_Temp_Coef(Of+Sl)’, verbose)

else: .L1B/
field = ’_Brightness_Temperature’
low freq tb(06 6)
low freq tb(10 10.65)
low freq tb(18 18.7)
low freq tb(23 23.8)
low freq tb(36 36.5)
89 GHz tb(a A)
89 GHz tb(b B)

This code is used in section 23.
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40. Read supplementary information. For later processing convert all
angles (azimuth, longitude and latitude) to radians. Note: there is
no definition for the sense of rotation (counterclockwise, looking
in the axis direction, is positive?) implied by the attitude fields to
be found in the documentation. Let’s hope the Japanese apply the
same defaults as we do. . .

41. 〈Read L1 HDF file 37〉 +≡
self.attitude = dset(hdf , ’Attitude_Data’, verbose)∗〈d2r 7〉
self.navigation = dset(hdf , ’Navigation_Data’, verbose)
self.azimuth = dset(hdf , ’Earth_Azimuth’, verbose)∗(0.01∗〈d2r 7〉)
self.incidence = (dset(hdf , ’Earth_Incidence’, verbose)∗0.02 +
55.0)∗〈d2r 7〉
.self.land = dset(hdf, ’Land/Ocean_Flag_for_6_10_18_23_36_50_89A’,
verbose)/
field = ’_of_Observation_Point_’
self.lat_a = dset(hdf , ’Lat’+field+’Except_89B’, verbose)∗(0.01∗〈d2r 7〉)
self.lat_b = dset(hdf , ’Lat’+field+’for_89B’, verbose)∗(0.01∗〈d2r 7〉)
self.lon_a = dset(hdf , ’Long’+field+’Except_89B’, verbose)∗(0.01∗〈d2r 7〉)
self.lon_b = dset(hdf , ’Long’+field+’for_89B’, verbose)∗(0.01∗〈d2r 7〉)
self.quality = dset(hdf , ’Data_Quality’, verbose)
This code is used in section 23.

12.6.7 Scan Start Times

42. Read start times of scans. These are not in sd but in vdata for-
mat. To access these, we have to reopen the hdf file, due to lim-
itations of the external library we also have to import pyhdf.VS,
otherwise pyhdf.HDF will not work.

43. 〈imports 9〉 +≡
from pyhdf .HDF import HDF
from pyhdf .VS import VS .needed for HDF!/
This code is used in section 6.

44. 〈Read L1 HDF VDATA 44〉 ≡
hdf = HDF (hdfname)
vs = hdf .vstart()
vd = vs.attach(’Scan_Time’) .TAI since 1993-01-01T00:00/
self.time = ravel(asarray(vd[:]))
vd.detach()
vs.end()
hdf .close()
This code is used in section 23.

12.7 Brightness Temperature Calibration

45. L1A data contain ‘counts’ and no brightness temperatures. There-
fore they have to be converted. The hdf file provides all neces-
sary coefficients and the jaxa-documentation gives the equations
to apply. We follow the steps given in (nsidc, 2005) since they are
more explicit and detailed.

The nsidc also provided empirical conversion coefficients for
better 6 GHz channel values. These are all zero outside the L1B
data range (indices 0 thru 22 and 219 thru 242). The remaining
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coefficients are all equal to 1.0 for vertical and horizontal polar-
ization with the exception of indices 23, 24, 25 for the vertical
polarization where they are equal to 1.01. We change step 2 to an
extra multiplication of the tbv[23:26] range only.

46. 〈L1A TB counts to TB 46〉 ≡
def _cali_tbs(self, tbv, tbh, ghz, ci):

"""Temperature counts to TB calibration."""
avv = self.avv[ghz]
ahv = self.ahv[ghz]
aov = self.aov[ghz]
ahh = self.ahh[ghz]
avh = self.avh[ghz]
aoh = self.aoh[ghz]
tbv.transpose()
tbh.transpose()
.step 1/
tav = self.coef [:, ci] + self.coef [:, ci+1]∗tbv
tah = self.coef [:, ci+2] + self.coef [:, ci+3]∗tbh
.step 2 – contacted NSIDC User Services for cog/
.for 6GHz only!/
.tav = cog_v * tav/
.tah = cog_h * tah/
if ghz ≡ ’6G’:

tav[23:26] *= 1.01
.step 3/
〈Get non-linear TB calibration curve coefficients c1–5 48〉
ri = ghz + ’V’
if c5[ri] ≡ 0.0 and c4[ri] ≡ 0.0:

tav = (c3[ri]∗tav + c2[ri])∗tav + c1[ri]
else:

tav = (((c5[ri]∗tav + c4[ri])∗tav + c3[ri])∗tav + c2[ri])∗tav + c1[ri]
ri = ghz + ’H’
if c5[ri] ≡ 0.0 and c4[ri] ≡ 0.0:

tah = (c3[ri]∗tah + c2[ri])∗tah + c1[ri]
else:

tah = (((c5[ri]∗tah + c4[ri])∗tah + c3[ri])∗tah + c2[ri])∗tah + c1[ri]
.step 4 convert antenna to brightness temperatures/
tbv = where(tbv ≤ −9999, NaN , avv∗tav + ahv∗tah + 2.7∗aov)
tbh = where(tbh ≤ −9999, NaN , avh∗tav + ahh∗tah + 2.7∗aoh)
tbv.transpose()
tbh.transpose()
return tbv.astype(Float32), tbh.astype(Float32)

This code is used in section 6.

47. Starting with Release 2 (2005-03) nonlinear Tb calibration coeffi-
cients were given in hdf metadata. Quote Imaoka: ‘For Release 1
use the same. . . ’

48. 〈Get non-linear TB calibration curve coefficients c1–5 48〉 ≡
if self.version ≡ 1:

c1 = split_xGval(’6GV-0.2099101, 6GH-0.2054645, ’
’10GV-0.0580782, 10GH-0.0103279, ’
’18GV-0.0853578, 18GH-0.0435186, ’
’23GV-0.1288643, 23GH-0.1288643, ’
’36GV-0.0475611, 36GH-0.0536047, ’
’50GV-0.0000000, 52GV-0.0000000, ’
’89GAV-0.0278573, 89GAH-0.0447590, ’
’89GBV-0.0273764, 89GBH-0.0316265’)

c2 = split_xGval(’6GV-1.0756783, 6GH-1.0740756, ’
’10GV-1.0209393, 10GH-1.0037236, ’
’18GV-1.0307711, 18GH-1.0156885, ’
’23GV-1.0464586, 23GH-1.0464586, ’
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’36GV-1.0171470, 36GH-1.0193259, ’
’50GV-0.0000000, 52GV-0.0000000, ’
’89GAV-1.0100426, 89GAH-1.0161356, ’
’89GBV-1.0098693, 89GBH-1.0114014’)

c3 = split_xGval(’6GV-0.0002537, 6GH-0.0002483, ’
’10GV-0.0000704, 10GH-0.0000125, ’
’18GV-0.0001022, 18GH-0.0000522, ’
’23GV-0.0001556, 23GH-0.0001556, ’
’36GV-0.0000575, 36GH-0.0000648, ’
’50GV-0.0000000, 52GV-0.0000000, ’
’89GAV-0.0000334, 89GAH-0.0000537, ’
’89GBV-0.0000329, 89GBH-0.0000379’)

c4 = split_xGval(’6GV-0.0000000, 6GH-0.0000000, ’
’10GV-0.0000000, 10GH-0.0000000, ’
’18GV-0.0000000, 18GH-0.0000000, ’
’23GV-0.0000000, 23GH-0.0000000, ’
’36GV-0.0000000, 36GH-0.0000000, ’
’50GV-0.0000000, 52GV-0.0000000, ’
’89GAV-0.0000000, 89GAH-0.0000000, ’
’89GBV-0.0000000, 89GBH-0.0000000’)

c5 = split_xGval(’6GV-0.0000000, 6GH-0.0000000, ’
’10GV-0.0000000, 10GH-0.0000000, ’
’18GV-0.0000000, 18GH-0.0000000, ’
’23GV-0.0000000, 23GH-0.0000000, ’
’36GV-0.0000000, 36GH-0.0000000, ’
’50GV-0.0000000, 52GV-0.0000000, ’
’89GAV-0.0000000, 89GAH-0.0000000, ’
’89GBV-0.0000000, 89GBH-0.0000000’)

else: .RELEASE2/
field = ’CalibrationCurveCoefficient#’
c1 = split_xGval(self.attributes[field+’1’][0])
c2 = split_xGval(self.attributes[field+’2’][0])
c3 = split_xGval(self.attributes[field+’3’][0])
c4 = split_xGval(self.attributes[field+’4’][0])
c5 = split_xGval(self.attributes[field+’5’][0])

This code is used in section 46.

12.8 Miscellaneous Procedures

49. To compare the equator crossing information from the metadata
with our calculated values use show_eqcross.

It seems like jaxa simply rounds the scan start time of the equa-
tor crossing scan and puts this in the metadata. Doing the extra
calculation with vertical velocity and distance to move, adds (a
possibly big part of 1.5 seconds) to the ‘meta’-equator crossing
time.

And interestingly enough, L1A and L1B data differ in their equa-
tor crossing times by approximately 0.07 seconds (we assume
47 × 1.3 ms = 0.0611 s, so metadata are rounded to scan start
time) for 2005-03-15 orbit 009 (release 2).

50. 〈imports 9〉 +≡
from cross import rotate_z
This code is used in section 6.

51. 〈L1 quick info procedures 51〉 ≡
def show_eqcross(data):

"""Find equator crossing scan, time and longitude."""
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if data.orbitdirection ≡ ’ASCENDING’:
i = searchsorted(data.navigation[:, 2], 0.0) − 1

else: .DESCENDING, search reversed/
i = data.navigation.shape[0] − 1 \

− searchsorted(data.navigation[::−1, 2], 0.0)
x, y, z, vx, vy, vz = data.navigation[i]
t = data.jd_utc[i] + abs(z/vz)/86400.0
sa = projecttoearth.sidereal_angle(t)
sa135 = projecttoearth.sidereal_angle(t − 135.0/86400.0)
x, y, z = rotate_z(data.navigation[i, 0:3], sa)
x135, y135, z135 = rotate_z(data.navigation[i, 0:3], sa135)
print ’Equator crossing time:’
print data.equatorcrossingtime, ’- metadata’
print ’%02i:%02i:%08.5fZ - scan start’ \

% julianday.hhmmss_from_jd_utc(data.jd_utc[i])[1:]
print ’%02i:%02i:%08.5fZ - z=0’ %

julian_day.hhmmss_from_jd_utc(t)[1:]
print ’Longitude: (sidereal angle %.3f deg)’ % (sa∗〈r2d 7〉)
print data.equatorcrossinglongitude, ’- metadata’
print arctan2(y, x)∗〈r2d 7〉, ’- from navigation’
print arctan2(y135, x135)∗〈r2d 7〉,

’- from navigation, time - 135s’
This code is used in section 6.
See also sections 53, and 55.

52. To print all info on navigation for a scan start, use show_navi.

53. 〈L1 quick info procedures 51〉 +≡
def show_navi(self, scan):

"""Print overview of navigation data."""
print ’x: %f y: %f z: %f\n’ \

’vx: %f vy: %f vz: %f\n’ \
’lon: %.2f lat: %.2f\n’ \
’inc: %.2f az: %.2f\n’ \
% tuple(self.navigation[scan, 0:3],

self.navigation[scan, 3:],
self.lon_a[scan, 0]∗〈r2d 7〉, self.lat_a[scan, 0]∗〈r2d 7〉,
self.incidence[scan, 0]∗〈r2d 7〉,
self.azimuth[scan, 0]∗〈r2d 7〉)

This code is used in section 6.

54. For a quick look at the quality information use show_quality.

55. 〈L1 quick info procedures 51〉 +≡
def show_quality(self, scan):

"""Print overview of scan quality fields."""
q = tuple(self.quality[scan, :])
print ’Quality for a scan number %s:’ % scan
print ’Sun: %.3f deg, Moon: %.3f deg, ’ % q[0:2]
print ’Quality flags: %#x’ % q[2]
print ’Tacho count angle: %s’ % q[3]
print ’Calibration data quality:’
print ’ CSM mean Hot mean CSM stddev Hot stddev’
print ’ 6 v %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[4:8]
print ’ 6 h %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[8:12]
print ’10 v %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[12:16]
print ’10 h %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[16:20]
print ’18 v %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[20:24]
print ’18 h %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[24:28]
print ’23 v %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[28:32]
print ’23 h %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[32:36]
print ’36 v %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[36:40]
print ’36 h %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[40:44]
print ’50 v %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[44:48]
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print ’52 v %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[48:52]
print ’89av %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[52:56]
print ’89ah %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[56:60]
print ’89bv %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[60:64]
print ’89bh %9.3f %9.3f %10.5f %10.5f’ % q[64:68]
print ’SPC/SPS Error Flag: %s’ \

% (q[68] ≡ 0.0 and ’Normal’) \
or (q[68] ≡ 1.0 and ’SPC anomaly’) \
or (q[68] ≡ 2.0 and ’SPS anomaly’) \
or (q[68] ≡ 3.0 and ’SPC and SPS anomaly’)

print ’HTS Temperature’
print ’ 6 v %7.3fK, 6 h %7.3fK; ’ \

’10 v %7.3fK, 10 h %7.3fK’ % q[69:73]
print ’18 v %7.3fK, 18 h %7.3fK; ’ \

’23 v %7.3fK, 23 h %7.3fK’ % q[73:77]
print ’36 v %7.3fK, 36 h %7.3fK; ’ \

’50 v %7.3fK, 52 v %7.3fK’ % q[77:81]
print ’89av %7.3fK, 89ah %7.3fK; ’ \

’89bv %7.3fK, 89bh %7.3fK’ % q[81:85]
print ’Parity Error Summary: RX %i’ % q[85]
print ’CSM error count’
print ’ 6 v %3i, 6 h %3i; 10 v %3i, 10 h %3i’ % q[86:90]
print ’18 v %3i, 18 h %3i; 23 v %3i, 23 h %3i’ % q[90:94]
print ’36 v %3i, 36 h %3i; 50 v %3i, 52 v %3i’ % q[94:98]
print ’89av %3i, 89ah %3i; 89bv %3i, 89bh %3i’ % q[98:102]
print ’HTS error count’
print ’ 6 v %3i, 6 h %3i; 10 v %3i, 10 h %3i’ % q[102:106]
print ’18 v %3i, 18 h %3i; 23 v %3i, 23 h %3i’ % q[106:110]
print ’36 v %3i, 36 h %3i; 50 v %3i, 52 v %3i’ % q[110:114]
print ’89av %3i, 89ah %3i; 89bv %3i, 89bh %3i’ % q[114:118]
print ’Spare’
print q[118:128]

This code is used in section 6.

12.9 G-Ring

56. To find a track covering a given position on Earth, we don’t have
to read the full hdf datasets. Instead the so-called G-ring will de-
scribe the covered area. An example is plotted in Figure 1.

−60˚ −60˚

0˚ 0˚

60˚ 60˚

Figure 12–1 Example G-ring of ascending half-orbit 2005-03-15 path
number 009
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The G-ring consists of eight points along the half-orbits ex-
tremal scan positions on the surface of Earth. Point 0 is the start
of first scan location, 1 the end of first scan, 2 the end of the one
third scan, 3 the end of the two thirds scan, 4 the end of the last
scan, 5 the start of the last scan, 6 the start of the two thirds scan
and finally point 7 the start of the one third scan.

Since we might need to read the hdf file afterwards, we keep
the unpacked hdf file.

57. 〈Global defs 11〉 +≡
def read_gring(fname, verbose=1):

"""Gring information only."""
if verbose:

print ’(%s’ % fname,
hdfname, ori_is_packed = unpack(fname, verbose)
hdf = SD(hdfname)
grplon = array([float(x)

for x in noZero(GringPointLongitude).split(’,’)])
grplat = array([float(x)

for x in noZero(GringPointLatitude).split(’,’)])
hdf .end()
if verbose:

print ’)’
return grplon, grplat, hdfname, ori_is_packed

This code is used in section 6.
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13 Polar Stereographic Projection

1. The polar (aspect of the) stereographic projection is an azimuthal,
conformal projection which maps the meridians into straight lines
meeting at the pole.

Instead of one ‘standard point’ of no distortion (at the center)
we may also use a ‘standard circle/parallel’ of no distortion – even
on the ellipsoid. (The polar aspect is important here.) This ap-
proach was taken by the nsidc when they defined their standard
polar grids, true to scale at ±70◦ of latitude (nsidc, 2004).

In the polar aspect, the pole is always at the center of the pro-
jection.

The mapping equations are given in Snyder (1983: 162–4).
We want to apply the conversion functions to rather large ar-

rays. Consequently all constants that are added or multiplied with
such arrays will be grouped and parenthesized, yielding improved
performance in idl and Python.

Since raising to a non-integer power is an inaccurate operation,
we also try to limit such calculations to a single spot.

13.1 Geodetic to Plane Coordinates

We begin with the conversion from geodetic longitude and latitude
(λ,φ) to plane (x,y) coordinates.

With Earth equatorial radius a, eccentricity e1, scale factor at the
center k0 (this will always equal 1 in our applications), latitude of
central point/latitude φc, and the longitude (east of Greenwich) of
the central meridian λ0 (nh: down, sh: up from pole) the formulas
for the north polar aspect true at the pole (φc = +90◦) are:

t(φ) =
tan

(π
4 − φ

2

)
(1 − e1 sinφ

1 + e1 sinφ

)e1/2
(13–1)

ρ = 2ak0t√
(1 + e1)1+e1(1 − e1)1−e1

(13–2)

x = ρ sin(λ− λ0) (13–3)

y = −ρ cos(λ− λ0) (13–4)
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Optimizing for numerical computation we simplify:

t(φ) = tan

((π
2

−φ
)1

2

)(1 + e1 sinφ
1 − e1 sinφ

)e1/2
(13–5)

ρ = t × 2ak0 (1 + e1)(−1−e1)/2 (1 − e1)(−1+e1)/2 (13–6)

Or, with the relations as above, only ρ replaced, the north polar
aspect true at latitude φc follows from:

tc = t(φc) (= const) (13–7)

mc = cosφc√
1 − e2

1 sin2φc

(= const) (13–8)

ρ = at mc

tc
(13–9)

Simplifying for computation:

ρ = t × a cosφc

tan
(
(π/2 −φc)/2

) (
(1 − e1 sinφc) (1 + e1 sinφc)

)1/2

× (1 − e1 sinφc)e1/2

(1 + e1 sinφc)e1/2

= t × a cosφc (1 − e1 sinφc)(e1−1)/2

tan
(
(π/2 −φc)/2

)
(1 + e1 sinφc)(e1+1)/2

= t × a cosφc(1 + e1 sinφc)−(e1+1)/2(1 − e1 sinφc)(e1−1)/2

/ tan
(
(π/2 −φc)/2

)
(13–10)

Note that we can overwrite t and don’t need ρ at all.
For the south polar aspect, the same formulas are valid if we

negate λ,λ0,φ,φc, x and y .
Again more simplifications follow from the fact that sine is an

odd function while cosine is even:

xs = −x = −ρ sin
(
−(λ− λ0)

)
= +ρ sin(λ− λ0) (13–11)

ys = −y = +ρ cos
(
−(λ− λ0)

)
= +ρ cos(λ− λ0) (13–12)

13.2 Plane to Geodetic Coordinates

We use the equations from Snyder augmented with terms of higher
order for the series as given by (Weisstein, 2005).

All series expansions concerning the conformal latitude χ are
attributed to (Adams, 1921), but so far all attempts to obtain a
copy were futile.
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For the conversion from plane (x,y) coordinates to geodetic
longitude and latitude (λ,φ), with Earth equatorial radius a, ec-
centricity e1, scale factor at the center k0 (this will always equal 1
in our applications), latitude of central point/latitude φc, and
the longitude (east of Greenwich) of the central meridian λ0 (nh:
down, sh: up from pole) the formulas for the north polar aspect
true at the pole (φc = +90◦) are:

ρ =
√
x2 +y2 (13–13)

t = ρ
(
(1 + e1)1+e1(1 − e1)1−e1

)1/2

2ak0
(13–14)

χ = π
2

− 2 arctan t (13–15)

φ = χ +
(1

2
e2

1 + 5
24
e4

1 + 1
12
e6

1 + 13
360

e8
1 + · · ·

)
sin(2χ)

+
( 7

48
e4

1 + 29
240

e6
1 + 811

11520
e8

1 + · · ·
)

sin(4χ)

+
( 7

120
e6

1 + 81
1120

e8
1 + · · ·

)
sin(6χ)

+
( 4279

161280
e8

1 + · · ·
)

sin(8χ)+ · · · (13–16)

λ = λ0 + arctan
x

−y (13–17)

The calculation of ρ should be done with the hypot function if it’s
available (e.g., c and Python).

Note that the long series factors in front of the sine terms are
scalar constants.

Since multiplication of χ involves potentially large arrays we try
to simplify a little bit and use:

γ = 2χ = π − 4 arctan t (13–18)

χ = 1
2
γ (13–19)

φ = 1
2

×
(
γ +

(
e2

1 + 5
12
e4

1 + 1
6
e6

1 + 13
180

e8
1

)
sinγ

+
( 7

24
e4

1 + 29
120

e6
1 + 811

5760
e8

1

)
sin(2γ)

+
( 7

60
e6

1 + 81
560

e8
1

)
sin(3γ)

+
( 4279

80640
e8

1

)
sin(4γ)

)
(13–20)

The north polar aspect true at latitude φc, with tc and mc as in
(7) and (8), follows by substituting a different t:

t = ρ tc
amc

(13–21)
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The south polar aspect is given by the same formulas if we
negate λ,λ0,φ,φc, x and y .

Again another simplification is in order, but we have to remem-
ber that the arctan2 function depends on the signs of its argu-
ments to give the correct answer for the selected quadrant:

λs = −λ = −(−λ0)− arctan
−(x)

−(−y) = λ0 − arctan
−x
y

(13–22)

13.3 Attention

The x and y coordinates are usually gridded, for example the
nsidc uses ‘regular’ 25 km grids for their sea ice products, but
one has to remember that the polar stereographic projection is
not true to scale except at the standard latitude. Therefore such
grid cells are actually not truly regular. Each grid cell has a size
depending on the distance from this standard latitude.

To calculate correct grid cell dimensions, one has to map each
corner back to longitude and latitude and determine the true great
circle (better ellipse) distance between them to obtain grid edge
distances and the enclosed (spherical or ellipsoidal) surface area
of such four corner polygons.

13.4 Program Constants

First we collect the constants used in all implementations.

2. Standard reminder

m 〈Web reminder 2〉 ≡ #1! Please, modify ‘mapps.web’.

3. Constants used to convert between degrees and radians.

c 〈imports for calculated constants 3〉 ≡
import math

c 〈d2r 3〉 ≡ 0.0174532925199
math.pi/180.0

c 〈r2d 3〉 ≡ 57.2957795131
180.0/math.pi

4. Useful constants.

c 〈halfpi 4〉 ≡ 1.57079632679
0.5∗math.pi

5. nsidc ellipsoid and default parameters.

m 〈Hughes a / km 5〉 ≡ 6378.273

m 〈Hughes ecc 5〉 ≡ 0.081816153

m 〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉 ≡ 70.0

m 〈NSIDC NH central meridian 5〉 ≡ -45.0
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13.5 Python Implementation

6. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.
7. 〈mapps bannerline Python 7〉 ≡
. ‘mapps.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-08-18 v1.14/
. /Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 9.

8. For Python we package mapll and mapxy in the file mapps.py.
9. 〈mapps.py 9〉 ≡

〈mapps bannerline Python 7〉
"""
Polar stereographic mapping, poles at center of projection
Note:

hemis(phere) and latitudes
MUST have identical signs, always!

lon in [-180.0, 180.0] or [0.0, 360.0]
output of mapxy will always be in [0.0, 360.0]
to convert back to W,E do: (???)

lon=where(lon > 180.0, lon-360.0, lon)
lat in [-90.0, 90.0]
"""
from numarray import (arctan, arctan2, array, asarray, cos, Float32,

hypot, pi, sin, sqrt, tan, where)
def mapll(lon, lat, hemis=1, slat=〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉, lon0=None,

a=〈Hughes a / km 5〉, ecc=〈Hughes ecc 5〉, k0=1.0):
〈mapll docstring 10〉
〈mapll parametercheck 11〉
〈mapll calculation 12〉

def mapxy(x, y, hemis=1, slat=〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉, lon0=None,
a=〈Hughes a / km 5〉, ecc=〈Hughes ecc 5〉, k0=1.0):

〈mapxy docstring 13〉
〈mapxy parametercheck 14〉
〈mapxy calculation 15〉

.end of ‘mapps.py’/

10. 〈mapll docstring 10〉 ≡
"""Map (lon, lat) to (xkm, ykm).
Convert from longitude [-180.0, 180.0] (or [0.0, 360.0])
and latitude [0.0, 90.0] to
polar stereographic (x, y) coordinates with pole at center.
Note: default for NH is lon0=-45.0 -> NSIDC grid!

SH is lon0=0.0
NH, lon0=0.0, lon=0 points ‘down’,

counting counterclockwise
SH, lon0=0.0, lon=0 points ‘up’,

counting clockwise
Use NSIDC grid with Hughes ellipsoid by default.
Other ellipsoids by seting

a: semi-major axis/equatorial radius of Earth / km
ecc: eccentricity of the ellipsoid

Hughes: a=6378.273 km,
ecc=0.081816153, ecc^2=0.006693883

WGS 84: a=6378137.0 m, f=1/298.257223563
ecc=sqrt((2 - f)*f), ecc^2=6.694380e-3

Scale factor at center k0 (polar aspect only).
"""
This code is used in section 9.

11. 〈mapll parametercheck 11〉 ≡
slat = abs(float(slat))
if slat < 0.1:

slat = 0.1
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elif slat > 90.0:
slat = 90.0

if lon0 is None:
if hemis ≡ 1:

lon0 = 〈NSIDC NH central meridian 5〉
else:

lon0 = 0.0
else:

lon0 = float(lon0)
a = float(a)
ecc = float(ecc)
k0 = float(k0)
hecc = 0.5∗ecc
sl = slat∗〈d2r 3〉
hpmsl = 〈halfpi 4〉 − sl
if hemis ≡ 1:

latitude = asarray(lat∗〈d2r 3〉, type=Float32)
else:

latitude = asarray(lat∗(−〈d2r 3〉), type=Float32)
longitude = asarray((lon − lon0)∗〈d2r 3〉, type=Float32)
if latitude.shape is ():

latitude = array(latitude, type=Float32, shape=1)
if longitude.shape is ():

longitude = array(longitude, type=Float32, shape=1)
This code is used in section 9.

12. 〈mapll calculation 12〉 ≡
eslat = ecc∗sin(latitude)
t = tan((〈halfpi 4〉 − latitude)∗0.5) ∗ ((1.0 + eslat)/(1.0 − eslat))∗∗hecc
if hpmsl < 1.e−5: .pole/

t *= (2.0 ∗ a ∗ k0 ∗ (1.0 + ecc)∗∗(−0.5 − hecc)
∗ (1.0 − ecc)∗∗(−0.5 + hecc))

else:
esl = ecc∗sin(sl)
t *= (a ∗ cos(sl) ∗ (1.0 + esl)∗∗(−0.5 − hecc)

∗ (1.0 − esl)∗∗(−0.5 + hecc) / tan(hpmsl∗0.5))
xkm = t∗sin(longitude)
if hemis ≡ 1:

ykm = −t∗cos(longitude)
else:

ykm = t∗cos(longitude)
ind = where(latitude ≥ 〈halfpi 4〉)
xkm[ind] = ykm[ind] = 0.0
return xkm, ykm
This code is used in section 9.

13. 〈mapxy docstring 13〉 ≡
"""Convert from polar stereographic (x, y) coordinates
with pole at center
to longitude [0.0, 360.0] and latitude [-90.0, 90.0]
Map (xkm, ykm) to (lon, lat).
For more info see mapll.__doc__.
"""
This code is used in section 9.

14. 〈mapxy parametercheck 14〉 ≡
if hemis ≡ 1:

sgn = 1.0
else:

sgn = −1.0
slat = abs(float(slat))
if slat < 0.1:

slat = 0.1
elif slat > 90.0:

slat = 90.0
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if lon0 is None:
if hemis ≡ 1:

lon0 = 〈NSIDC NH central meridian 5〉
else:

lon0 = 0.0
else:

lon0 = float(lon0)
a = float(a)
ecc = float(ecc)
k0 = float(k0)
xx = asarray(x, type=Float32)
yy = asarray(y, type=Float32)
if xx.shape is ():

xx = array(x, type=Float32, shape=1)
if yy.shape is ():

yy = array(y, type=Float32, shape=1)
This code is used in section 9.

15. 〈mapxy calculation 15〉 ≡
hecc = 0.5∗ecc
ecc2 = ecc∗ecc
ecc4 = ecc2∗ecc2
ecc6 = ecc4∗ecc2
ecc8 = ecc4∗ecc4
sl = slat∗〈d2r 3〉
hpmsl = 〈halfpi 4〉 − sl
if hpmsl < 1.e−5:

t = (1.0 + ecc)∗∗(0.5 + hecc) ∗ (1.0 − ecc)∗∗(0.5 − hecc) / (2.0∗a∗k0)
else:

esl = ecc∗sin(sl)
t = tan(hpmsl∗0.5) / (a∗cos(sl)) \

∗ (1.0 + esl)∗∗(0.5 + hecc) ∗ (1.0 − esl)∗∗(0.5 − hecc)
rho = hypot(xx, yy) .undocumented but works; sqrt(xx*xx + yy*yy)/
gamma = pi − 4.0∗arctan(rho∗t) .2*chi/
outlat = (gamma + (ecc2 + 5.0/12.0∗ecc4 + ecc6/6.0 + 13.0/180.0∗ecc8) \

∗ sin(gamma) \
+ (7.0/24.0∗ecc4 + 29.0/120.0∗ecc6 + 811.0/5760.0∗ecc8) \

∗ sin(gamma + gamma) \
+ (7.0/60.0∗ecc6 + 81.0/560.0∗ecc8) ∗ sin(3.0∗gamma) \
+ (4279.0/80640.0∗ecc8) ∗ sin(4.0∗gamma)) \

∗ (sgn∗0.5∗〈r2d 3〉)
outlong = (sgn∗〈r2d 3〉)∗arctan2(sgn∗xx, (−sgn)∗yy) + lon0
ind = where(rho ≤ 0.1)
outlong[ind] = 0.0
outlat[ind] = sgn∗90.0
return where(outlong < 0.0, outlong+360.0, outlong), outlat
This code is used in section 9.

13.5.1 Testing

16. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.

17. 〈test_mapps bannerline Python 17〉 ≡
. ‘test_mapps.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-08-18 v0.04/
. /Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 20.

18. Some variation in the results is caused by different series ex-
pansions, some by single precision calculations (double precision
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does not help much and uses more memory) and some by round-
ing numbers at the nsidc, we assume. Still we declare the follow-
ing deltas as good enough – claiming perfect conversion if the
absolute differences are less than the given deltas. The longitude,
latitude, ‘km direct’ and all Snyder deltas are for one transforma-
tion while the ‘km delta’ is the limit when we use the calculated
longitude and latitude to calculate the back transformation, which
should ideally be zero.

m 〈longitude delta 18〉 ≡ 0.0021

m 〈latitude delta 18〉 ≡ 0.005

m 〈km delta 18〉 ≡ 0.0015

m 〈km direct delta 18〉 ≡ 0.66

m 〈Snyder delta 18〉 ≡ 0.001

19. To check the implementation we use the known values from the
nsidc grid and all values given in Snyder (1983: 165, 261–7).

20. 〈test_mapps.py 20〉 ≡
〈test_mapps bannerline Python 17〉
"""Test polar stereographic mapping routines mapxy and mapll.
"""
from mapps import mapll, mapxy
from numarray import arange, array, asarray, hypot
〈test_mapps difference display 22〉
def test():

"""Test mapxy and mapll with NSIDC grid."""
def t(tx, ty, tlon, tlat, hemis=1):

"""Check x,y -> lon,lat -> x,y and
lon,lat -> x,y directly.
"""

〈test_mapps exercise mapxy and mapll 24〉
〈Mapping tests 26〉

.end of ‘test_mapps.py’/

21. Every calculated value must be checked against a know true value.
If it exceeds a prescribed delta, a warning is generated and a prob-
lem count of one returned. Otherwise we follow Unix’ keep quiet
rule upon successful completion. To identify the problem we pro-
vide a descriptive text of the tested variable type as first parame-
ter.

22. 〈test_mapps difference display 22〉 ≡
def diff (vtype, truevalue, newvalue, validdelta):

"""No output if within delta."""
if abs(truevalue − newvalue) ≥ validdelta:

print ’!True %s %s - new %s = %s.’\
% (vtype, truevalue, newvalue, truevalue − newvalue)

return 1
return 0

This code is used in section 20.
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23. Since the mapping routines are meant for arrays, scalars are con-
verted to arrays first. Then we convert from x,y to longitude and
latitude, backsubstitute the results and hope to find a very small
difference. A much larger difference is to be expected for the di-
rect conversion from longitude and latitude to x,y . The result is
the accumulated number of exceeded deltas when looking at sin-
gle array elements.

24. 〈test_mapps exercise mapxy and mapll 24〉 ≡
x = asarray(tx)
if x.shape is ():

tx = array(tx, shape=1)
y = asarray(ty)
if y.shape is ():

ty = array(ty, shape=1)
if asarray(tlon).shape is ():

tlon = array(tlon, shape=1)
if asarray(tlat).shape is ():

tlat = array(tlat, shape=1)
lon, lat = mapxy(x, y, hemis=hemis)
xkm, ykm = mapll(lon, lat, hemis=hemis)
nx, ny = mapll(tlon, tlat, hemis=hemis)
problems = 0
for i in xrange(len(tx)):

problems += diff (’longitude’, tlon[i], lon[i], 〈longitude delta 18〉)
problems += diff (’latitude’, tlat[i], lat[i], 〈latitude delta 18〉)
problems += diff (’xkm’, tx[i], xkm[i], 〈km delta 18〉)
problems += diff (’ykm’, ty[i], ykm[i], 〈km delta 18〉)
problems += diff (’direct x’, tx[i], nx[i], 〈km direct delta 18〉)
problems += diff (’direct y’, ty[i], ny[i], 〈km direct delta 18〉)

return problems
This code is used in section 20.

25. We start with the northern nsidc grid.

26. 〈Mapping tests 26〉 ≡
x = array((0, −3850, 0, 3750, 3750, 3750, 0, −3850, −3850))
y = array((0, 5850, 5850, 5850, 0, −5350, −5350, −5350, 0))
tlon = array((0, 168.35, 135, 102.34, 45, 350.03, 315, 279.26, 225))
tlat = array((90, 30.98, 39.43, 31.37, 56.35, 34.35, 43.28, 33.92, 55.50))
p = t(x, y, tlon, tlat)
p += sum([t(xx, yy, lo, la)

for xx, yy, lo, la in zip(x, y, tlon, tlat)]) .scalars/
if p:

print ’%s problem(s) in NH.’ % p
else:

print ’No problems in NH. Success.’
This code is used in section 20.
See also sections 28, 30, and 32.

27. Then it’s the southern nsidc grid.

28. 〈Mapping tests 26〉 +≡
x = array((0, −3950, 0, 3950, 3950, 3950, 0, −3950, −3950))
y = array((0, 4350, 4350, 4350, 0, −3950, −3950, −3950, 0))
tlon = array((0.0, 317.76, 0.0, 42.24, 90.0,

135.0, 180.0, 225.0, 270.0))
tlat = array((−90.0, −39.23, −51.32, −39.23, −54.66,

−41.45, −54.66, −41.45, −54.66))
p = t(x, y, tlon, tlat, hemis=−1)
p += sum([t(xx, yy, lo, la, hemis=−1)

for xx, yy, lo, la in zip(x, y, tlon, tlat)]) .scalars/
if p:
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print ’%s problems in SH.’ % p
else:

print ’No problems in SH. Success.’
This code is used in section 20.

29. For more accurate testing we use the test cases given in Snyder
(1983: 261–7).

30. 〈Mapping tests 26〉 +≡
x, y = mapll(150, −75, hemis=−1, slat=−90, lon0=−100,

a=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919, k0=0.994)
p = diff (’Snyder xkm’, −1573.6454, x[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
p += diff (’Snyder ykm’, −572.7601, y[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
x, y = mapll(150, −75, hemis=−1, slat=−71, lon0=−100,

a=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919)
p += diff (’Snyder xkm’, −1540.0336, x[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
p += diff (’Snyder ykm’, −560.5264, y[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
lon, lat = mapxy(−1573.6454, −572.7601, hemis=−1, slat=−90, lon0=−100,

a=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919, k0=0.994)
p += diff (’Snyder longitude’, +149.9999995, lon[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
p += diff (’Snyder latitude’, −74.9999986, lat[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
lon, lat = mapxy(−1540.0336, −560.5264, hemis=−1, slat=−71, lon0=−100,

a=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919)
p += diff (’Snyder longitude’, +149.9999997, lon[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
p += diff (’Snyder latitude’, −75.0000026, lat[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
This code is used in section 20.

31. And finally some ‘random’ longitudes combined with the latitudes
given in the table in Snyder (1983: 165). The table only provides
a radius, so we calculate the Pythagorean distance from the ob-
tained x,y values.

32. 〈Mapping tests 26〉 +≡
lon = (arange(60, 91)−59)∗11.0 .sample some longitudes/
lat = arange(60, 91)[::−1]
x, y = mapll(lon, lat, slat=+90,

a=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919)
tradius = array([ 0.0, 111.7027, 223.4217, 335.1734, 446.9741,

558.8401, 670.7881, 782.8343, 894.9954, 1007.2879,
1119.7287, 1232.3344, 1345.1220, 1458.1084, 1571.3109,
1684.7468, 1798.4334, 1912.3884, 2026.6295, 2141.1748,
2256.0423, 2371.2505, 2486.8180, 2602.7636, 2719.1064,
2835.8658, 2953.0614, 3070.7132, 3188.8414, 3307.4667,
3426.6099])

p += sum([diff (’Snyder radius’, tr , r , 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
for tr , r in zip(tradius, hypot(x, y))])

if p:
print ’%s problem(s) with Snyder data.’ % p

else:
print ’No problems with Snyder data. Success.’

This code is used in section 20.

13.6 idl Implementation

33. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.
34. 〈mapps bannerline IDL 34〉 ≡

. ‘mapps.pro’ 2005-08-18 LMLs v1.06/

. /Web reminder(pytangled)
This code is used in section 36.
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35. For idl we package mapll and mapxy in the file mapps.pro.

36. 〈mapps.pro 36〉 ≡
〈mapps bannerline IDL 34〉
〈mapll.pro 38〉
〈mapxy.pro 41〉

13.6.1 Longitude, Latitude to x, y

37. The routine mapll will convert from longitude and latitude to po-
lar stereographic (x,y).

38. 〈mapll.pro 38〉 ≡
pro mapll, outx, outy, lon, lat, hemis=hemis, slat=slat, lon0=lon0, $

rekm=a, eccentricity=ecc, k0=k0
〈mapll IDL docu 39〉
if Undefined?(hemis) then hemis = 1
if Undefined?(slat) then slat = 〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉
slat = (0.1 > abs(slat)) < 90.0
if Undefined?(lon0) then begin

lon0 = hemis eq 1 ? 〈NSIDC NH central meridian 5〉 : 0.0
endif else lon0 = float(lon0)
a = Undefined?(a) ? 〈Hughes a / km 5〉 : float(a)
ecc = Undefined?(ecc) ? 〈Hughes ecc 5〉 : float(ecc)
k0 = Undefined?(k0) ? 1.0 : float(k0)
hecc = 0.5*ecc
sl = slat*〈d2r 3〉
hpmsl = 〈halfpi 4〉 − sl
latitude = (hemis eq 1) ? lat * 〈d2r 3〉 : lat * (−〈d2r 3〉)
longitude = (lon − lon0) * 〈d2r 3〉
eslat = ecc*sin(latitude) .if it’s an array.../
t = tan((〈halfpi 4〉 − latitude)*0.5) * ((1.0 + eslat) / (1.0 − eslat))^hecc
if hpmsl lt 1e−5 then begin

t = t * (2.0 * a * k0 * (1.0 + ecc)^(−0.5 − hecc) $
* (1.0 − ecc)^(−0.5 + hecc))

endif else begin
esl = ecc*sin(sl)
t = t * (a * cos(sl) * (1.0 + esl)^(−0.5 − hecc) $

* (1.0 − esl)^(−0.5 + hecc) / tan(hpmsl*0.5))
endelse
outx = t*sin(longitude)
outy = (hemis eq 1) ? −t*cos(longitude) : t*cos(longitude)
ind = where(latitude ge 〈halfpi 4〉)
if Found?(ind) then begin

outx[ind] = 0.0
outy[ind] = 0.0

endif
end .mapll/
This code is used in section 36.

39. 〈mapll IDL docu 39〉 ≡
.+/
.mapll, getxkm, getykm, longitude, latitude, hemisphere/
.to convert from geodetic long, lat/
.to polar stereographic x,y; pole at center./
.lon (Float) = longitude (degrees, [0, 360] or [-180,180]/
.lat (Float) = latitude (degrees, [-90,+90]/
.hemis = Sign of latitude +1 north, -1 south/
.slat (Float) = Latitude for the grid with no/
. distortion (default: 70.0), cut to [0.1,90]/
.lon0 (Float) = Angle of rotation of the grid/
. to Greenwich 0 degree longitude/
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. [default: NSIDC grid]/

.outx (Float) = polar stereographic x coordinate (km)/

.outy (Float) = polar stereographic y coordinate (km)/

.See the source: mapps.web./

.-/
This code is used in section 38.

13.6.2 x, y to Longitude, Latitude

40. The routine mapxy will convert from polar stereographic (x,y) to
longitude and latitude.

41. 〈mapxy.pro 41〉 ≡
pro mapxy, xkm, ykm, outlong, outlat, hemis=hemis, slat=slat, lon0=lon0, $

rekm=a, eccentricity=ecc, k0=k0
〈mapxy IDL docu 42〉
if Undefined?(hemis) then hemis = 1
sgn = (hemis eq 1) ? 1.0 : −1.0
if Undefined?(slat) then slat = 〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉
slat = (0.1 > abs(slat)) < 90.0
if Undefined?(lon0) then begin

lon0 = hemis eq 1 ? 〈NSIDC NH central meridian 5〉 : 0.0
endif else lon0 = float(lon0)
a = Undefined?(a) ? 〈Hughes a / km 5〉 : float(a)
ecc = Undefined?(ecc) ? 〈Hughes ecc 5〉 : float(ecc)
k0 = Undefined?(k0) ? 1.0 : float(k0)
hecc = 0.5 * ecc
ecc2 = ecc * ecc
ecc4 = ecc2 * ecc2
ecc6 = ecc4 * ecc2
ecc8 = ecc4 * ecc4
sl = slat*〈d2r 3〉
hpmsl = 〈halfpi 4〉 − sl
if hpmsl lt 1e−5 then begin

t = (1.0 + ecc)^(0.5 + hecc) * (1.0 − ecc)^(0.5 − hecc) / (2.0*a*k0)
endif else begin

esl = ecc*sin(sl)
t = (tan(hpmsl*0.5) / (a*cos(sl))) $

* (1.0 + esl)^(0.5 + hecc) * (1.0 − esl)^(0.5 − hecc)
endelse
xx = float(xkm) .avoid side effects/
yy = float(ykm)
rho = sqrt(xx*xx + yy*yy)
gam = !pi − 4.0 * atan(rho*t) .2*chi/
outlat = (gam + (ecc2 + 5.0/12.0*ecc4 + ecc6/6.0 + 13.0/180.0*ecc8) $

* sin(gam) $
+ (7.0/24.0*ecc4 + 29.0/120.0*ecc6 + 811.0/5760.0*ecc8) $

* sin(gam + gam) $
+ (7.0/60.0*ecc6 + 81.0/560.0*ecc8) * sin(3.0*gam) $
+ (4279.0/80640.0*ecc8) * sin(4.0*gam)) $

* (sgn * 0.5 * 〈r2d 3〉)
outlong = (sgn*〈r2d 3〉) * atan(sgn*xx, (−sgn)*yy) + lon0
ind = where(outlong lt 0.0)
if Found?(ind) then outlong[ind] = outlong[ind] + 360.0
ind = where(rho le 0.1)
if Found?(ind) then begin

outlong[ind] = 0.0
outlat[ind] = sgn*90.0

endif
end .mapxy/
This code is used in section 36.
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42. 〈mapxy IDL docu 42〉 ≡
.+/
.mapxy, xkm, ykm, outlong, outlat, hemis/
.to convert from polar stereographic x,y/
.to geodetic longitude and latitude; pole at center./
.xkm (Float) = polar stereographic x coordinate (km)/
.ykm (Float) = polar stereographic y coordinate (km)/
.hemis = Sign of latitude +1 north, -1 south/
.slat (Float) = Latitude for the grid with no/
. distortion (default: 70.0), cut to [0.1,90]/
.lon0 (Float) = Angle of rotation of the grid/
. to Greenwich 0 degree longitude/
. [default: NSIDC grid]/
.outlat (Float) = latitude [-90,+90]/
.outlong (Float) = longitude [0,360]/
.See the source: mapps.web./
.-/
This code is used in section 41.

13.6.3 Testing

43. Very similar to the Python case.
Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.

44. 〈test_mapps bannerline IDL 44〉 ≡
. ‘test_mapps.pro’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-08-18 v0.07/
. /Web reminder(pytangled)
This code is used in section 45.

45. 〈test_mapps.pro 45〉 ≡
〈test_mapps bannerline IDL 44〉
function diff , vtype, truevalue, newvalue, validdelta
if abs(truevalue − newvalue) ge validdelta then begin

print,
format=’("!True ",A0," ",F0," - new ",F0," = ",F0,".")’, $

vtype, truevalue, newvalue, truevalue − newvalue
return, 1

endif
return, 0
end .diff/
See also sections 46, and 47.

46. 〈test_mapps.pro 45〉 +≡
function t, tx, ty, tlon, tlat, hemis=hemis
x = float(tx)
y = float(ty)
mapxy, x, y, lon, lat, hemis=hemis
mapll, xkm, ykm, lon, lat, hemis=hemis
mapll, nx, ny, tlon, tlat, hemis=hemis
p = 0
for i = 0l, n_elements(tx)−1l do begin

p = p + diff (’longitude’, tlon[i], lon[i], 〈longitude delta 18〉)
p = p + diff (’latitude’, tlat[i], lat[i], 〈latitude delta 18〉)
p = p + diff (’xkm’, tx[i], xkm[i], 〈km delta 18〉)
p = p + diff (’ykm’, ty[i], ykm[i], 〈km delta 18〉)
p = p + diff (’direct x’, tx[i], nx[i], 〈km direct delta 18〉)
p = p + diff (’direct y’, ty[i], ny[i], 〈km direct delta 18〉)

endfor
return, p
end .t/

47. 〈test_mapps.pro 45〉 +≡
pro test
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.NH/
x = float([0, −3850, 0, 3750, 3750, 3750, 0, −3850, −3850])
y = float([0, 5850, 5850, 5850, 0, −5350, −5350, −5350, 0])
tlon = float([0, 168.35, 135, 102.34, 45, 350.03, 315, 279.26, 225])
tlat = float([90, 30.98, 39.43, 31.37, 56.35, 34.35, 43.28, 33.92, 55.50])
p = t(x, y, tlon, tlat)
for i = 0l, n_elements(x)−1l do begin

p = p + t(x[i], y[i], tlon[i], tlat[i]) .scalars/
endfor
if p gt 0 then print, format=’(A0," problems in NH.")’, p $
else print, ’No problems in NH. Success.’
.SH/
x = float([0, −3950, 0, 3950, 3950, 3950, 0, −3950, −3950])
y = float([0, 4350, 4350, 4350, 0, −3950, −3950, −3950, 0])
tlon = float([0.0, 317.76, 0.0, 42.24, 90.0, $

135.0, 180.0, 225.0, 270.0])
tlat = float([−90.0, −39.23, −51.32, −39.23, −54.66, $

−41.45, −54.66, −41.45, −54.66])
p = t(x, y, tlon, tlat, hemis=−1)
for i = 0l, n_elements(x)−1l do begin

p = p + t(x[i], y[i], tlon[i], tlat[i], hemis=−1) .scalars/
endfor
if p gt 0 then print, format=’(A0," problems in SH.")’, p $
else print, ’No problems in SH. Success.’
.Snyder/
mapll, x, y, 150, −75, hemis=−1, slat=−90, lon0=−100, $

rekm=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919, k0=0.994
p = diff (’Snyder xkm’, −1573.6454, x[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
p = p + diff (’Snyder ykm’, −572.7601, y[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
mapll, x, y, 150, −75, hemis=−1, slat=−71, lon0=−100, $

rekm=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919
p = p + diff (’Snyder xkm’, −1540.0336, x[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
p = p + diff (’Snyder ykm’, −560.5264, y[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
mapxy, −1573.6454, −572.7601, lon, lat, hemis=−1, slat=−90, lon0=−100, $

rekm=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919, k0=0.994
p = p + diff (’Snyder longitude’, +149.9999995, lon[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
p = p + diff (’Snyder latitude’, −74.9999986, lat[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
mapxy, −1540.0336, −560.5264, lon, lat, hemis=−1, slat=−71, lon0=−100, $

rekm=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919
p = p + diff (’Snyder longitude’, +149.9999997, lon[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
p = p + diff (’Snyder latitude’, −75.0000026, lat[0], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
.more Snyder/
lon = (indgen(91 − 60) + 1)*11.0 .sample some longitudes/
lat = 90 − indgen(91 − 60)
mapll, x, y, lon, lat, slat=+90, $

rekm=6378.3880, ecc=0.0819919
tradius = [ 0.0, 111.7027, 223.4217, 335.1734, 446.9741, $

558.8401, 670.7881, 782.8343, 894.9954, 1007.2879, $
1119.7287, 1232.3344, 1345.1220, 1458.1084, 1571.3109, $
1684.7468, 1798.4334, 1912.3884, 2026.6295, 2141.1748, $
2256.0423, 2371.2505, 2486.8180, 2602.7636, 2719.1064, $
2835.8658, 2953.0614, 3070.7132, 3188.8414, 3307.4667, $
3426.6099]

radius = sqrt(x*x + y*y)
for i = 0l, n_elements(tradius)−1l do begin

p = p + diff (’Snyder radius’, tradius[i], radius[i], 〈Snyder delta 18〉)
endfor
if p gt 0 then print, format=’(A0," problems with Snyder data.")’, p $
else print, ’No problems with Snyder data. Success.’
end .test/
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13.7 Macros for Readable IDL Code

48. To check if a variable passed as (keyword) parameter was actually
given a value we could use (SIZE(var))[1] EQ 0L or

m 〈Undefined? 48〉 ≡ N_ELEMENTS(#1) EQ 0L

49. To check if WHERE returned a useful index-array use

m 〈Found? 49〉 ≡ #1[0] NE -1L

50. To find NaN entries in a float or double array get the indices via

m 〈WhereNaN 50〉 ≡ WHERE(FINITE(#1,/NAN))

13.8 c Implementation

51. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.

52. 〈mapps bannerline C 52〉 ≡
.‘mapps.c’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-16 v1.02/
.Web reminder(PyTangled)/
This code is used in section 54.

53. For c we package mapll and mapxy in the file mapps.c. But make
the definitions public in mapps.h.

54. 〈mapps.h 54〉 ≡
〈mapps bannerline C 52〉
#ifndef _MAPPS_H
#define _MAPPS_H
#include <math.h>
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <stdio.h>
.prototypes/
〈mapll c head 59〉;
〈mapxy c head 61〉;
#endif
.end of ‘mapps.h’/

55. And there is value for π defined in c, so we use Python’s.

c 〈Imports for Python calculations 55〉 ≡
from math import pi

c 〈pi 55〉 ≡ 3.14159265359
pi

c 〈twopi 55〉 ≡ 6.28318530718
2.0∗pi

56. 〈mapps.c 56〉 ≡
#include "mapps.h"
〈mapll c head 59〉 {

〈mapll.c 60〉
}.mapll/
〈mapxy c head 61〉 {

〈mapxy.c 62〉
}.mapxy/
.end of ‘mapps.c’/
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57. We have no language feature for key value pairs, so we use variable
length parameter lists and expect a key string followed by the
values for each ‘key’ – like printf.

58. 〈mapps key values 58〉 ≡
double a = −1.00; .invalid/
double ecc = −1.00; .invalid/
double k0 = 1.00;
double lon0 = 0.0;
double slat = −111.00; .invalid/
int degrees = 0, check_lon0 = 1;
size_t len = 1;
{
const char ∗key;
va_list args;
va_start(args, format);
for (key = format; ∗key; key++)

switch (∗key) {
case ’a’: {.radius of Earth / km/

a = va_arg(args, double);
break;

}
case ’d’: {.expect or convert to degrees; default radians/

degrees = va_arg(args, int);
break;

}
case ’e’: {.eccentricity of ellipsoid/

ecc = va_arg(args, double);
break;

}
case ’k’: {.k0 scale parameter for polar projection/

k0 = va_arg(args, double);
break;

}
case ’l’: {.Snyder’s lambda 0/

lon0 = va_arg(args, double); .degrees/
check_lon0 = 0; .always use lon0 from args/
break;

}
case ’s’: {.standard latitude / degrees/

slat = va_arg(args, double);
break;

}
case ’v’: {.expect vectors of this length/

len = va_arg(args, size_t);
break;

}
}

va_end(args);
}
This code is used in sections 60, and 62.

59. 〈mapll c head 59〉 ≡
void mapll(double ∗lon, double ∗lat, double ∗xkm, double ∗ykm,

const char ∗format, ...)
This code is used in sections 54, and 56.

60. 〈mapll.c 60〉 ≡
〈mapps key values 58〉
if (a ≡ −1.00)

a = 〈Hughes a / km 5〉;
if (ecc ≡ −1.00)

ecc = 〈Hughes ecc 5〉;
if (slat ≡ −111.00)
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slat = 〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉;
double hecc = 0.5∗ecc;
double eslat, hpmsl, latitude, longitude, sl, tini, t;
double lon0rad = lon0∗〈d2r 3〉;
int nh, i;
slat = fabs(slat);
sl = ((slat < 0.1) ? 0.1 : (slat > 90.00) ? 90.00 : slat)∗〈d2r 3〉;
hpmsl = 〈halfpi 4〉 − sl;
if (hpmsl < 1e−5)

tini = (2.00 ∗ a ∗ k0 ∗ pow(1.00 + ecc, −0.5 − hecc)
∗ pow(1.00 − ecc, −0.5 + hecc));

else {
double esl = ecc∗sin(sl);
tini = (a ∗ cos(sl) ∗ pow(1.00 + esl, −0.5 − hecc)

∗ pow(1.00 − esl, −0.5 + hecc) / tan(hpmsl∗0.5));
}
for (i = 0; i < len; i++) {

nh = (lat[i] ≥ 0.0);
if (check_lon0)

lon0rad = (nh) ? 〈NSIDC NH central meridian 5〉∗〈d2r 3〉 : 0.0;
latitude = fabs(lat[i]);
longitude = lon[i];
if (degrees) {

latitude *= 〈d2r 3〉;
longitude *= 〈d2r 3〉;

}
longitude −= lon0rad;
eslat = ecc∗sin(latitude);
t = tini∗tan((〈halfpi 4〉 − latitude)∗0.5)

∗pow((1.00 + eslat)/(1.00 − eslat), hecc);
if (latitude ≥ 〈halfpi 4〉) {

xkm[i] = ykm[i] = 0.0;
}else {

xkm[i] = t∗sin(longitude);
ykm[i] = (nh) ? −t∗cos(longitude) : t∗cos(longitude);

}
}
This code is used in section 56.

61. 〈mapxy c head 61〉 ≡
void mapxy(double ∗xkm, double ∗ykm, double ∗lon, double ∗lat,

const char ∗format, ...)
This code is used in sections 54, and 56.

62. 〈mapxy.c 62〉 ≡
〈mapps key values 58〉
if (a ≡ −1.00)

a = 〈Hughes a / km 5〉;
if (ecc ≡ −1.00)

ecc = 〈Hughes ecc 5〉;
if (slat ≡ −111.00)

slat = 〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉;
double hecc = 0.5∗ecc, ecc2 = ecc∗ecc, ecc4 = ecc2∗ecc2;
double ecc6 = ecc4∗ecc2, ecc8 = ecc4∗ecc4;
double esl, gamma, hpmsl, rho, sgn, sl, t;
double lon0rad = lon0∗〈d2r 3〉;
int i;
sgn = (slat ≥ 0.0) ? 1.00 : −1.00;
if (check_lon0)

lon0rad = (slat ≥ 0.0) ? 〈NSIDC NH central meridian 5〉∗〈d2r 3〉 : 0.0;
slat = fabs(slat);
sl = ((slat < 0.1) ? 0.1 : (slat > 90.00) ? 90.00 : slat)∗〈d2r 3〉;
hpmsl = 〈halfpi 4〉 − sl;
if (hpmsl < 1e−5)
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t = pow(1.00 + ecc, 0.5 + hecc) ∗ pow(1.00 − ecc, 0.5 − hecc) /
(2.00∗a∗k0);
else {

esl = ecc∗sin(sl);
t = tan(hpmsl∗0.5) / (a∗cos(sl)) ∗ pow(1.00 + esl, 0.5 + hecc) ∗

pow(1.00 − esl, 0.5 − hecc);
}
for (i = 0; i < len; i++) {

rho = hypot(xkm[i], ykm[i]);
if (rho ≤ 0.1) {

lon[i] = 0.0;
lat[i] = sgn∗〈halfpi 4〉;

}else {
gamma = 〈pi 55〉 − 4.00∗atan(rho∗t); .2*chi/
lat[i] = (gamma + (ecc2 + 5.00/12.00∗ecc4 + ecc6/6.00 +

13.00/180.00∗ecc8) ∗ sin(gamma)
+ (7.00/24.00∗ecc4 + 29.00/120.00∗ecc6 + 811.00/5760.00∗ecc8)
∗ sin(gamma + gamma) + (7.00/60.00∗ecc6 +
81.00/560.00∗ecc8) ∗ sin(3.00∗gamma) +
(4279.00/80640.00∗ecc8) ∗ sin(4.00∗gamma)) ∗ (sgn∗0.5);

lon[i] = sgn∗atan2(sgn∗xkm[i], −sgn∗ykm[i]) + lon0rad;
lon[i] += (lon[i] < 0.0) ? 〈twopi 55〉 : 0.0;

}
}
if (degrees)

for (i = 0; i < len; i++) {
lon[i] *= 〈r2d 3〉;
lat[i] *= 〈r2d 3〉;

}
This code is used in section 56.

13.8.1 Testing

63. We make sure, the results agree with Snyder’s and the nsidc grid.
64. 〈test_mapps bannerline C 64〉 ≡

.‘test_mapps.c’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-15 v0.1/

.Web reminder(PyTangled)/
This code is used in section 66.

65. To avaid memory problems, define static array longer than any
testarray.

m 〈MAXLEN 65〉 ≡ 64

66. 〈test_mapps.c 66〉 ≡
〈test_mapps bannerline C 64〉
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "mapps.h"
int diff (char ∗vtype, double truevalue, double newvalue, double validdelta) {

if (fabs(truevalue − newvalue) ≥ validdelta) {
printf ("!True %s %g - %g = %g.\n",

vtype, truevalue, newvalue, truevalue − newvalue);
return 1;

}
return 0;

}.diff/
See also sections 67, and 68.

67. 〈test_mapps.c 66〉 +≡
int t(size_t len, double∗ tx, double∗ ty, double∗ tlon, double∗ tlat,

double slat) {
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int problems = 0;
double lon[〈MAXLEN 65〉], lat[〈MAXLEN 65〉];
double xkm[〈MAXLEN 65〉], ykm[〈MAXLEN 65〉];
double nx[〈MAXLEN 65〉], ny[〈MAXLEN 65〉];
size_t i;
mapxy(tx, ty, lon, lat, "vsd", len, slat, 1);
mapll(lon, lat, xkm, ykm, "vsd", len, slat, 1);
mapll(tlon, tlat, nx, ny, "vsd", len, slat, 1);
for (i = 0; i < len; i++) {

problems += diff ("longitude", tlon[i], lon[i], 〈longitude delta 18〉);
problems += diff ("latitude", tlat[i], lat[i], 〈latitude delta 18〉);
problems += diff ("xkm", tx[i], xkm[i], 〈km delta 18〉);
problems += diff ("ykm", ty[i], ykm[i], 〈km delta 18〉);
problems += diff ("direct x", tx[i], nx[i], 〈km direct delta 18〉);
problems += diff ("direct y", ty[i], ny[i], 〈km direct delta 18〉);

}
return problems;

}.t/

68. 〈test_mapps.c 66〉 +≡
int main() {

double xnh[] = {0, −3850, 0, 3750, 3750, 3750, 0, −3850, −3850};
double ynh[] = {0, 5850, 5850, 5850, 0, −5350, −5350, −5350, 0};
double tlonnh[] = {0, 168.355, 135, 102.344, 45, 350.033, 315, 279.266,

225};
double tlatnh[] = {90, 30.988, 39.433, 31.377, 56.355, 34.355, 43.288,

33.922, 55.500};
double xsh[] = {0, −3950, 0, 3950, 3950, 3950, 0, −3950, −3950};
double ysh[] = {0, 4350, 4350, 4350, 0, −3950, −3950, −3950, 0};
double tlonsh[] = {0.0, 317.766, 0.0, 42.244, 90.00,

135.00, 180.00, 225.00, 270.00};
double tlatsh[] = {−90.00, −39.233, −51.322, −39.233, −54.666,

−41.455, −54.666, −41.455, −54.666};
double tradius[] = {0.0, 111.70277, 223.42177, 335.17344, 446.97411,

558.84011, 670.78811, 782.83433, 894.99544,
1007.28799,

1119.72877, 1232.33444, 1345.12200, 1458.10844,
1571.31099,

1684.74688, 1798.43344, 1912.38844, 2026.62955,
2141.17488,

2256.04233, 2371.25055, 2486.81800, 2602.76366,
2719.10644,

2835.86588, 2953.06144, 3070.71322, 3188.84144,
3307.46677,

3426.60999};
double lon, lat, xkm, ykm;
int i, p;
p = t(9, xnh, ynh, tlonnh, tlatnh, 〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉);
for (i = 0; i < 9; i++)

p += t(1, &(xnh[i]), &(ynh[i]), &(tlonnh[i]), &(tlatnh[i]),
〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉);

if (p)
printf ("%d problem(s) in NH.\n", p);

else
printf ("No problems in NH. Success.\n");

p = t(9, xsh, ysh, tlonsh, tlatsh, −〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉);
for (i = 0; i < 9; i++)

p += t(1, &(xsh[i]), &(ysh[i]), &(tlonsh[i]), &(tlatsh[i]),
−〈NSIDC standard latitude 5〉);

if (p)
printf ("%d problem(s) in SH.\n", p);

else
printf ("No problems in SH. Success.\n");
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lon = 150;
lat = −75;
mapll(&lon, &lat, &xkm, &ykm, "slaekd",

−90.00, −100.00, 6378.38800, 0.0819919, 0.994, 1);
p = diff ("Snyder xkm", −1573.64544, xkm, 〈Snyder delta 18〉);
p += diff ("Snyder ykm", −572.76011, ykm, 〈Snyder delta 18〉);
mapll(&lon, &lat, &xkm, &ykm, "slaekd",

−71.00, −100.00, 6378.38800, 0.0819919, 1.00, 1);
p += diff ("Snyder xkm", −1540.03366, xkm, 〈Snyder delta 18〉);
p += diff ("Snyder ykm", −560.52644, ykm, 〈Snyder delta 18〉);
xkm = −1573.64544;
ykm = −572.76011;
mapxy(&xkm, &ykm, &lon, &lat, "slaekd",

−90.00, −100.00, 6378.38800, 0.0819919, 0.994, 1);
p += diff ("Snyder longitude", +149.99999955, lon, 〈Snyder delta 18〉);
p += diff ("Snyder latitude", −74.99999866, lat, 〈Snyder delta 18〉);
xkm = −1540.03366;
ykm = −560.52644;
mapxy(&xkm, &ykm, &lon, &lat, "slaekd",

−71.00, −100.00, 6378.38800, 0.0819919, 1.00, 1);
p += diff ("Snyder longitude", +149.99999977, lon, 〈Snyder delta 18〉);
p += diff ("Snyder latitude", −75.00000266, lat, 〈Snyder delta 18〉);
for (i = 0; i < 31; i++) {

lon = ((60 + i) − 59)∗11.00;
lat = 90.00 − i;
mapll(&lon, &lat, &xkm, &ykm, "slaekd",

90.00, 0.0, 6378.38800, 0.0819919, 1.00, 1);
p += diff ("Snyder radius", tradius[i], hypot(xkm, ykm), 〈Snyder delta 18〉

);
}
if (p)

printf ("%d problem(s) with Snyder data.\n", p);
else

printf ("No problems with Snyder data. Success.\n");
exit(0);

}.main/
.end of ‘test_mapps.c’/
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14 Antenna Patterns for amsr-e

1. jaxa provides measured antenna pattern data for the amsr-e sen-
sor’s center frequencies (to principal investigators sharaku.eorc.
jaxa.jp/pisdoor/amsr/tools/pattern). These contain 41 rows of
measurements in the along track direction each with 201 columns
(along scan). The measured quantities and their respective column
numbers in the pattern files are listed in Table 1. The surprise
maximum value of the 89a channel enforces the check-everything
rule for jaxa data. The normalized maximum in decibel must
equal zero – so we will renormalize.

Table 14–1 Column numbers and maxima of measured amsr-e antenna
pattern files

Channel Vertical polarization Horizontal polarization
Co-pol Cross-pol Cross-pol Co-pol

Gain Phase Gain Phase Gain Phase Gain Phase
[dB] [◦] [dB] [◦] [dB] [◦] [dB] [◦]

Column 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Maxima
06 0.0 — −27.134 — −26.846 — 0.0 —
10 0.0 — −25.960 — −26.572 — 0.0 —

18 0.0 — −25.844 — −22.798 — 0.0 —
23 0.0 — −25.585 — −25.370 — 0.0 —
36 0.0 — −24.975 — −22.844 — 0.0 —

89a 0.0 — −21.004 — −20.895 — 0.033 —
89b 0.0 — −20.651 — −20.915 — 0.0 —

The cross polarization is as small as promised by jaxa (2005: 2-
3), less than −20 dB or two orders of magnitude below the co-
polarization (pure vertical or horizontal) values. For effective an-
tenna patterns we use only values above −3 dB and can safely
ignore all cross polarization effects and the corresponding data.
Therefore, all further processing is done with pure vertical (data
column 0) and horizontal (data column 6) polarization measure-
ments only.

2. Standard reminder

m 〈Web reminder 2〉 ≡ #1! Please, modify ‘antennapattern.web’.
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14.1 Reading Antenna Patterns

3. The Python program readap.py will read the provided data and
make it usable for further processing. It also includes the neces-
sary routines to select only an ‘effective’ antenna pattern.

Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.

4. 〈readap bannerline 4〉 ≡
. ‘readap.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-29 v0.19/
. /Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 5.

5. 〈readap.py 5〉 ≡
〈readap bannerline 4〉
"""
Read antennapattern files from JAXA.
Find effective pattern to be used
with Backus-Gilbert interpolation.
"""
from bilinear import bilinear
from cross import rotate_x, rotate_y
from matplotlib.collections import LineCollection
from matplotlib.ticker import FormatStrFormatter as FSF
from newcm import antennapattern
from numarray import (arange, argmin, array, ceil, clip, concatenate,

Float32, Float64, floor, fromfile, log, maximum,
NewAxis, nonzero,
repeat, resize, searchsorted, transpose, where, zeros)

import pylab as p
import re
〈Number parsers to read AMSR-E antenna pattern files 15〉
class Antennapattern:

def __init__(self, fname,
path=’/Volumes/Rerun/lml-MS/antennapattern/’):

〈Antennapattern initialization 7〉
〈Antennapattern output to file 17〉

def effective_ap(ap, threshold_dB=−20.0, verbose=1):
"""Find ‘effective’ antenna pattern."""
〈Produce effective antenna pattern 22〉

def save_effective(fname, eff , x, y,
threshold=〈efov_cutoff 27〉, verbose=1):

"""Save data above threshold to file.
Format as boresight vectors (x, y, z, gain)
ready to be projected to earth, assuming boresight
is in (0, 0, 1) direction.
"""

〈Save effective ap as boresights 38〉
def load_effective(fname):

"""Load data saved with save_effective."""
arr = fromfile(fname, Float64)
arr .shape=(−1, 4)
return arr

See also section 40.

6. The class instance of Antennapattern needs to hold all important
information of a pattern measurement. We keep the file name, the
center frequency, the range of angles in x and y direction – x
increasing in scan direction and y increasing in along track direc-
tion (lower left corner holds the lowest values).

7. 〈Antennapattern initialization 7〉 ≡
print ’(’, path + fname,
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R = file(path + fname, ’r’)
try:

self.name = fname
self.frequency = float(F83.match(R.readline()).group(1))
self.x_start, self.x_step, x_points = get_ffi(R.readline(), FFI )
self.y_start, self.y_step, y_points = get_ffi(R.readline(), FFI )
print self.frequency
print self.y_start, self.y_step, y_points
print self.x_start, self.x_step, x_points,
self.arr = zeros((8, y_points, x_points), Float32)
self.x = zeros(x_points, Float32)
self.y = zeros(y_points, Float32)
l = R.readline() .skip a line/
for y in reversed(xrange(y_points)):

self.y[y] = float(F83.match(R.readline()).group(1))
.print y, self.y[y]/
for x in xrange(x_points):

f = get_floats(R.readline(), F83)
self.arr[:, y, x] = f [1:]
if y ≡ 0:

self.x[x] = f [0]
finally:

R.close()
print ’)’
This code is used in section 5.
See also section 9.

8. We might have ‘bad’ data so we have to renormalize. Since the
cross polarization data don’t seem to be normalized by their max-
imum to start with, we only change the co-polarization data if
necessary. Here we see, why logarithmic decibel are used. Renor-
malization becomes a simple subtraction.

9. 〈Antennapattern initialization 7〉 +≡
for gaincol in [0, 6]:

maxdb = self.arr[gaincol].max()
if maxdb > 0.0:

self.arr[gaincol] −= maxdb
This code is used in section 5.

10. Read the amsr-e patterns during the first import of the module.
Then calculate some effective patterns and show them on screen.

11. 〈readap initialization 11〉 ≡
ap06=Antennapattern(’PMAMSR_PAT06G.txt’)
.#ap06v=ap06.arr[0] #take(ap6.arr, (0, 1), axis=0)/
.#ap06h=ap06.arr[6] #take(ap6.arr, (0, 7), axis=2)/
ap10=Antennapattern(’PMAMSR_PAT10G.txt’)
ap18=Antennapattern(’PMAMSR_PAT18G.txt’)
ap23=Antennapattern(’PMAMSR_PAT23G.txt’)
ap36=Antennapattern(’PMAMSR_PAT36G.txt’)
ap89a=Antennapattern(’PMAMSR_PAT89A.txt’)
ap89b=Antennapattern(’PMAMSR_PAT89B.txt’)
This code is used in section 40.
See also section 13.

12. Then calculate all effecive patterns and save them to files, to be
read by Earth projection routines. And while we’re at it, we also
plot horizontal cuts thru the antenna pattern measurements.

13. 〈readap initialization 11〉 +≡
for f in [’06’, ’10’, ’18’, ’23’, ’36’, ’89a’, ’89b’]:

ap = vars()[’ap’ + f ]
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v, vx, vy, vxbeam, vybeam, h, hx, hy, hxbeam, hybeam = \
effective_ap(ap, verbose=0)

save_effective(’ap%sv_cg.bin’ % f , v, vx, vy, verbose=1)
save_effective(’ap%sh_cg.bin’ % f , h, hx, hy, verbose=1)
plot_hcut(ap.x, ap.arr[0], fname=’cut_ap%s%s.ps’ % (f , ’v’))
plot_hcut(ap.x, ap.arr[6], fname=’cut_ap%s%s.ps’ % (f , ’h’))

This code is used in section 40.

14. Regular expressions are more powerful than Fortran format codes.
Instead of F8.3 we will use the regular expression f83 and for I5
it is i5. To read a line with two floats and one integer use get_ffi
and lines containing only floats can be read with get_floats.

15. 〈Number parsers to read AMSR-E antenna pattern files 15〉 ≡
f83=’(?:\s*([+|-]?\d{0,3}\.\d{3}))’
F83=re.compile(f83)
i5=’\s*(\d{1,5})’
I5=re.compile(i5)
FFI=re.compile(f83+f83+i5)
def get_ffi(line, format):

mo=format.match(line)
return [float(mo.group(1)), float(mo.group(2)), int(mo.group(3))]

def get_floats(line, format):
return map(float, format.findall(line))

This code is used in section 5.

16. The fast and nonportable output to a binary file is achieved by
the tobinfile method. This writes all information for one of the
datacolumns, see Table 1.

17. 〈Antennapattern output to file 17〉 ≡
def tobinfile(self, col, fname):

"""Write antennapattern to binary file."""
W = file(fname, ’wb’)
self.arr[col, :, :].tofile(W )
W .close()

This code is used in section 5.
See also section 19.

18. In case we want to export the data to a (human) readable file, we
use the tofile method. This will write the measurement result
for one column (0 for V-pol/Co-pol/Gain, see Table 1) to an ASCII
file.

19. 〈Antennapattern output to file 17〉 +≡
def tofile(self, col, fname):

"""Write antennapattern to ASCII file."""
W = file(fname, ’w’)
for y in xrange(self.arr .shape[1]):

for x in xrange(self.arr .shape[2]):
W .write(’%9.3f’ % self.arr[col, y, x])

W .close()
This code is used in section 5.

14.2 Effective Antenna Pattern

20. We will interpolate the measured data and simulate the along scan
movement resulting in an ‘effective’ antenna pattern that gives the
correct angular offsets from the satellite’s boresight direction.
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We have to separate two cases. Since the 89 GHz channels are
sampled twice as often as the other channels. One full turn of the
antenna lasts exactly 1.5 seconds (jaxa, 2005), and the integration
time of one measurement counter (later the pixels in each scan)
is 1.3 ms per 89 GHz channel pixel and 2.6 ms for the lower fre-
quency channels. Therefore the angular movement, µ, in degrees,
of the antenna in scan direction is

µ89 = 360 × 1.3 × 10−3

1.5

◦ s
s

= 0.312◦ (14–1)

µ¬89 = 360 × 2.6 × 10−3

1.5

◦ s
s

= 0.624◦ (14–2)

c 〈integration time / s 20〉 ≡
it89 = 1.3e−3
itn89 = 2.6e−3
degpersec = 360.0/1.5

c 〈89 GHz integration angle 20〉 ≡ 0.312
it89 ∗ degpersec

c 〈non 89 GHz integration angle 20〉 ≡ 0.624
itn89 ∗ degpersec

21. We are only interested in columns 0 and 6, vertical and horizontal
gain. The array structure is identical so we define a local procedure
to handle vertical and horizontal cases. This will produce the new
effective antenna pattern array, the corresponding angles in scan
direction, x, and in along track direction, y . Note the arrays origin
is the upper left corner, while y counts from the bottom up.

22. 〈Produce effective antenna pattern 22〉 ≡
def produce_effective(arr):

"""Handle vertical or horizontal case."""
〈Calculate effective pattern 26〉
return new, x, y, xbeam, ybeam

This code is used in section 5.
See also section 24.

23. We want to incorporate the movement of the antenna, so we have
to enlarge the involved arrays in scan direction to accomodate the
additional values. This involves the measurement range, the num-
ber of measurements taken (the array size) and the scale factor
for interpolation in scan direction.

ad =
⌈

integration angle × # of measurements × x-scale
maximum angle − minimum angle

⌉
(14–3)

This value is identical for all data columns of one channel. So we
do the channel specific calculations and some plotting.

24. 〈Produce effective antenna pattern 22〉 +≡
if int(ap.frequency) < 89:

ad = int(ceil(〈non 89 GHz integration angle 20〉 ∗ (len(ap.x) − 1) \
∗ 〈xscale 27〉 / (ap.x[−1] − ap.x[0])))

else:
ad = int(ceil(〈89 GHz integration angle 20〉 ∗ (len(ap.x) − 1) \
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∗ 〈xscale 27〉 / (ap.x[−1] − ap.x[0])))
if ad % 2:

ad += 1
v, vx, vy, vxbeam, vybeam = produce_effective(ap.arr[0])
h, hx, hy, hxbeam, hybeam = produce_effective(ap.arr[6])
return v, vx, vy, vxbeam, vybeam, h, hx, hy, hxbeam, hybeam
This code is used in section 5.

25. If we simply enlarge all arrays, they might easily fill all available
memory. So we try to reduce the work by selecting a rectangle
around the boresight peak where the values might contribute a
significant amount to the effective values.

First we scan the (shorter) rows for their maximums. If they are
smaller than our threshold value, we discard the row. To avoid
non constant grid spacing, we keep all rows from the first to the
last found – not ignoring possible gaps between strong side-lobes.

Than we do the same procedure for the columns, working on
the reduced array.

We are only interested in columns 0 and 6, vertical and horizon-
tal gain.

26. 〈Calculate effective pattern 26〉 ≡
good = nonzero(maximum.reduce(arr , axis=1) ≥ threshold_dB)[0]
a = arr[good[0]:good[−1] + 1]
ay = ap.y[good[0]:good[−1] + 1] .[1..-1]/
if verbose > 1:

print ay
good = nonzero(maximum.reduce(a, axis=0) ≥ threshold_dB)[0]
a = a[:, good[0]:good[−1] + 1]
ax = ap.x[good[0]:good[−1] + 1] .[-1..1]/
if verbose > 1:

print ax
This code is used in section 22.
See also sections 28, 30, 32, and 34.

27. Now we have a smaller array and interpolate it, increasing its size
by xscale and yscale. We have five times as much data per row and
for convenience, we aim for an almost square interpolation result.
To best interpolate the data, we use bilinear interpolation (e.g.
Russ, 1995: 204ff.), keeping all existing points and adding only in
between measurements. For smooth interpolation (nice pictures)
use xscale equal to eight. For pracitcal computations we do not
interpolate at all in scan direction and keep xscale equal to one.

Here we also express the array values, antenna gains (power ra-
tios) r normalized by their maximum and expressed in dB, with
unscaled floating point numbers. The −3 dB line will become an
0.501 . . . line, since the conversion from decibel to unscaled float-
ing point follows:

x dB = 10 log10(r) (14–4)

r = 10x/10 (14–5)

c 〈xscale 27〉 ≡ 1
1

c 〈yscale 27〉 ≡ 5
5 ∗ xscale
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m 〈dB to float 27〉 ≡ 10.0**(#1/10.0)

c 〈efov_cutoff 27〉 ≡ 0.501187233627
10.0∗∗(−3.0/10.0)

28. 〈Calculate effective pattern 26〉 +≡
a = bilinear(dB to float(a), (〈yscale 27〉, 〈xscale 27〉))
if verbose > 2:

print ’min’, a.min(), ’ max’, a.max(), ’ shape’, a.shape
This code is used in section 22.

29. A now, the interesting step. Move the measured pattern in small
steps, given by the number of interpolated points, in scan direc-
tion (−x), adding it to our new array. We have to do this until we
cover the additional integration time angle. Then we normalize
again by the maximum and have our effective antenna pattern.

30. 〈Calculate effective pattern 26〉 +≡
new = zeros(a.shape + array((0, ad)), Float32)
offset = arange(ad + 1)
for s, e in zip(offset[::−1], new.shape[−1] − offset):

new[. . . , s:e] += a
new = new[. . . , ad//2:−ad//2]
new /= new.max()
if verbose:

print ’new min’, new.min(), ’ max’, new.max(), ’ shape’, new.shape
This code is used in section 22.

31. Now we can recalculate the corresponding x and y angles of our
interpolated array. This time we want x increasing with increasing
indices and the same for y . But, the origin of our array is still the
upper left corner! That implies: the y array appears reversed.

32. 〈Calculate effective pattern 26〉 +≡
.89: x -1...1, y -1...1/
x = ax[−1] − (arange(new.shape[−1])∗(ap.x_step/〈xscale 27〉))[::−1]
y = ay[0] − (arange(new.shape[0])∗(ap.y_step/〈yscale 27〉))[::−1]
if verbose:

print y .-1...1/
print x .-1...1/

This code is used in section 22.

33. With the angles calculated we find the approximate beam width
in scan and along track direction. We assume they are correct for
zero degrees – boresight.

34. 〈Calculate effective pattern 26〉 +≡
ybeam = y[::−1]
vmax = nonzero(maximum.reduce(new, axis=1) ≥ 〈efov_cutoff 27〉)[0]
ybeam = ybeam[vmax[−1]], ybeam[vmax[0]]
vmax = nonzero(maximum.reduce(new, axis=0) ≥ 〈efov_cutoff 27〉)[0]
xbeam = x[vmax[0]], x[vmax[−1]]
if verbose:

print ’Beam width (scan x along track): (%.3f x %.3f)’ \
% (xbeam[1] − xbeam[0], ybeam[1] − ybeam[0])

.#new[0:5, 0:5] = 1.0 #Mark array origin for validation. ???/
This code is used in section 22.
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14.2.1 Save Effective Patterns as Boresights

35. The effective antenna patterns will be projected to the surface
of Earth. That procedure expects a boresight vector in the satel-
lite coordinate system (z to Earth center, x in flight direction and
y completing a right-handed orthogonal system), assuming it to
point directly to the center of Earth, so the boresight unit vector
is c = (0,0,1).

Of course the effective pattern gives offsets to the satellite bore-
sight direction. Therefore we have to rotate c into the direction of
each interpolated antenna pattern cell and save the resulting vec-
tor with its associated gain value.

To be general, we allow an arbitrary threshold for the saved
gain values, but standard (and our default) is the −3 dB outline,
corresponding to the range [0.501 . . . ,1.0].

36. Constants. Results in tangled files might have more digits than
shown by weave and TEX.

c 〈imports for calculated constants 36〉 ≡
import math

c 〈d2r 36〉 ≡ 0.0174532925199
math.pi/180.0

37. Again the rotations are tricky. Antenna pattern x direction is (op-
posite to) scan direction. Antenna pattern y is along track. So we
rotate (clockwise looking down along axis) by −y around the sat-
telite y axis. And then by x around the satellite x axis.

38. 〈Save effective ap as boresights 38〉 ≡
xx = x∗〈d2r 36〉
yy = y[::−1]∗〈d2r 36〉
keep = where(eff ≥ threshold)
.meshgrid, so xx, yy have same shape as eff/
xx = repeat(xx[NewAxis, :], y.shape[0])
yy = repeat(yy[:, NewAxis], x.shape[0], 1)
xyeff = transpose((xx[keep], yy[keep], eff [keep]))
if verbose:

print "Threshold %s keeps %s beambits." % (threshold,
xyeff .shape[0])
c = resize(array((0.0, 0.0, 1.0)), (xyeff .shape[0], 3)) .Float64/
for i in xrange(c.shape[0]):

c[i] = rotate_x(rotate_y(c[i], −xyeff [i, 1]),
xyeff [i, 0])

.write [...[cxi, cyi, czi, effi]...]; (n, 4) Float64/
transpose(concatenate((transpose(c),

xyeff [. . . , 2][NewAxis, :]))).tofile(fname)
if verbose:

print ’Wrote to file %s.’ % fname
This code is used in section 5.

14.3 Antenna Pattern Plot Routines

39. We end the program with some plot routines to visualize the re-
sults.
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40. 〈readap.py 5〉 +≡
def plot_ap(arr , x, y, efov=False, clevels=None, fname=None, fignum=1,
∗∗kw):

"""Plot the antenna pattern.
efov: effective field of view range, > 0.5 (-3 dB)
clevels: list of contour levels, [0.5, 0.75, 0.9]
fname: save to file (extension for format!)
fignum: display as figure number fignum
kw: remaining keyword arguments
beam_width: plot beam width, needs xbeam, ybeam
"""

〈Plot effective antenna pattern 42〉
def plot_comparison(iap, ix, iy, eap, ex, ey, ydeg, fname=None, fignum=1):

"""Combine iap and eap cut along ydeg in one plot."""
〈Plot comparison 44〉

def plot_hcut(x, arr , fname=None, fignum=1):
"""Cut thru antenna pattern at y=0 deg."""
〈Plot hcut 46〉

〈readap initialization 11〉
.end of ‘readap.py’/

14.3.1 Effective Antenna Pattern Plots

41. Display the array without further interpolation, label the axis with
decent values, add contour lines, a colorbar and display/save the
result, an example is shown in Figure 1
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Figure 14–1 Effective antenna pattern derived from 89bh gain data

42. 〈Plot effective antenna pattern 42〉 ≡
f = p.figure(num=fignum, figsize=(6, 4), dpi=150,

edgecolor=’white’)
f .set_facecolor(’white’)
p.clf ()
p.hold = True
axfig = p.axes([0.11, 0.11, 0.7, 0.86]) .l b w h/
axcbar = p.axes([0.825, 0.11, 0.075, 0.86])
p.axes(axfig)
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if efov:
a = where(arr < 〈efov_cutoff 27〉, 0.0, arr) .no side effects!/

else:
a = arr

beam_width = kw.pop(’beam_width’, False)
xbeam = kw.pop(’xbeam’, None)
ybeam = kw.pop(’ybeam’, None)
extent = kw.get(’extent’, (x[0], x[−1], y[0], y[−1]))
vmin = kw.get(’vmin’, None)
vmax = kw.get(’vmax’, None)
cmap = kw.get(’cmap’, antennapattern)
i = p.imshow(a, extent=extent, interpolation=’nearest’,

vmin=vmin, vmax=vmax,
origin=’upper’, aspect=’free’, cmap=cmap)

fmt = kw.get(’fmt’, ’$%+.2f$’)
i.axes.xaxis.set_major_formatter(FSF (fmt))
i.axes.yaxis.set_major_formatter(FSF (fmt))
if beam_width:

line_segments = LineCollection([[[xbeam[0], 0.0], [xbeam[1], 0.0]],
[[0.0, ybeam[0]], [0.0, ybeam[1]]]],

linewidths=(0.5,),
colors=((1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0),))

axfig.add_collection(line_segments)
if clevels:

lev, colls = p.contour(a, clevels, extent=extent,
linewidth=0.125, colors=’black’,
origin=’upper’)

fmt = kw.get(’clfmt’, ’$%.2f$’)
fontsize = kw.get(’clfontsize’, 7)
inline = kw.get(’inline’, 1)
p.clabel(colls, lev, fmt=fmt, fontsize=fontsize, inline=inline)

j = p.colorbar(cax=axcbar)
j.images[0].set_cmap(cmap)
j.yaxis.set_major_formatter(FSF (’$%+.1f$’))
frame = j.get_frame()
p.setp(frame, linewidth=0.25, edgecolor=0.5)
p.xlabel(r’$\rm{Along\hspace{0.3em}scan\//\/}^\circ$’, fontsize=10)
p.ylabel(r’$\rm{Along\hspace{0.3em}track\//\/}^\circ$’, fontsize=10)
p.hold = False
if fname:

p.savefig(fname.lower(), dpi=150)
else:

p.show()
This code is used in section 40.

14.3.2 Comparison Plots

43. To evaluate the effect of our instantaneous (measured) antenna
pattern to effective antenna pattern transformation, combine a
cut along a certain along track angle in one plot. While the an-
tenna patterns of the lower frequencies hardly change, the 89 GHz
channels are almost doubled in along scan direction, shown as an
example for the 89b horizontal case in Figure 2.

44. 〈Plot comparison 44〉 ≡
f = p.figure(num=fignum, figsize=(6, 4), dpi=150,

.facecolor=’white’, #does not work?!/
edgecolor=’white’)

f .set_facecolor(’white’)
p.clf ()
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Figure 14–2 Comparison of 89bh measurement (black) vs. effective
data (red)

p.hold = True
p.plot(ix, iap[argmin(abs(iy − ydeg))], ’k’)
i = p.gca()
i.xaxis.set_major_formatter(FSF (’$%+.2f\/$’))
i.yaxis.set_major_formatter(FSF (’$%+.2f\/$’))
i = p.plot(ex, eap[argmin(abs(ey − ydeg)) + 1], ’r’)
p.xlabel(r’$\rm{Along\hspace{0.3em}scan\//\/}^\circ$’, fontsize=10)
p.ylabel(r’Normalized Maximum Gain’, fontsize=10)
p.hold = False
if fname:

p.savefig(fname.lower(), dpi=150)
else:

p.show()
This code is used in section 40.

14.3.3 Horizontal Cut

45. The standard picture of an antenna pattern is a cut along a line
thru the boresight direction. We use a simple horizontal cut at
y = 0◦. The usual presentation uses the logarithmic decibel scale,
so we can use the original measured data. Figure 3 is an example
for the 89b horizontal data.

To make it simple, we use the middle index (20) in along track
direction (y) and rely on the fact that all measurement ranges are
symmetrical.

arr should be the vertical or horizontal part of the antenna
pattern gain measurements. (It should occur in fname.)

46. 〈Plot hcut 46〉 ≡
f = p.figure(num=fignum, figsize=(6, 4), dpi=150,

edgecolor=’white’)
f .set_facecolor(’white’)
p.clf ()
p.hold = True
mini = −70.0 .floor(arr[20].min())/
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Figure 14–3 Cut at 0◦ along track thru 89bh measurement data

ind = where(arr[20] ≥ −3.0)[0]
xind = arange(ind[0] − 1, ind[−1] + 3);
xind[−1] = xind[0]
yfill = arr[20, xind].copy()
yfill[0] = mini
yfill[−2:] = mini
p.fill(x[xind], yfill, ’#80ff80’, linewidth=0.0)
p.axvline(x=0.0, linewidth=0.5, color=’k’)
p.plot(x, arr[20, :], ’k’)
i = p.gca()
p.setp(i, xlim=[x[0], x[−1]], ylim=[mini, 0.0])
i.xaxis.set_major_formatter(FSF (’$%+.2f\/$’))
i.yaxis.set_major_formatter(FSF (’$%+.0f\/$’))
p.xlabel(r’$\rm{Along\hspace{0.3em}scan\//\/}^\circ$’, fontsize=10)
p.ylabel(r’Normalized Maximum Gain / dB’, fontsize=10)
p.hold = False
if fname:

p.savefig(fname.lower(), dpi=150)
else:

p.show()
This code is used in section 40.

14.4 Bilinear Interpolation

47. Bilinear interpolation is a standard interpolation scheme, but we
have a special application. We want to fill gaps between measure-
ments in the antenna pattern files, leaving the existing data un-
touched.

The basic algorithm is: interpolate in x direction (if data exists)
then in y direction. More details can be found in (Russ, 1995: 204–
6).

The Python part looks a bit strange because of numarray’s par-
ticularities. It relies heavily on ‘broadcasting’ of index arrays –
read the numarray documentation!
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Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.
48. 〈bilinear bannerline 48〉 ≡

.‘bilinear.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-02 v0.3/

./Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 49.

49. 〈bilinear.py 49〉 ≡
〈bilinear bannerline 48〉
"""
Twodimensional bi-linear interpolation.
See Russ: The Image Processing Handbook, 204-6.
"""
from numarray import (arange, array, array_str, Float64, NewAxis,

repeat, reshape, resize, zeros)
def bilinear(arr , (yscale, xscale)):

"""Keep outer array boundary and interpolate the inside.
Each interpixel distance is scaled by the scale arguments.
xscale >= 1, yscale > 1.
"""

if len(arr .shape) ≠ 2:
raise

ValueError(’Bilinear interpolation needs a rank 2 array.’)
ymax, xmax = arr .shape
orij = arange(xmax)
orik = arange(ymax)[:, NewAxis]
j = orij ∗ xscale
jj = j[:−1]
k = orik ∗ yscale .shape(ymax, 1) – broadcast!!!/
kk = k[:−1] .shape(ymax-1, 1)/
if xscale ≡ 1:

x = array([1])
else:

x = arange(1, xscale)
y = arange(1, yscale)
xpart = x.astype(Float64)/xscale
ypart = y.astype(Float64)/yscale
omxpart = 1.0 − xpart
omypart = 1.0 − ypart
jjpx = (jj[:, NewAxis] + x).flat
kkpy = (kk + y).flat
interx = jjpx.shape[0]
b = zeros(((ymax − 1)∗yscale + 1, (xmax − 1)∗xscale + 1),

type=arr .type())
b[k, j] = arr[orik, orij]
if xscale ≡ 1:

b[k, jjpx] = \
resize(omxpart, interx) ∗ b[k, jj] \
+ resize(xpart, interx) ∗ b[k, jj + xscale]

else:
b[k, jjpx] = \

resize(omxpart, interx) ∗ b[k, repeat(jj, xscale − 1)] \
+ resize(xpart, interx) ∗ b[k, repeat(jj + xscale, xscale − 1)]

a = omypart[:, NewAxis]∗b[kk] + ypart[:, NewAxis]∗b[kk + yscale]
b[kkpy] = reshape(a, (kkpy.shape[0], −1))
return b

See also section 51.

50. It’s always good to check, so let’s have a look at the outcome.
51. 〈bilinear.py 49〉 +≡

def test_bilinear():
"""Test the interpolation."""
arr = arange(9, shape=(3,3), type=Float64)
print array_str(arr , precision=2)
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b = bilinear(arr , (2, 2))
print array_str(b, precision=2)
b = bilinear(arr , (3, 2))
print array_str(b, precision=2)
b = bilinear(arr , (2, 3))
print array_str(b, precision=2)
b = bilinear(arr , (3, 3))
print array_str(b, precision=2)

.end of ‘bilinear.py’/

14.5 Routines for Production

52. As an example of how to use the plot routines defined so far,
here is the program that generated all antenna pattern plots for
the master thesis. It also provides some auxiliary functions for
beamwidth TEX tables and saves the color palettes defined in
newcm.py.

Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.
53. 〈ms_ap_plots bannerline 53〉 ≡

.‘ms_ap_plots.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-02 v0.9/

./Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 55.

54. We start with some global defaults (clevels might have to be set to
None to get rid of contour lines).

55. 〈ms_ap_plots.py 55〉 ≡
〈ms_ap_plots bannerline 53〉
"""
Make all antenna pattern plots for
LMLs master thesis.
"""
from efov import spherical_fov
from epstopdf import epstopdf
from math import pi
import newcm
from os import remove
import pcolors
from readap import ∗
clevels = [0.1, 0.3, 0.50118723362727224, 0.8]
clfmt = ’$%.1f$’
dblevels = [−50, −40, −30, −20, −10, −5, −3, −1]
dbfmt = ’$%+2d$’
def dB_to_real(x):

"""Convert from dB to normal floating point."""
return 10.0∗∗(x/10.0)

See also sections 57, 59, 61, and 63.

56. The main routine is plot_channel that allows the selection of
plots produced via its keyword arguments.

57. 〈ms_ap_plots.py 55〉 +≡
def plot_channel(ap=ap89b, aname=’ap89b’, ∗∗kwargs):

"""All plots for a single channel."""
def all(vh, arr):

fname = aname + vh + ’_all.ps’
plot_ap(arr , ap.x, ap.y[::−1], fname=fname,

clevels=dblevels, clfmt=dbfmt, vmin=−90.0, vmax=0.0,
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cmap=newcm.apalldb,
∗∗kwargs)

epstopdf (fname)
remove(fname)

def eff (vh):
if vh ≡ ’v’:

arr , effx, effy = v, vx, vy
else:

arr , effx, effy = h, hx, hy
fname = aname + vh + ’_eff.ps’
plot_ap(arr , effx, effy, clevels=clevels,

clfmt=clfmt, fname=fname,
vmin=0.01, vmax=1.0, ∗∗kwargs)

epstopdf (fname)
remove(fname)

def zoom(vh):
if vh ≡ ’v’:

arr , xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax = \
ap.arr[0], vx[0], vx[−1], vy[0], vy[−1]

else:
arr , xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax = \

ap.arr[6], hx[0], hx[−1], hy[0], hy[−1]
fname = aname + vh + ’_zoom.ps’
plot_ap(dB_to_real(arr), ap.x, ap.y[::−1],

clevels=clevels, clfmt=clfmt, inline=0,
vmin=0.01, vmax=1.0, ∗∗kwargs)

p.setp(p.gca(), xlim=[xmin, xmax], ylim=[ymin, ymax])
p.savefig(fname, dpi=150)
epstopdf (fname)
remove(fname)

def shift(vh):
if vh ≡ ’v’:

arr1, arr2, shx, shy = dB_to_real(ap.arr[0]), v, vx, vy[::−1]
else:

arr1, arr2, shx, shy = dB_to_real(ap.arr[6]), h, hx, hy[::−1]
fname = aname + vh + ’_shift_at0.ps’
plot_comparison(arr1, ap.x, ap.y, arr2, shx, shy,

0.0, fname=fname)
epstopdf (fname)
remove(fname)

threshold_dB = kwargs.pop(’threshold_dB’, −20.0)
vmin = dB_to_real(threshold_dB)
if kwargs.get(’all’, False):

all(’v’, ap.arr[0])
all(’h’, ap.arr[6])

v, vx, vy, vxbeam, vybeam, h, hx, hy, hxbeam, hybeam = \
effective_ap(ap, threshold_dB=threshold_dB, verbose=0)

.efov only by efov=True kwarg,/

.no clevels by ms_ap_plots.clevels=None/
if kwargs.get(’zoom’, False):

zoom(’v’)
zoom(’h’)

if kwargs.get(’shift’, False):
shift(’v’)
shift(’h’)

if kwargs.get(’eff’, False):
kwargs[’beam_width’]=True
kwargs[’xbeam’]=vxbeam
kwargs[’ybeam’]=vybeam
eff (’v’)
kwargs[’xbeam’]=hxbeam
kwargs[’ybeam’]=hybeam
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eff (’h’)

58. To produce all the plots we define a doall procedure so we don’t
have to remember all the correct parameters.

59. 〈ms_ap_plots.py 55〉 +≡
def doall(∗∗kwargs):

"""All channel plots."""
if not (set(kwargs.keys()) & set([’all’, ’eff’, ’zoom’, ’shift’])):

kwargs = {’all’: True, ’eff’: True, ’zoom’: True, ’shift’: True}
plot_channel(ap=ap06, aname=’ap06’, fmt=’$%+.1f$’, ∗∗kwargs)
plot_channel(ap=ap10, aname=’ap10’, ∗∗kwargs)
plot_channel(ap=ap18, aname=’ap18’, ∗∗kwargs)
plot_channel(ap=ap23, aname=’ap23’, ∗∗kwargs)
plot_channel(ap=ap36, aname=’ap36’, threshold_dB=−17.0, ∗∗kwargs)
plot_channel(ap=ap89a, aname=’ap89a’, ∗∗kwargs)
plot_channel(ap=ap89b, aname=’ap89b’, ∗∗kwargs)

60. The next is not a plot but a print procedure to produce data for a
table in the thesis – the rough spherical resolution approximation.

61. 〈ms_ap_plots.py 55〉 +≡
def beam_widths():

"""All channel beam widths."""
def bw(ap, ch, ∗∗kwargs):

"""Show results of beam width calculation."""
threshold_dB = kwargs.get(’threshold_dB’, −20.0)
a = kwargs.get(’a’, 6371.0)
height = kwargs.get(’h’, 707.9)
alpha = kwargs.get(’alpha’, 47.5)
v, vx, vy, vxbeam, vybeam, h, hx, hy, hxbeam, hybeam = \

effective_ap(ap, threshold_dB=threshold_dB, verbose=0)
scan, track = spherical_fov(a, height, alpha,

vxbeam[1] − vxbeam[0],
vybeam[1] − vybeam[0])

print
’%sv& %.5f& %.5f& %.3f& %.5f& %.5f& %.3f& %.2f& %.2f& %.2f\\cr’
\

% (ch, vxbeam[0], vxbeam[1], vxbeam[1] − vxbeam[0],
vybeam[0], vybeam[1], vybeam[1] − vybeam[0],
scan, track, pi/4.0∗scan∗track)

scan, track = spherical_fov(a, height, alpha,
hxbeam[1] − hxbeam[0],
hybeam[1] − hybeam[0])

print
’%sh& %.5f& %.5f& %.3f& %.5f& %.5f& %.3f& %.2f& %.2f& %.2f\\cr’
\

% (ch, hxbeam[0], hxbeam[1], hxbeam[1] − hxbeam[0],
hybeam[0], hybeam[1], hybeam[1] − hybeam[0],
scan, track, pi/4.0∗scan∗track)

bw(ap06, ’06’)
bw(ap10, ’10’)
bw(ap18, ’18’)
bw(ap23, ’23’)
bw(ap36, ’36’, threshold_dB=−17.0)
bw(ap89a, ’89a’)
bw(ap89b, ’89b’, alpha=47.0)

62. Finally we might like to have a look at the color palettes defined
in newcm.py – so we store them as PDFs, again simply so that we
don’t have to remember how all the procedures fit together – or to
find out about it once we have forgotten how things are supposed
to work.
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63. 〈ms_ap_plots.py 55〉 +≡
def save_palette(name):

"""Save a color palette as pdf."""
.test newcm.name/
.make sure figure 1 is small (6, 4) or edge cut off will not work/
pcolors.test_palette(newcm.__dict__[name]) .no second arg for no title/
psname = name + ’_palette.ps’
pcolors.p.savefig(psname)
epstopdf (psname)
remove(psname)

def all_palettes():
"""Save all newcm palettes."""
save_palette(’nic’)
save_palette(’visual’)
save_palette(’antennapattern’)
save_palette(’apalldb’)
save_palette(’globe’)
save_palette(’relief’)
save_palette(’topo’)
save_palette(’sealand’)
save_palette(’worldtopo’)
save_palette(’tufte76’)

.end of ‘ms_ap_plots.py’/

14.6 Trimming Raw Plots

64. Since the plots are framed by some white space, we trim it away
with help of a little script that calls convert of the ImageMag-
ick utilities. Or for printed output we create PostScript files and
convert to PDF, cutting at the true bounding box with help of
Ghostscript – realized in epstopdf.py.

To trim png files and save them with ‘trim’ appended to the files
base name use the trim.sh script.

65. 〈trim.sh 65〉 ≡
.!/bin/sh/
. ‘trim.sh’ trim whitespace around PNG graphics/
. Usage: trim.sh *.png/
. /Web reminder(PyTangled)
for f in $@
do

if [ "${f }" != "${f %trim.png}trim.png" ]
then .it’s an untrimmed PNG file/

convert −trim "${f }" "${f %.png}trim.png"
fi

done
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Index

67. Identifier with at least three characters.

A
add_collection 42
all_palettes 63
alpha 61
aname 57, 59
Antennapattern 5, 11
antennapattern 5, 42
ap06 11, 59, 61
ap10 11, 59, 61
ap18 11, 59, 61
ap23 11, 59, 61
ap36 11, 59, 61
ap89a 11, 59, 61
ap89b 11, 57, 59, 61
apalldb 57
arr 5, 7, 9, 13, 17, 19, 22, 24, 26,

40, 42, 46, 49, 51, 57
arr1 57
arr2 57
aspect 42
axcbar 42
axes 42
axfig 42
axis 26, 34
axvline 46

B
beam_width 42
beam_widths 61
bilinear 5, 28, 49, 51

C
cax 42
clabel 42
clevels 40, 42, 55, 57
clf 42, 44, 46
clfmt 55, 57
cmap 42, 57
col 17, 19
collections 5
colls 42
color 46
colorbar 42
colors 42
contour 42
convert 65
cross 5

D
dB_to_real 55, 57
dbfmt 55, 57
dblevels 55, 57

degpersec 20
doall 59
dpi 42, 44, 46, 57

E
eap 40, 44
edgecolor 42, 44, 46
eff 5, 38, 57
effective_ap 5, 13, 57, 61
effx 57
effy 57
efov 40, 42, 55
epstopdf 55, 57, 63
extent 42

F
F83 7, 15
f83 15
FFI 7, 15
fignum 40, 42, 44, 46
figsize 42, 44, 46
figure 42, 44, 46
fill 46
fmt 42, 59
fname 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 38, 40,

42, 44, 46, 57
fontsize 42, 44, 46
format 15
FormatStrFormatter 5
frame 42
frequency 7, 24
FSF 5, 42, 44, 46

G
gaincol 9
gca 44, 46, 57
get_ffi 7, 15
get_floats 7, 15
get_frame 42
good 26
group 7, 15

H
height 61
hold 42, 44, 46
hxbeam 13, 24, 57, 61
hybeam 13, 24, 57, 61

I
iap 40, 44
images 42
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imshow 42
ind 46
inline 42, 57
interpolation 42
interx 49
it89 20
itn89 20

J
jjpx 49

K
keep 38
kkpy 49
kwargs 57, 59, 61

L
lev 42
line 15
line_segments 42
LineCollection 5, 42
linewidth 42, 46
linewidths 42
load_effective 5

M
matplotlib 5
maxdb 9
mini 46

N
newcm 5, 55, 57, 63
num 42, 44, 46

O
offset 30
omxpart 49
omypart 49
origin 42
orij 49
orik 49

P
pcolors 55, 63
plot 44, 46
plot_ap 40, 57
plot_channel 57, 59
plot_comparison 40, 57
plot_hcut 13, 40
png 65
precision 51
produce_effective 22, 24
psname 63
pylab 5

R
readap 55
rotate_x 5, 38
rotate_y 5, 38

S
save_effective 5, 13
save_palette 63
savefig 42, 44, 46, 57, 63
scan 61
set_cmap 42
set_facecolor 42, 44, 46
set_major_formatter 42, 44, 46
setp 42, 46, 57
shift 57
show 42, 44, 46
shx 57
shy 57
spherical_fov 55, 61

T
test_bilinear 51
test_palette 63
threshold 5, 38
threshold_dB 5, 26, 57, 59, 61
ticker 5
tobinfile 17
track 61
trim 65

V
verbose 5, 13, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34,

38, 57, 61
vmax 34, 42, 57
vmin 42, 57
vxbeam 13, 24, 57, 61
vybeam 13, 24, 57, 61

X
x_points 7
x_start 7
x_step 7, 32
xaxis 42, 44, 46
xbeam 22, 34, 42
xind 46
xlabel 42, 44, 46
xlim 46, 57
xmax 49, 57
xmin 57
xpart 49
xscale 27, 49
xyeff 38

Y
y_points 7
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y_start 7
y_step 7, 32
yaxis 42, 44, 46
ybeam 22, 34, 42
ydeg 40, 44
yfill 46
ylabel 42, 44, 46
ylim 46, 57

ymax 49, 57
ymin 57
ypart 49
yscale 27, 49

Z
zoom 57

Code Sections

〈Antennapattern initialization 7, 9〉 This code is used in section 5.

〈Antennapattern output to file 17, 19〉 This code is used in section 5.

〈bilinear bannerline 48〉 This code is used in section 49.

〈bilinear.py 49, 51〉
〈Calculate effective pattern 26, 28, 30, 32, 34〉 This code is used in section 22.

〈ms_ap_plots bannerline 53〉 This code is used in section 55.

〈ms_ap_plots.py 55, 57, 59, 61, 63〉
〈Number parsers to read AMSR-E antenna pattern files 15〉

This code is used in section 5.

〈Plot comparison 44〉 This code is used in section 40.

〈Plot effective antenna pattern 42〉 This code is used in section 40.

〈Plot hcut 46〉 This code is used in section 40.

〈Produce effective antenna pattern 22, 24〉 This code is used in section 5.

〈readap bannerline 4〉 This code is used in section 5.

〈readap initialization 11, 13〉 This code is used in section 40.

〈readap.py 5, 40〉
〈Save effective ap as boresights 38〉 This code is used in section 5.

〈trim.sh 65〉

Macro Definition Sections

〈dB to float 27〉 This code is used in section 28.

〈Web reminder 2〉 This code is used in sections 4, 48, 53, and 65.

Calculation Definition Sections

〈89 GHz integration angle 20〉 This code is used in section 24.

〈d2r 36〉 This code is used in section 38.

〈efov_cutoff 27〉 This code is used in sections 5, 34, and 42.

〈imports for calculated constants 36〉
〈integration time / s 20〉
〈non 89 GHz integration angle 20〉 This code is used in section 24.

〈xscale 27〉 This code is used in sections 24, 28, and 32.

〈yscale 27〉 This code is used in sections 28, and 32.
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15 Effective Field of View

1. We collect routines that deal with the effective field of view (efov)
of a setellite.

The documentation is not quite finished as of 2005-10-03, espe-
cially the c version needs more explanation. But it works.

15.1 Satellite View

2. To project the satellite view vector onto the ellipsoidal Earth sur-
face we need to

1. pick an effective antenna pattern pixel and its angular offsets
2. convert to amsr-e coordinates; rotate around pitch (y) axis by

minus off-nadir angle of the channel
3. find the angle of the pixel under consideration, (from start of scan

time) and rotate about it (around z)
4. compensate the alignment error
5. interpolate navigation data (position, velocity)
6. calculate the sidereal angle
7. apply it to navigation data
8. project the view vector onto Earth

15.2 Spatial Resolution

3. As a first approximation we take the spherical case, Figure 1.
We assume Earth’s spherical radius a, the height of the satel-

lite h, and the off-nadir angle, α, at the satellite to be given. This
side-side-angle problem has two solutions. To select the closest
point to the satellite, with the usual definition of the arcsin func-
tion, we need to include the π term in the calculation of β. (Other-
wise we’d find the solution, where the satellite sees through Earth
to the second intersection of the viewing line with the surface.)
And for brevity we define the distance of the satellite from Earth’s
center as b = a+ h.

β = π − arcsin
(a+ h
a

sinα
)

= π − arcsin
(b
a

sinα
)

(15–1)

γ = π − β−α (15–2)

c = a
sinα

sinγ (15–3)
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Figure 15–1 Satellite footprint on a spherical Earth.

The full beam width in scan direction, ω, is usually given in de-
grees and the width of the projection onto Earth, w, is then given
by:

w = cω◦ π
180

(15–4)

While the beam width in the along track direction of the satel-
lite p, follows from the beam width in the same direction $, half
of it added, half subtracted from the off-nadir angle α.

α− = α− $
2

α+ = α+ $
2

(15–5)

β− = π − arcsin
(b
a

sinα−
)

β+ = π − arcsin
(b
a

sinα+
)

(15–6)

γ− = π − β− −α− γ+ = π − β+ −α+ (15–7)

p = a(γ+ − γ−) (15–8)

4. Standard reminder.
m 〈Web reminder 4〉 ≡ #1! Please, modify ‘efov.web’.

5. Constants. Results in tangled files might have more digits than
shown by weave and TEX.

c 〈imports for calculated constants 5〉 ≡
import math

c 〈d2r 5〉 ≡ 0.0174532925199
math.pi/180.0

c 〈r2d 5〉 ≡ 57.2957795131
180.0/math.pi
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15.3 Python Implementation

6. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.
7. 〈efov bannerline 7〉 ≡
.‘efov.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-03 v0.21/
./Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 8.

8. 〈efov.py 8〉 ≡
〈efov bannerline 7〉
"""
Project from a satellite onto Earth.
"""
from cross import (cross, normalize, rotate_x,

rotate_xl3, rotate_y, rotate_yl3, rotate_zl3)
import ellipsoids
from glob import glob
from julianday import j2000, split_jd_utc
from mapps import mapll, mapxy
from math import asin as marcsin, pi, sin as msin
from numarray import (abs, alltrue, arange, arccos, arctan, arctan2,

array, array_str, asarray, concatenate,
cos, Float32, Float64, fmod, fromfile, hypot, Int32,
logical_and, matrixmultiply,
NewAxis, ones, pi, resize, reshape, sin, sqrt,
take, transpose, where, zeros)

from os.path import join as opjoin
import read_l1
from subprocess import Popen, PIPE
〈General helper routines 16〉
〈Spherical field of view 18〉
〈Projection to Earth 32〉
〈Grid a day 66〉
.end of ‘efov.py’/

15.3.1 Some Mathematical Basics

9. These modules did not fit anywhere else, so we collect them here.

Vector Operations

First some vector operations – given their own module cross.
10. 〈cross bannerline 10〉 ≡

.‘cross.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-03 v0.12/

./Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 11.

11. 〈cross.py 11〉 ≡
〈cross bannerline 10〉
"""
Vector helper functions to be used with numarray.
"""
from numarray import array, cos, NewAxis, sqrt, sin, sum, transpose
def norm(v):

"""
return sqrt( v[..., 0]*v[..., 0]

+ v[..., 1]*v[..., 1]
+ v[..., 2]*v[..., 2])

"""
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return sqrt(sum(v∗v, axis=1))
def normf (v):

"""
return sqrt(v[0]*v[0] + v[1]*v[1] + v[2]*v[2])
"""

return sqrt(sum(v∗v))
def normalize(v):

"""the normalized unit vector v/||v||"""
if v.rank ≡ 1:

return v/norm(v)
else:

return v/(norm(v)[:, NewAxis])
def cross(a, b):

"""3d Vector cross products, last dim of shape == 3"""
return transpose(array((a[. . . , 1]∗b[. . . , 2] − a[. . . , 2]∗b[. . . , 1],

a[. . . , 2]∗b[. . . , 0] − a[. . . , 0]∗b[. . . , 2],
a[. . . , 0]∗b[. . . , 1] − a[. . . , 1]∗b[. . . , 0])))

def crossf (a, b):
"""3d Vector cross products, first dim of shape == 3"""
return array((a[1]∗b[2] − a[2]∗b[1],

a[2]∗b[0] − a[0]∗b[2],
a[0]∗b[1] − a[1]∗b[0]))

def rotate_x(v, alpha):
"""Rotate vector v (x: [0], y: [1], z: [2])
clockwise around x-axis (1,0,0)
looking down along +x to origin
by angle alpha (in radians).
"""

ca = cos(alpha)
sa = sin(alpha)
return array((v[0],

ca∗v[1] + sa∗v[2],
ca∗v[2] − sa∗v[1]))

def rotate_xl3(v, alpha):
"""Rotate vector v (x: [..., 0], y: [..., 1], z: [..., 2])
clockwise around x-axis (1,0,0)
looking down along +x to origin
by angle alpha (in radians).
"""

ca = cos(alpha)
sa = sin(alpha)
return transpose(array((v[. . . , 0],

ca∗v[. . . , 1] + sa∗v[. . . , 2],
ca∗v[. . . , 2] − sa∗v[. . . , 1])))

def rotate_y(v, alpha):
"""Rotate vector v (x: [0], y: [1], z: [2])
clockwise around y-axis (0,1,0)
looking down along +y to origin
by angle alpha (in radians).
"""

ca = cos(alpha)
sa = sin(alpha)
return array((ca∗v[0] − sa∗v[2],

v[1],
sa∗v[0] + ca∗v[2]))

def rotate_yl3(v, alpha):
"""Rotate vector v (x: [..., 0], y: [..., 1], z: [..., 2])
clockwise around y-axis (0,1,0)
looking down along +y to origin
by angle alpha (in radians).
"""

ca = cos(alpha)
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sa = sin(alpha)
return transpose(array((ca∗v[. . . , 0] − sa∗v[. . . , 2],

v[. . . , 1],
sa∗v[. . . , 0] + ca∗v[. . . , 2])))

def rotate_z(v, alpha):
"""Rotate vector v (x: [0], y: [1], z: [2])
clockwise around z-axis (0,0,1)
looking down along +z to origin
by angle alpha (in radians).
"""

ca = cos(alpha)
sa = sin(alpha)
return array((ca∗v[0] + sa∗v[1],

ca∗v[1] − sa∗v[0],
v[2]))

def rotate_zl3(v, alpha):
"""Rotate vector v (x: [..., 0], y: [..., 1], z: [..., 2])
clockwise around z-axis (0,0,1)
looking down along +z to origin
by angle alpha (in radians).
"""

ca = cos(alpha)
sa = sin(alpha)
return transpose(array((ca∗v[. . . , 0] + sa∗v[. . . , 1],

ca∗v[. . . , 1] − sa∗v[. . . , 0],
v[. . . , 2])))

def rotate_n(n, r , alpha):
"""Rotate about unit normal axis n,
vector r,
clockwise by alpha
r’ = r ca + n(n.r)(1-ca) + (r x n) sa
mathworld.wolfram.com/RotationFormula.html
"""

ca = cos(alpha)
sa = sin(alpha)
nromca = sum(n∗r)∗(1.0 − ca)
return array((n[0]∗nromca + r[0]∗ca + (n[2]∗r[1] − n[1]∗r[2])∗sa,

n[1]∗nromca + r[1]∗ca + (n[0]∗r[2] − n[2]∗r[0])∗sa,
n[2]∗nromca + r[2]∗ca + (n[1]∗r[0] − n[0]∗r[1])∗sa))

def test():
"""Partial test (cross, norm, normalize)."""
ex = array((1, 0, 0))
ey = array((0, 1, 0))
ez = array((0, 0, 1))
es1 = array((ex, ey, ez, ex, ey, ez))
es2 = array((ey, ez, ex, ez, ex, ey))
print cross(ex, ey) ≡ ez
print cross(ey, ez) ≡ ex
print cross(ez, ex) ≡ ey
print cross(ex, ez) ≡ −ey
print cross(ey, ex) ≡ −ez
print cross(ez, ey) ≡ −ex
print cross(es1, es2) ≡ array((ez, ex, ey, −ey, −ez, −ex))
print norm(ex), norm(ey), norm(ez)
print norm(es1)
print norm(es2)
print normalize(ex), normalize(ex+ey+ez)
print normalize(es1), normalize(es2), normalize(es1+es2)

.end of ‘cross.py’/
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Ellipsoids

12. And just as simple ellipsoids the collection of very basic for-
mulas dealing with ellipse and ellipsoid parameters.

13. 〈ellipsoids bannerline 13〉 ≡
.‘ellipsoids.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-03 v0.02/
./Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 14.

14. 〈ellipsoids.py 14〉 ≡
〈ellipsoids bannerline 13〉
"""
Parameters of three dimensional spheroids/ellipsoids
that are used to model Earth.
An ellipse rotated around it’s minor axis.
flattening: f
semi-major axis == equatorial radius: a
from these follow:
semi-minor axis == polar radius: b
first eccentricity squared (numerische Exzentrizitaet): esq
first eccentricity: e
"""
from math import sqrt as msqrt
from numarray import pi, arctan, tan, where
def ell_b(a=None, esq=None, f =None):

"""$b = (1 - f) a = a \sqrt{1-e^2}$"""
if a and f :

return (1.0 − f )∗a
if a and esq:

return a∗msqrt(1.0 − esq)
def ell_esq(a=None, b=None, f =None):

"""$e^2 = (2 - f) f = 1 - \frac{b^2}{a^2}$"""
if f :

return (2.0 − f )∗f
if a and b:

return 1.0 − b∗b/(a∗a)
def ell_e(a=None, b=None, esq=None, f =None):

"""$e = \sqrt{e^2} = \sqrt{1-\frac{b^2}{a^2}}$"""
if f :

return msqrt(ell_esq(f =f ))
if esq:

return msqrt(esq)
if a and b:

return msqrt(1.0 − b∗b/(a∗a))
def ell_f (a=None, b=None, esq=None):

"""$f = \frac{a-b}{a}
= 1 - \frac{b}{a} = 1 - \sqrt{1-e^2}$

"""
if a and b:

return 1.0 − b/a
if esq:

return 1.0 − msqrt(1.0 − esq)
wgs84_f = 1.0/298.257223563
wgs84_a = 6378137.0 .in m/
wgs84_b = ell_b(a=wgs84_a, f =wgs84_f )
wgs84_esq = ell_esq(f =wgs84_f )
wgs84_e = ell_e(f =wgs84_f )
_halfpi = pi/2.0
def geocentric_lat(geodetic_lat, esq=wgs84_esq):

"""-pi/2 <= geodetic_lat <= pi/2"""
return where(geodetic_lat ≤ −_halfpi,

−_halfpi,
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where(geodetic_lat ≥ _halfpi,
_halfpi,
arctan((1.0 − esq)∗tan(geodetic_lat))))

def geodetic_lat(geocentric_lat, esq=wgs84_esq):
"""-pi/2 <= geocentric_lat <= pi/2"""
return where(geocentric_lat ≤ −_halfpi,

−_halfpi,
where(geocentric_lat ≥ _halfpi,

_halfpi,
arctan(tan(geocentric_lat)/(1.0 − esq))))

def test():
if abs(wgs84_b − 6356752.3142) > 1e−4:

print "wgs84_b %s too far from %s." % (wgs84_b, 6356752.3142)
if abs(wgs84_esq − 0.00669437999014) > 1e−14:

print "wgs84_esq %s too far from %s." % (wgs84_esq,
0.00669437999014)

if abs(wgs84_e − 0.081819190842622) > 1e−14:
print "wgs84_e %s too far from %s." % (wgs84_e,

0.081819190842622)
if abs(wgs84_b − ell_b(a=wgs84_a, esq=wgs84_esq)) > 1e−12:

print "Inconsistent ell_b(a, esq)."
if abs(wgs84_esq − ell_esq(a=wgs84_a, b=wgs84_b)) > 1e−12:

print "Inconsistent ell_esq(a,b)."
if abs(wgs84_e − ell_e(a=wgs84_a, b=wgs84_b)) > 1e−12:

print "Inconsistent ell_e(a,b)."
if abs(wgs84_f − ell_f (a=wgs84_a, b=wgs84_b)) > 1e−12:

print "Inconsistent ell_f(a, b)."
if abs(wgs84_f − ell_f (esq=wgs84_esq)) > 1e−12:

print "Inconsistent ell_f(esq)."
.end of ‘ellipsoids.py’/

Side Side Angle Solution

15. Back to the real efov calculations. For a spherical Earth we have
to solve the problem of two given sides and an angle given for a
triangle and the other angles and the remaining side sought.

16. 〈General helper routines 16〉 ≡
def ssa(a, h, alpha):

"""Solve a side-side-angle problem.
Earth radius a, (side a),
height of satellite h, (side b = a+h),
off-nadir angle alpha in radians.
"""

beta = pi − marcsin((a + h)/a∗msin(alpha))
gamma = pi − beta − alpha
c = a∗msin(gamma)/msin(alpha)
return beta, gamma, c

This code is used in section 8.
See also sections 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, and 64.

15.3.2 Spherical Approximation

17. To check jaxa tables and for an approximate overview, we calcu-
late the projected size of the satellite view in scan and along track
direction.

18. 〈Spherical field of view 18〉 ≡
def spherical_fov(a, h, alpha, omega, varpi):
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"""Approximate footprint size in (scan, track) direction.
Earth radius a, height of satellite h,
off-nadir angle alpha (deg).
Scan direction, beam width omega (deg).
Along track direction, beam width varpi (deg).
"""

alpha *= 〈d2r 5〉
beta, gamma, c = ssa(a, h, alpha)
varpihalf = varpi∗0.5∗〈d2r 5〉
gamma_plus = ssa(a, h, alpha + varpihalf )[1]
gamma_minus = ssa(a, h, alpha − varpihalf )[1]
return c∗omega∗〈d2r 5〉, a∗(gamma_plus − gamma_minus)

This code is used in section 8.

15.3.3 Sidereal Angle

19. This calculates the angle Λ needed to turn the eci J2000.0 coordi-
nate system (or Earth model) to the correct position for the julian
day and utc given as the argument. The latest version of this rou-
tine was found in (nima, 1987: A-26).

The time t within the day (utc) and the difference to universal
time as given by the sun’s position ∆t = utc − ut1.

Λ = H0 + ∆H +ω∗(t − ∆t) (15–9)

Greenwich mean sidereal time at 00:00 UT1 of jdE

H0 = 24110.54841 + 8640184.812866Tu
+ 0.093104T 2

u − 6.2 × 10−6T 3
u (15–10)

with du = jdE − 2451545.0 and Tu = du/36525

(Apparent minus mean) sidereal time

∆H = arctan(cos ε tan ∆ψ) (15–11)

with ε = true obliquity and ∆ψ = nutation in longitude.

Earth’s inertial rotation rate

ω′ = 7.2921151467 × 10−5 rad s−1 (15–12)

the rate of precession in right ascension

m = (7.086 × 10−12 + 4.3 × 10−15Tu) rad s−1 (15–13)
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combined to the rotation rate in a precessing reference frame

ω∗ =ω′ +m
= (7.2921158553 × 10−5 + 4.3 × 10−15Tu) rad s−1

(15–14)

Since the obliquity and nutation calculations are too complicated
and the resulting angles very small they are neglected, just as the
difference between utc and ut1 (which is always less than 0.9 s).

20. 〈General helper routines 16〉 +≡
def sidereal_angle(jd_utc):

"""Sidereal angle [radians], jd_utc from scan start time."""
jd, t = split_jd_utc(jd_utc) .jd, total seconds in day/
.print ’d_u =’, jd - j2000, ’== n pm 0.5?’/
tu = (jd − j2000)/36525.0
Lambda = 24110.54841 + \

(8640184.812866 + (0.093104 − 6.2e−6∗tu)∗tu)∗tu .s/
omegastar = 7.2921158553e−5 + 4.3e−15∗tu[0] .rad/s, keep scalar/
return pi/43200.0∗fmod(Lambda + omegastar∗43200.0/pi∗t,

86400.0),\
omegastar

This code is used in section 8.

21. We test the results with data from Meeus (1992: 98) and Kelso
(1995).

22. 〈General helper routines 16〉 +≡
def test_sidereal_angle():

"""From Kelso, v02n02: 2 and Meeus: 98"""
print ’Multiple of 2pi difference?’
sa = sidereal_angle(array((2449991.875,)))[0][0]
print sa − 2.524218, ’or’, sa + 2.0∗pi − 2.524218, ’is zero?’
./
print ’Multiple of 360 difference?’
sa = sidereal_angle(array((2446896.30625,)))[0][0]
print sa∗〈r2d 5〉 − 128.7378734, ’or’, \

sa∗〈r2d 5〉 + 360.0 − 128.7378734
This code is used in section 8.

15.3.4 Coordinate Transformations

23. The velocity vector v of the satellite must be adjusted according
to

v = ṙ = Sṙ + Ṡr (15–15)

This little helper calculates the last term.
24. 〈General helper routines 16〉 +≡

def Sdot(v, alpha, omegastar):
"""\dot r = S \dot r + \dot S r.
Calculate \dot S r.
"""

ca = cos(alpha)
sa = sin(alpha)
return transpose(array((omegastar∗(−sa∗v[. . . , 0] + ca∗v[. . . , 1]),

omegastar∗(−ca∗v[. . . , 0] − sa∗v[. . . , 1]),
zeros(alpha.shape))))

This code is used in section 8.
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25. To convert from geodetic longitude, latitude and height to (geode-
tic) (x,y, z) we use the formulas as given in (Vaníček and Kraki-
wsky, 1986: 323ff) or (nima, 2000: 4-4).

N = N0 = a2√
a2 cos2φ+ b2 sin2φ

= a√
1 − e2

1 sin2φ
(15–16)

ri = r0 + hini (15–17)

ri =

xiyi
zi

 =


(N + hi) cosφi cosλi
(N + hi) cosφi sinλi(b2

a2 N + hi
)

sinφi

 (15–18)

The z coordinate can also be written zi = (1 − e2
1)N + hi. Index 0

refers to a point P0 on the surface of Earth (height h = 0 m) and
the radius vectors r0 and ri both originate at the center of mass
of Earth. Index i refers to a point Pi (the satellite) at height hi over
P0 in the direction of the surface unit normal vector ni at P0. N is
the prime vertical, the distance from P0 to the semi minor axis –
usually not the origin – the line makes an angle φ0 = φi with the
equator plane and has the same direction as ni, being a line also
normal to the surface.

26. 〈General helper routines 16〉 +≡
def llh_to_xyz_g(lon, lat, h, a=6378137.0, f =1.0/298.257223563):

"""Geodetic (longitude / rad, latitude / rad, height)
to (x, y, z).
f: flattening ratio,
a: semi major axis.
"""

esq = (2.0 − f )∗f
slat = sin(lat)
n = a/sqrt(1.0 − esq∗slat∗slat)
p = (n + h)∗cos(lat)
return (p∗cos(lon),

p∗sin(lon),
(n∗(1.0 − esq) + h)∗slat)

This code is used in section 8.

27. To find the unit normal vector of the ssp from geodetic longitude
and latitude we have almost nothing to do since the latitude angle
is by definition perpendicular to the surface.

nssp =

cosφ cosλ
cosφ sinλ

sinφ

 (15–19)

28. 〈General helper routines 16〉 +≡
def sspnormal_g(lon, lat):

"""Normal at geodetic (longitude / rad, latitude / rad)."""
cp = cos(lat)
return cp∗cos(lon), cp∗sin(lon), sin(lat)

This code is used in section 8.
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29. To convert (back) from (geodetic) (x,y, z) to geodetic longitude,
latitude and height we use the formulas from (Vaníček and Kraki-
wsky, 1986: 325f). There is a closed solution – if one is willing to
solve a bi-quartic (fourth order polynomial) equation. We go for
the iterative one, which works very well up to about ±85◦ of lati-
tude. Then it usually oscillates between two very close values – we
just stop after ten iterations.

λ = arctan
y
x

(15–20)

p =
√
x2 +y2 = (N + h) cosφ⇒ h(φ) = p

cosφ
−N (15–21)

z
p

= const = tanφ
(

1 − e2
1N

N + h
)

(15–22)

For φ iterate: k = 0, h = 0 and

φk = arctan
(z
p

1

1 − e2
1

)
(15–23)

kth iteration, k > 0:

Nk = N(φk−1) = a√
1 − e2

1 sin2φk−1

(15–24)

hk = h(φk−1, Nk) = p
cosφk−1

−Nk (15–25)

φk = φ(Nk, hk) = arctan
(z
p

Nk + hk
(1 − e2

1)Nk + hk

)
(15–26)

until |hk − hk−1| < aε and
∣∣φk −φk−1

∣∣ < ε.
30. 〈General helper routines 16〉 +≡

def xyz_to_llh_g(r , a=6378137.0, f =1.0/298.257223563, eps=1e−15):
"""(x, y, z) to
geodetic (longitude / rad, latitude / rad, height)."""

esq = (2.0 − f )∗f
omesq = 1.0 − esq
aeps = a∗eps
pxy = hypot(r[. . . , 0], r[. . . , 1])
lon = arctan2(r[. . . , 1], r[. . . , 0])
zp = r[. . . , 2]/pxy
phi_l = arctan(zp/omesq) .last, k-1/
h_l = 0.0
i = 0
maxsteps = 10 .good enough, except close to poles/
while i < maxsteps:

slat = sin(phi_l)
n_k = a/sqrt(1.0 − esq∗slat∗slat)
h_k = pxy/cos(phi_l) − n_k
phi_k = arctan(zp∗(n_k + h_k)/(n_k∗omesq + h_k))
.print h_k, phi_k/
if alltrue(logical_and(abs(h_k − h_l) < aeps,

abs(phi_k − phi_l) < eps)):
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break
h_l, phi_l = h_k, phi_k
i += 1

if i ≥ maxsteps:
print ’!’,

return lon, phi_k, h_k
This code is used in section 8.

15.4 Project a View Vector onto Earth

31. This is the heart of the whole process. Everything comes together.
And all the details of the hardware must be considered.

We call the boresight vector c, which will be turned into the
direction that boresight is truly pointing. We do the calculation
for a full scan, interpolating all time and navigation parameters in
between. c starts out as a vertor in the satellite coordinate system
pointing exactly in the +z direction to the center of Earth.

The value for the initial scan angle needs to be adjusted. It is
definitely not exactly 61◦ or 75◦, combined with a constant inte-
gration time of 1.3 ms the boresights would not look at the same
spot. Some angles that work well will be defined here.

m 〈L1B initial scan angle 31〉 ≡ 60.736

m 〈L1A initial scan angle 31〉 ≡ 75.4

32. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 ≡
def projecttoearth(W ,

prev_nav_jd_utc, prev_nav, prev_rpy,
next_nav_jd_utc, next_nav, next_rpy,
scantb, apfname, tacho_offset,
offnadir=47.525,
integration_time=1.3e−3,
rotation_speed=240.0,
.align=[0.0, 0.0, 0.0],/
do_azimuth=False,
do_incidence=False):

"""Project satellite boresight onto Earth."""
numofpoints = scantb.shape[0]
if numofpoints ≡ 392 or numofpoints ≡ 196:

initial_scan_angle = 〈L1B initial scan angle 31〉
else:

initial_scan_angle = 〈L1A initial scan angle 31〉
initial_scan_angle += tacho_offset
c = array((0.0, 0.0, 1.0)) .boresight/
.boresight vector c in AMSR-E coordinates/
c = resize(rotate_y(c, −offnadir∗〈d2r 5〉), (numofpoints, 3))

This code is used in section 8.
See also sections 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, and 62.

33. Now we have the boresight corrected for the off-nadir angle (point-
ing about 47◦ in along track direction and multiplied it for all
points in the scan. Depending on the position in the scan and the
elapsed time, each boresight is rotated to the correct spot of the
rotating antenna.

34. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
delay = arange(numofpoints)∗integration_time
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angle = initial_scan_angle − delay∗rotation_speed .61..-61/
c = rotate_zl3(c, −angle∗〈d2r 5〉) .rotate clockwise from initial/

This code is used in section 8.

35. The alignment error could be compensated, but it is always zero.
The few decimeters offset from the satellite center of mass will
not matter anyway.

36. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
.if align[0]:/
. c = rotate_x(c, -align[0]*/〈d2r 5〉)
.if align[1]:/
. c = rotate_y(c, -align[1]*/〈d2r 5〉)
.if align[2]:/
. c = rotate_z(c, -align[2]*/〈d2r 5〉)

This code is used in section 8.

37. Next we have to interpolate the orbit data. Between the current
(previous) and the next scanline. We have to do this for the navi-
gation and attitude (roll, pitch and yaw) data

38. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
delay /= 86400.0
part = (delay/(next_nav_jd_utc − prev_nav_jd_utc))[:, NewAxis]
nav = (next_nav − prev_nav)∗part + prev_nav
rpy = ((next_rpy − prev_rpy)∗part + prev_rpy)∗〈d2r 5〉

This code is used in section 8.

39. Then we rotate all boresight vectors as given by the (small) atti-
tude angles. jaxa did not document the sense of rotation. . . so
we assume positive values in the sense defined by our rotation
matrices.

40. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
.roll (around x – in flight direction),/
.pitch (around y),/
.yaw (around z to center of Earth)/
.all negative ???/
c = rotate_zl3(rotate_yl3(rotate_xl3(c, rpy[. . . , 0]),

rpy[. . . , 1]),
rpy[. . . , 2])

This code is used in section 8.

41. This finished the calculations in the satellite coordinate system.
Now we have to translate this vector to the Earth centered sys-

tem used for the navigation information (J2000.0 eci). We don’t
do the translation by the radius vector r yet.

x1

x2

x3


eci

= r +
(
s1, s2, s3

)
c (15–27)

s3 = −r
r

(15–28)

s2 = s3 × v
‖s3 × v‖ (15–29)

s1 = s2 × s3 (15–30)
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where the unit vector s3 points from the satellite to Earth’s cen-
ter, the unit vector s2 perpendicular to it in the direction of mo-
tion and s1 completes the right-handed system. The matrix S =(
s1, s2, s3

)
rotates the c vector into the eci system.

42. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
.convert from satellite coords to ECI/
r = nav[. . . , 0:3]
v = nav[. . . , 3:]
s3 = −normalize(r)
s2 = normalize(cross(s3, v))
s1 = cross(s2, s3)
.+r/
c = array([ matrixmultiply(transpose((s1[i], s2[i], s3[i])), c[i])

for i in xrange(r .shape[0]) ])
This code is used in section 8.

43. Now would be the time to include precession and nutation in our
calculations, but first results showed that by doing so, the dif-
ference to jaxa data increases, so we skip the step until further
notice. (We might stop thinking that jaxa value are valid. . . )

The commented part uses only the major terms of the very long
series expansions!

44. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
.#precession/
.jd, t = split_jd_utc(prev_nav_jd_utc + delay) #jd, total seconds in day/
.tu = (jd - j2000)/36525.0/
.arcsec2r=/〈d2r 5〉/3600.0
.zeta = (2306.2181 + (0.30188 + 0.017998*tu)*tu)*tu*arcsec2r/
.z = (2306.2181 + (1.09468 + 0.018203*tu)*tu)*tu*arcsec2r/
.theta = (2004.3109 - (0.42665 + 0.041833*tu)*tu)*tu*arcsec2r/
.d = array(((cos(z)*cos(theta)*cos(zeta) - sin(z)*sin(zeta),/
. -cos(z)*cos(theta)*sin(zeta) - sin(z)*cos(zeta),/
. -cos(z)*sin(theta)),/
. (sin(z)*cos(theta)*cos(zeta) + cos(z)*sin(zeta),/
. -sin(z)*cos(theta)*sin(zeta) + cos(z)*cos(zeta),/
. -sin(z)*sin(theta)),/
. (sin(theta)*cos(zeta),/
. -sin(theta)*sin(zeta),/
. cos(theta))))/
.print d/
.rd =rotate_zl3(rotate_xl3(rotate_zl3(r, -(pi/2.0 - zeta)),/
. -theta),/
. pi/2.0 + z)/
.print (rd - r).max()/
.vd =rotate_zl3(rotate_xl3(rotate_zl3(v, -(pi/2.0 - zeta)),/
. -theta),/
. pi/2.0 + z)/
.print (vd - v).max()/
.cd =rotate_zl3(rotate_xl3(rotate_zl3(c, -(pi/2.0 - zeta)),/
. -theta),/
. pi/2.0 + z)/
.print (cd - c).max()/

This code is used in section 8.

45. We are now ready to turn our Earth model to the current hour an-
gle. Instead we turn our vectors back to the J2000.0 eci positions.
No problem, it’s Euclidean space and just rotations. The only com-
plication arises from the velocity vector since it depends on time
and we better correct with the total derivative.
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46. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
sa, omegastar = sidereal_angle(prev_nav_jd_utc + delay)
.ECI to WGS 84/
r = rotate_zl3(r , sa)
v = rotate_zl3(v, sa) + Sdot(r , sa, omegastar)
c = rotate_zl3(c, sa)

This code is used in section 8.

47. Finally we may intersect the c vector with the Earth’s surface, or
better just the model ellipsoid – terrain information would make
life much more complicated here. We are interested in sea ice,
afloat in the oceans, where we simply assume a constant hight of
zero meters over the surface.

The intersection of our unit boresight vector c with the ellipsoid
must be the solution of the following system:

x2 +y2

a2 + z
2

b2 = 1 (15–31)

r + kc = s (15–32)

with the vector to the satellite r , a sought factor k, our boresight
vector c = (cx, cy , cz)T and the intersection point on the surface
s = (x,y, z)T. This could also be solved by iteration but we used
Mathematica and got the exact solution. (Of course there are usu-
ally two possible values for k – we choose the intersection point
closest to the satellite.)

48. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
.intersect_with_ellipsoid/
a=6378137.0
f =1.0/298.257223563
esq = (2.0 − f )∗f
.SSP/
.lon, lat, h = xyz_to_llh_g(r)/
.sspnx, sspny, sspnz = sspnormal_g(lon, lat)/
.(x^2+y^2)/a^2 + z^2/b^2 == 1 and r + k*{cx, cy, cz} = {x, y, z}/
cx, cy, cz = c[. . . , 0], c[. . . , 1], c[. . . , 2]
rx, ry, rz = r[. . . , 0], r[. . . , 1], r[. . . , 2]
asq = a∗a
bsq = (1.0 − esq)∗asq
czsq = cz∗cz
aczsq = asq∗czsq
cxpcysq = cx∗cx + cy∗cy
crxpcry = cx∗rx + cy∗ry
baterm = cz∗(bsq∗cxpcysq + aczsq)
sqterm = sqrt(bsq∗czsq∗(asq∗aczsq

− bsq∗(cy∗rx − cx∗ry)∗∗2
+ asq∗(bsq∗cxpcysq

− czsq∗(rx∗rx + ry∗ry)
+ 2.0∗cz∗crxpcry∗rz
− cxpcysq∗rz∗rz)))/baterm

k = −(bsq∗cz∗crxpcry + aczsq∗rz)/baterm
k1 = k − sqterm
k2 = k + sqterm
xyz = transpose(where(k1 < k2,

k1∗transpose(c) + transpose(r),
k2∗transpose(c) + transpose(r)))

This code is used in section 8.
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49. Now we have cartesian coordinates of the boresight position on
Earth. To map them we need to convert to geodetic longitude, lat-
itude (and height zero).

50. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
lon, lat, h = xyz_to_llh_g(xyz)
.print array_str(h, suppress_small=True), ’== 0.0?’/

This code is used in section 8.

51. To compare our results with the jaxa values we might check the
incidence angle at the projected spot, which should be very close
to 55◦.

52. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
if do_incidence:

footnx, footny, footnz = sspnormal_g(lon, lat)
incidence = arccos(−( footnx∗c[. . . , 0]

+ footny∗c[. . . , 1]
+ footnz∗c[. . . , 2]))

else:
incidence = 0.0

This code is used in section 8.

53. Or we can check the azimuth angle. The angle from the direction
to the North Pole to our projection spot (counting eastwards pos-
itive) to the ssp or the projected line of motion of the satellite.

54. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
if do_azimuth:

.raytheon: 48/
sl = sin(lon)
cl = cos(lon)
east = transpose(array((−sl, cl, zeros(lon.shape))))
.north = cross(transpose(array((footnx, footny, footnz))), east)/
msp = −sin(lat)
north = transpose(array((msp∗cl, msp∗sl, cos(lat))))
azimuth = arctan2(−( c[. . . , 0]∗east[. . . , 0]

+ c[. . . , 1]∗east[. . . , 1]
+ c[. . . , 2]∗east[. . . , 2]),

−( c[. . . , 0]∗north[. . . , 0]
+ c[. . . , 1]∗north[. . . , 1]
+ c[. . . , 2]∗north[. . . , 2]))

else:
azimuth = 0.0

This code is used in section 8.

55. After all this we either write the results to a file (which will grow
fast!) or we return them.

56. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
if W :

transpose(asarray((lon, lat, scantb, ones(numofpoints)),
Float32)).tofile(W )

return None
return lon, lat, scantb, ones(numofpoints), azimuth, incidence

This code is used in section 8.
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15.4.1 External Call

57. Since the Python version is too slow we use an external c pro-
gram. To embed a c routine would be best, but we chose to use
Unix pipes – much easier and it should thread well (multiproces-
sor computers are the coming thing).

58. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
def external_pte(W ,

prev_nav_jd_utc, prev_nav, prev_rpy,
next_nav_jd_utc, next_nav, next_rpy,
scantb, apfname, tacho_offset,
offnadir=47.525,
integration_time=1.3e−3,
rotation_speed=240.0,
do_azimuth=False,
do_incidence=False):

"""Call external pte and return results if no writer W."""
numofpoints = scantb.shape[0]
if numofpoints ≡ 392 or numofpoints ≡ 196:

initial_scan_angle = 〈L1B initial scan angle 31〉
else:

initial_scan_angle = 〈L1A initial scan angle 31〉
print ’nop’, numofpoints, ’isa’, initial_scan_angle + tacho_offset
if apfname:

cmd = [’../c/pte’, apfname]
else:

cmd = [’../c/pte’]
if W :

p = Popen(cmd, stdin=PIPE , stdout=W , close_fds=True)
else:

p = Popen(cmd, stdin=PIPE , stdout=PIPE , close_fds=True)
array((numofpoints, do_azimuth, do_incidence), type=Int32).tofile(p.stdin)
concatenate((integration_time, offnadir , rotation_speed

)).astype(Float64).tofile(p.stdin)
concatenate((prev_nav_jd_utc, prev_nav, prev_rpy,

next_nav_jd_utc, next_nav, next_rpy,
initial_scan_angle + tacho_offset,
)).astype(Float64).tofile(p.stdin)

scantb.tofile(p.stdin) .Float32!/
p.stdin.close()
if W :

lltgai = None
else:

lltgai = fromfile(p.stdout, Float32,
shape=(4 + do_azimuth + do_incidence,

numofpoints))
p.stdout.close()

p.wait()
if p.returncode:

raise ValueError, p.returncode
return lltgai

This code is used in section 8.

15.4.2 Application to a Full Swath

59. All scan lines selected with the scans keyword will be projected,
except the last line, which is only used to interpolate scan time
and the navigation information.
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Calculations for original jaxa data are cheap, because they copy
the appropriate longitude and latitude informatien provided in
the hdf files.

To avoid the projection of the full antenna patterns – using only
the boresight direction – supply a apfname=None argument.

The selection between the Python and the external projection
routines is done with the external keyword, to be set to True or
False.

60. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
def project_swath(l1, W , channel, scans=None, lljaxa=False, ∗∗kwargs):

"""Apply projection to full swath, but last scan."""
if scans is None:

scans = range(l1.jd_utc.shape[0] − 1)
tbarr = getattr(l1, ’tb’ + channel)
if channel[:3] ≡ ’89a’:

ch = 0
elif channel[:3] ≡ ’89b’:

ch = 1
else:

ch = −1
if lljaxa:

numofpoints = tbarr .shape[−1]
gain = ones(numofpoints, type=Float32)
odd = arange(l1.lon_a.shape[1]/2)∗2 .odd for array base 1/
for i in scans:

if ch ≡ 0:
transpose(asarray((l1.lon_a[i], l1.lat_a[i],

tbarr[i], gain), Float32)).tofile(W )
elif ch ≡ 1:

transpose(asarray((l1.lon_b[i], l1.lat_b[i],
tbarr[i], gain), Float32)).tofile(W )

else:
transpose(asarray((l1.lon_a[i][odd], l1.lat_a[i][odd],

tbarr[i], gain), Float32)).tofile(W )
else:

apfname = kwargs.pop(’apfname’, ’ap/ap%s_cg.bin’ % channel)
if ch ≡ 1: .89b/

if ’offnadir’ not in kwargs:
kwargs[’offnadir’] = 47.025

elif ch ≡ −1: .low freq/
kwargs[’integration_time’] = 2.6e−3

kwargs[’do_azimuth’] = False
kwargs[’do_incidence’] = False
if kwargs.pop(’external’, False):

pte = external_pte
else:

pte = projecttoearth
for i in scans:

print i,
pte(W ,

l1.jd_utc[i], l1.navigation[i], l1.attitude[i],
l1.jd_utc[i + 1], l1.navigation[i + 1], l1.attitude[i + 1],
tbarr[i], apfname, l1.tacho_offset[i],
∗∗kwargs)

This code is used in section 8.
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15.4.3 Saving Lon Lat Tb Gain Information

61. To plot the projection results must be able to save the longi-
tude, latitude, brightness temperatures and the corresponding an-
tenna pattern gain values. Standard file names are created with
binfname, savell actually saves the output of project_swath,
read_ll reads the information back into an array if necessary
and saveall_ll saves this data for all available channels – one
better selects only a few scan lines or many gigabyte of data will
flood the harddisk.

62. 〈Projection to Earth 32〉 +≡
def binfname(binpath, frequency, type, ad, pathnum, startscan, endscan,

extra=None):
"""Build file name from
channel frequency and other parameters.
"""

return opjoin(binpath, ’lltg%s_%s_%s%s_%s-%s%s.bin’ \
% (frequency, type, ad, pathnum, startscan, endscan,

(’_%s’ % extra)∗(extra is not None)))
def savell(l1, channel, lljaxa=False, ad=’a’, pathnum=’001’,

binpath=’20050315’, ∗∗kwargs):
"""Save swathdata for plotting.
channel: ’xxAH’ xx: 06 10 18 23 36 89, A: - a b, H: h v
lljaxa: True - use JAXA HDF data, _j(axa)

False - use my projection, _p(ython)
"""

freq = channel[0:2]
fname = ’lltg’ + channel + ’_’ + (lljaxa and ’j’ or ’p’) + ’.bin’
fname = binfname(binpath, channel, (lljaxa and ’j’ or ’p’),

ad, pathnum,
kwargs[’scans’][0], kwargs[’scans’][−1],
kwargs.pop(’extra’, None))

print fname
W = open(fname, ’wb’)
try:

if ’external’ not in kwargs:
kwargs[’external’] = False

project_swath(l1, W , channel, lljaxa=lljaxa, ∗∗kwargs)
finally:

W .close()
def read_ll(fname):

"""Read what has been written [[lon lat tb gain]...]."""
return transpose(fromfile(fname, Float32, shape=(−1, 4)))

def saveall_ll(l1, ∗∗kwargs):
"""Create ‘all’ possible datasets."""
high = [’89bh’, ’89bv’]
low = [’06h’, ’06v’, ’10h’, ’10v’, ’18h’, ’18v’,

’23h’, ’23v’, ’36h’, ’36v’]
for f in high:

savell(l1, f , lljaxa=False, ∗∗kwargs)
savell(l1, f , lljaxa=True, ∗∗kwargs)

for f in low:
savell(l1, f , lljaxa=False, ∗∗kwargs)
savell(l1, f , lljaxa=True, ∗∗kwargs)

This code is used in section 8.
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15.4.4 Comparison with jaxa and Projection

63. Some little helper routines to get a feeling for the differences be-
tween the data stored in the hdf files and the values calculated by
project_swath.

64. 〈General helper routines 16〉 +≡
def compare(hdf , scan, lon, lat, azimuth, incidence, low=False):

subs = [0, 98, 196, 294, −2]
halfsubs = [0, 49, 98, 147, −1]
if low:

newsubs = halfsubs
else:

newsubs = subs
print ’Ori lon:’, hdf .lon_a[scan, subs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’New lon:’, lon[newsubs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’Diff:’, (hdf .lon_a[scan, subs] − lon[newsubs])∗〈r2d 5〉
print
print ’Ori lat:’, hdf .lat_a[scan, subs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’New lat:’, lat[newsubs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’Diff:’, (hdf .lat_a[scan, subs] − lat[newsubs])∗〈r2d 5〉
print
print ’Ori azi:’, hdf .azimuth[scan, halfsubs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’New azi:’, azimuth[newsubs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’Diff:’, (hdf .azimuth[scan, halfsubs] − azimuth[newsubs])∗〈r2d 5〉
print
print ’Ori inc:’, hdf .incidence[scan, halfsubs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’New inc:’, incidence[newsubs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’Diff:’, (hdf .incidence[scan, halfsubs]

− incidence[newsubs])∗〈r2d 5〉
def compare89b(hdf , scan, lon, lat, azimuth, incidence):

subs = [0, 98, 196, 294, −2]
halfsubs = [0, 49, 98, 147, −1]
print ’Ori lon:’, hdf .lon_b[scan, subs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’New lon:’, lon[subs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’Diff:’, (hdf .lon_b[scan, subs] − lon[subs])∗〈r2d 5〉
print
print ’Ori lat:’, hdf .lat_b[scan, subs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’New lat:’, lat[subs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’Diff:’, (hdf .lat_b[scan, subs] − lat[subs])∗〈r2d 5〉
print
print ’Ori azi:’, hdf .azimuth[scan, halfsubs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’New azi:’, azimuth[subs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’Diff:’, (hdf .azimuth[scan, halfsubs] − azimuth[subs])∗〈r2d 5〉
print
print ’Ori inc:’, hdf .incidence[scan, halfsubs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’New inc:’, incidence[subs]∗〈r2d 5〉
print ’Diff:’, (hdf .incidence[scan, halfsubs]

− incidence[subs])∗〈r2d 5〉
This code is used in section 8.

15.5 Gridding and Mapping of Daily Data

65. This can only be done by calling external c programs. map_start
initiates the pipelines and grid_a_day goes through all the data
for the given day, handing it to the external programs.

66. 〈Grid a day 66〉 ≡
def map_start(apfname, nh_gridfname, sh_gridfname,
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nh_lon_min, nh_lon_max, nh_lat_min, nh_lat_max,
nh_xkm_min, nh_xkm_max, nh_ykm_min, nh_ykm_max, nh_res,
sh_lon_min, sh_lon_max, sh_lat_min, sh_lat_max,
sh_xkm_min, sh_xkm_max, sh_ykm_min, sh_ykm_max, sh_res,
a, ecc):

"""Start processes, set up all pipes."""
p = Popen([’../c/pte’, apfname], bufsize=−1,

stdin=PIPE , stdout=PIPE , close_fds=True)
mnh = Popen([’../c/mapgrid’, ’u’, nh_gridfname,

nh_lon_min, nh_lon_max, nh_lat_min, nh_lat_max,
nh_xkm_min, nh_xkm_max, nh_ykm_min, nh_ykm_max,

nh_res,
a, ecc], bufsize=−1,

stdin=p.stdout, stdout=PIPE , close_fds=True)
msh = Popen([’../c/mapgrid’, ’n’, sh_gridfname,

sh_lon_min, sh_lon_max, sh_lat_min, sh_lat_max,
sh_xkm_min, sh_xkm_max, sh_ykm_min, sh_ykm_max,

sh_res,
a, ecc], bufsize=−1,

stdin=mnh.stdout, close_fds=True)
return p

This code is used in section 8.
See also section 68.

67. We should look into (Yang et al., 2000) for some help in finding
the edges of the area to be gridded. . .

68. 〈Grid a day 66〉 +≡
def grid_a_day(day, nhll=[279.26, 102.34, 33.92, 31.37],

shll=[225.0, 42.24, −41.45, −39.23],
datapath=’/Volumes/Franklin/l1data/l1b/’,
outpath=’./’,
scans=None, ltest=None):

"""Read all data for the day, project to earth with
antenna patterns and grid the result.
day: ISO format ’yyyy-mm-dd’
"""

if day > ’2004-11-03’: .some swath of 2004-11-04 ???/
use_channels = [’18G’, ’23G’, ’36G’, ’89GB’]
channels = [’18v’, ’23v’, ’36h’, ’36v’,

’89bh’, ’89bv’]
else:

use_channels = [’18G’, ’23G’, ’36G’, ’89GA’, ’89GB’]
channels = [’18v’, ’23v’, ’36h’, ’36v’,

’89ah’, ’89av’, ’89bh’, ’89bv’]
res = 25
nh_lon0, nh_lon1, nh_lat0, nh_lat1 = nhll
x, y = mapll(array((nh_lon0, nh_lon0, nh_lon1, nh_lon1)),

array((nh_lat0, nh_lat1, nh_lat0, nh_lat1)),
hemis=(nh_lat0 > 0.0) or −1,
a=ellipsoids.wgs84_a/1000.0,
ecc=ellipsoids.wgs84_e)

nh_xmin = x.min()//res∗res
nh_xmax = (x.max() + res/2.0)//res∗res
nh_ymin = y.min()//res∗res
nh_ymax = (y.max() + res/2.0)//res∗res
nh_lon_r , nh_lat_r = mapxy(array((nh_xmin, nh_xmax)),

array((nh_ymin, nh_ymax)),
hemis=nh_lat0 > 0.0,
a=ellipsoids.wgs84_a/1000.0,
ecc=ellipsoids.wgs84_e)

gmt_nh = ’-R%f/%f/%f/%fr’ % (nh_lon_r[0], nh_lat_r[0],
nh_lon_r[1], nh_lat_r[1])
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sh_lon0, sh_lon1, sh_lat0, sh_lat1 = shll
x, y = mapll(array((sh_lon0, sh_lon0, sh_lon1, sh_lon1)),

array((sh_lat0, sh_lat1, sh_lat0, sh_lat1)),
hemis=(sh_lat0 > 0.0) or −1,
a=ellipsoids.wgs84_a/1000.0,
ecc=ellipsoids.wgs84_e)

sh_xmin = x.min()//res∗res
sh_xmax = (x.max() + res/2.0)//res∗res
sh_ymin = y.min()//res∗res
sh_ymax = (y.max() + res/2.0)//res∗res
sh_lon_r , sh_lat_r = mapxy(array((sh_xmin, sh_xmax)),

array((sh_ymin, sh_ymax)),
hemis=sh_lat0 > 0.0,
a=ellipsoids.wgs84_a/1000.0,
ecc=ellipsoids.wgs84_e)

gmt_sh = ’-R%f/%f/%f/%fr’ % (sh_lon_r[0], sh_lat_r[0],
sh_lon_r[1], sh_lat_r[1])

processes = {}
for channel in channels:

apfname = ’ap/ap%s_cg.bin’ % channel
nhgfname = ’nh_%s_%s_R%d_%d_%d_%d.bin’ \

% (channel, day, nh_xmin, nh_ymin, nh_xmax, nh_ymax)
shgfname = ’sh_%s_%s_R%d_%d_%d_%d.bin’ \

% (channel, day, sh_xmin, sh_ymin, sh_xmax, sh_ymax)
processes[channel] = map_start(

apfname, nhgfname, shgfname,
‘nh_lon0‘, ‘nh_lon1‘, ‘nh_lat0‘, ‘nh_lat1‘,
‘nh_xmin‘, ‘nh_xmax‘, ‘nh_ymin‘, ‘nh_ymax‘, ‘res/8.0‘,
‘sh_lon0‘, ‘sh_lon1‘, ‘sh_lat0‘, ‘sh_lat1‘,
‘sh_xmin‘, ‘sh_xmax‘, ‘sh_ymin‘, ‘sh_ymax‘, ‘res/8.0‘,
’%.4f’ % (ellipsoids.wgs84_a/1000.0),
’%.20f’ % ellipsoids.wgs84_e)

for f in glob(opjoin(datapath, day, ’P1AME*M[AD]_P01*’)):
if ltest is None:

l1 = read_l1.L1data(f , tbselection=use_channels)
else:

l1 = ltest
if scans is None:

do_scans = arange(l1.jd_utc.shape[0] − 1)
else:

do_scans = asarray(scans)
next_scans = do_scans + 1
for channel in channels:

print channel
p = processes[channel]
tbarr = getattr(l1, ’tb’ + channel)
numofpoints = tbarr .shape[−1]
array((numofpoints, False, False), type=Int32).tofile(p.stdin)
if channel[:3] ≡ ’89b’:

offnadir = 47.025
else:

offnadir = 47.525
if channel[:2] ≡ ’89’:

integration_time = 1.3e−3
else:

integration_time = 2.6e−3
rotation_speed = 240.0
if numofpoints ≡ 392 or numofpoints ≡ 196:

initial_scan_angle = 〈L1B initial scan angle 31〉
else:

initial_scan_angle = 〈L1A initial scan angle 31〉
concatenate((integration_time, offnadir , rotation_speed
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)).astype(Float64).tofile(p.stdin)
. tbarr = getattr(l1, ’tb’ + channel)/
. for i in do_scans:/
. print i/
. j = i + 1/
. concatenate((l1.jd_utc[i], l1.navigation[i], l1.attitude[i],/
. l1.jd_utc[j], l1.navigation[j], l1.attitude[j],/
. initial_scan_angle + l1.tacho_offset[i],/
. )).tofile(p.stdin)/
. tbarr[i].tofile(p.stdin) #Float32!/

transpose(concatenate((
l1.jd_utc[do_scans][NewAxis, :],
transpose(l1.navigation[do_scans]),
transpose(l1.attitude[do_scans]),
l1.jd_utc[next_scans][NewAxis, :],
transpose(l1.navigation[next_scans]),
transpose(l1.attitude[next_scans]),
transpose(l1.tacho_offset[do_scans]

+ initial_scan_angle)[NewAxis, :]
))).tofile(p.stdin)

transpose(getattr(l1, ’tb’ + channel)[do_scans]).tofile(p.stdin)
for channel in channels:

p = processes[channel]
p.stdin.close()
p.wait()
if p.returncode:

raise ValueError, p.returncode
return gmt_nh, gmt_sh

This code is used in section 8.

15.6 c Implementation

69. The c implementation is split into several little files, since there
are so many little things to do – c is such a low level language. But
it’s all a direct translation from the Python version with just a few
rearangements to improve speed even more.

Input comes from stdin and output goes to stdout or a speci-
fied filename.

We start with the Makefile that shows how the pieces fit to-
gether.

70. 〈Makefile 70〉 ≡
.‘Makefile’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-03 v1.07/
.test: make -n pte or make -np or make -n clean/
.‘$@’ The file name of the target of the rule. ‘$@’ is the name of whichever/
. target caused the rule’s commands to be run./
.‘$<’ The name of the first prerequisite. If the target got its/
. commands from an implicit rule, this will be the first/
. prerequisite added by the implicit rule/
..c -> .o: implicit rule $(CC) -c $(CPPFLAGS) $(CFLAGS)/
CC=gcc
CPPFLAGS=
CFLAGS=−Wall −fPIC −O2
ifeq ($(shell uname),Linux)

OS=linux
else

ifeq ($(shell uname),Darwin)
OS=osx
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else .error/
OS=UNKNOWN−OS

endif
endif
.good conventional stuff/
SHELL=/bin/sh
.SUFFIXES: .clear suffix list/
.SUFFIXES: .c .d .o .h .use these for implicit rules/
mapgridsources=binary_stream_io.c memory.c mapgrid.c
ptesources=binary_stream_io.c memory.c vectors.c pte.c
testmappssources=mapps.c test_mapps.c
targets=mapgrid pte test_mapps .???/
all: $(targets)
include $(mapgridsources:.c=.d)
include $(ptesources:.c=.d)
include $(testmappssources:.c=.d)
.??? will generate dependant makefiles .d/
%.d: %.c

$(CC) −MM $(CPPFLAGS) $< > $@.$$$$; \
sed ’s,\($*\)\.o[ :]*,\1.o $@: ,g’ < $@.$$$$ > $@; \
rm −f $@.$$$$

.%.c: %.h/
mapgrid: $(mapgridsources)
pte: $(ptesources)
test_mapps: $(testmappssources)
.nearneighbor: nearneighbor.$(SHARED_LIB_EXT)/
. mv $< nearneighbor.$(OS).$(SHARED_LIB_EXT)/
.$(targets): %: %.$(SHARED_LIB_EXT)/
. mv $< $@.$(OS).$(SHARED_LIB_EXT)/
clean:

−rm $(targets:%=%.o)
−rm $(targets)

.PHONY: all clean

15.6.1 Parts Needed For Projection to Earth

71. First we have pte.c that is equivalent to efov.py, no further com-
ments. Its header file shows further dependencies – we have to
abstract a little bit.

72. 〈pte.h 72〉 ≡
.‘pte.h’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-21 v0.5/
#ifndef _PTE_H
#define _PTE_H
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "binary_stream_io.h"
#include "memory.h"
#include "vectors.h"
#define WGS84a 6378137.00
#define WGS84f (1.00/298.2572235633)
#define WGS84esq ((2.00 − WGS84f )∗WGS84f )
#define EPS 1e−15
#define AEPS (WGS84a∗EPS)
#define MAXSTEPS 10 .good enough, except close to poles/
#define PI (atan(1.00)∗4.00) .3.1415926535897931/
#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE 1
#define J2000 2451545.00
void show_globals();
long flength(FILE ∗fp);
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void read_ap(char ∗apfname);
void split_jd_utc(double jd_utc, double ∗jd, double ∗t);
void sidereal_angle(double jd_utc,

double ∗sa, double ∗omegastar);
void plusBdot(double vx, double vy, double vz,

double alpha, double omegastar ,
double ∗bdx, double ∗bdy, double ∗bdz);

void llh_to_xyz_g(double lon, double lat, double h,
double ∗x, double ∗y, double ∗z);

void sspnormal_g(double lon, double lat,
double ∗x, double ∗y, double ∗z);

void xyz_to_llh_g(double rx, double ry, double rz,
double ∗lon, double ∗lat, double ∗h);

void projecttoearth();
void map_scan_ap();
void pte();
void test(int argc, char ∗argv[]);
int main(int argc, char ∗argv[]);
char ∗this_program;
#endif ._PTE_H/
.end of ‘pte.h’/

73. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.
74. 〈pte.c bannerline 74〉 ≡

.‘pte.c’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-03 v1.2/

.Web reminder(PyTangled)/
This code is used in section 75.

75. 〈pte.c 75〉 ≡
〈pte.c bannerline 74〉
#include "pte.h"
.globals/
double ∗ap = NULL; .{cx, cy, cz, gain}.../
double boresight_ap[] = {0.0, 0.0, 1.00, 1.00}; .to center of Earth, gain 1/
double initial_scan_angle, integration_time;
double next_nav_jd_utc, next_nav[6], next_rpy[3];
double offnadir ;
double prev_nav_jd_utc, prev_nav[6], prev_rpy[3];
double rotation_speed;
float lltg[4]; .lon lat TB gain/
float scantb[512]; .big enough for 196/392 or 243/486/
int do_azimuth, do_incidence, numofpoints;
size_t aplength = 0;
See also sections 77, 79, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, and 93.

76. Some tracing to check if the parameters reached their destination.
77. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡

void show_globals() {
fprintf (stderr , "t0 %g,\n", prev_nav_jd_utc);
fprintf (stderr , "nav %g %g %g %g %g %g\n",

prev_nav[0], prev_nav[1], prev_nav[2],
prev_nav[3], prev_nav[4], prev_nav[5]);

fprintf (stderr , "rpy %g %g %g\n",
prev_rpy[0], prev_rpy[1], prev_rpy[2]);

fprintf (stderr , "t1 %g,\n", next_nav_jd_utc);
fprintf (stderr , "nav %g %g %g %g %g %g\n",

next_nav[0], next_nav[1], next_nav[2],
next_nav[3], next_nav[4], next_nav[5]);

fprintf (stderr , "rpy %g %g %g\n",
next_rpy[0], next_rpy[1], next_rpy[2]);

fprintf (stderr , "intt %g, off %g, rot %g, scang %g\n",
integration_time, offnadir , rotation_speed, initial_scan_angle);

fprintf (stderr , "nop %d, az %d, inc %d\n",
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numofpoints, do_azimuth, do_incidence);
fprintf (stderr , "aplen %ld, total %ld\n", aplength, aplength/4);

}.show_globals/

78. We need to determine the file length of the antenna pattern files.
79. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡

long flength(FILE ∗fp) {
.return length of file, move to start of file/
int res = fseek(fp, 0, SEEK_END);
long length;
if (res)

error("Could not seek to end of file. rc was %d.", res);
length = ftell(fp);
if (length ≡ −1l)

error("Could not tell the file position.");
res = fseek(fp, 0, SEEK_SET );
if (res)

error("Could not seek to start of file. rc was %d", res);
fprintf (stderr , "Antenna pattern file length %ld.\n", length);
return length;

}.flength/

80. Read the antenna pattern or use the default boresight.
81. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡

void read_ap(char ∗apfname) {
.set aplength and ap/
FILE ∗fp;
int i;
size_t n_read = 0;
if (apfname) {

fp = fopen(apfname, "rb");
if (¬fp)

error("Could not open antenna pattern file %s.", apfname);
aplength = flength(fp)/sizeof(double);
ap = (double ∗) _memory(VNULL, aplength, sizeof(double),

this_program);
if (¬ap)

error("No memory to allocate antenna pattern data.");
n_read = read_many_(double, fp, aplength, ap);
if (n_read ≠ aplength)

error("Read only %ld byte from antenna pattern, not %ld",
n_read, aplength);

if (fclose(fp) ≡ EOF )
error("Could not close antenna pattern file.");

}else {
aplength = 4; .x, y, z, gain/
ap = (double ∗) _memory(VNULL, aplength, sizeof(double),

this_program);
if (¬ap)

error("No memory to allocate antenna pattern data.");
for (i = 0; i < aplength; i++)

ap[i] = boresight_ap[i];
}

}.read_ap/

82. We have to redo all the little Python functions.
83. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡

void split_jd_utc(double jd_utc, double ∗jd, double ∗t) {
∗jd = floor(jd_utc + 0.5) − 0.5;
∗t = (jd_utc − ∗jd)∗86400.00;

}

84. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
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void sidereal_angle(double jd_utc,
double ∗sa, double ∗omegastar) {

double jd, t, tu, Lambda;
split_jd_utc(jd_utc, &jd, &t);
tu = (jd − J2000)/36525.00;
Lambda = 24110.548411 + (8640184.8128666 + (0.093104 −

6.22e−6∗tu)∗tu)∗tu;
∗omegastar = 7.29211585533e−5 + 4.33e−15∗tu;
∗sa = PI/43200.00∗fmod(Lambda + ∗omegastar∗43200.00/PI∗t,

86400.00);
}.sidereal_angle/

85. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
void plusSdot(double vx, double vy, double vz,

double alpha, double omegastar ,
double ∗bdx, double ∗bdy, double ∗bdz) {

double ca = cos(alpha);
double sa = sin(alpha);
∗bdx += omegastar∗(−sa∗vx + ca∗vy);
∗bdy += omegastar∗(−ca∗vx − sa∗vy);
.*bdz += 0.0;/

}.plusSdot/

86. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
void llh_to_xyz_g(double lon, double lat, double h,

double ∗x, double ∗y, double ∗z) {
double slat = sin(lat);
double n = WGS84a/sqrt(1.00 − WGS84esq∗slat∗slat);
double p = (n + h)∗cos(lat);
∗x = p∗cos(lon);
∗y = p∗sin(lon);
∗z = (n∗(1.00 − WGS84esq) + h)∗slat;

}.llh_to_xyz_g/

87. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
void sspnormal_g(double lon, double lat,

double ∗x, double ∗y, double ∗z) {
double cp = cos(lat);
∗x = cp∗cos(lon);
∗y = cp∗sin(lon);
∗z = sin(lat);

}.sspnormal_g/

88. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
void xyz_to_llh_g(double rx, double ry, double rz,

double ∗lon, double ∗lat, double ∗h) {
double omesq = 1.00 − WGS84esq;
double pxy = hypot(rx, ry);
double zp = rz/pxy;
double phi_l = atan(zp/omesq);
double h_l = 0.0;
double h_k, n_k, phi_k, slat;
int i;
for(i = 0; i < MAXSTEPS; i++) {

slat = sin(phi_l);
n_k = WGS84a/sqrt(1.00 − WGS84esq∗slat∗slat);
h_k = pxy/cos(phi_l) − n_k;
phi_k = atan(zp∗(n_k + h_k)/(n_k∗omesq + h_k));
if ((fabs(phi_k − phi_l) < EPS) ∧ (fabs(h_k − h_l) < AEPS))

break;
h_l = h_k;
phi_l = phi_k;

}
.if (i >= MAXSTEPS)

fprintf(stderr, "!");/
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∗lon = atan2(ry, rx);
∗lat = phi_k;
∗h = h_k;

}.xyz_to_llh_g/

89. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
void projecttoearth() {
.use boresight only (ap[0..2])/
double cx, cy, cz;
double inicx, inicy, inicz;
double angle, delay, nav[6], omegastar , part, rpy[3], sa;
double cix, ciy, ciz, rx, ry, rz;
double s1x, s1y, s1z, s2x, s2y, s2z, s3x, s3y, s3z;
double vx, vy, vz;
double asq = WGS84a∗WGS84a;
double bsq = (1.00 − WGS84esq)∗asq;
double aczsq, baterm, crxpcry, cxpcysq, czsq, sqterm;
double h, k, k1, k2, x, y, z;
double lon, lat;
double cl, sl, footnx, footny, footnz;
float azimuth = 0.0, incidence = 0.0;
int i, p;
rot_y(ap[0], ap[1], ap[2], −offnadir∗〈d2r 5〉, &inicx, &inicy, &inicz);
for (p = 0; p < numofpoints; p++) {

if (scantb[p] < 2.00) .invalid TB ???/
continue;

delay = p∗integration_time;
angle = initial_scan_angle − delay∗rotation_speed;
rot_z(inicx, inicy, inicz, −angle∗〈d2r 5〉, &cx, &cy, &cz);
delay /= 86400.00;
part = delay/(next_nav_jd_utc − prev_nav_jd_utc);
for (i = 0; i < 6; i++)

nav[i] = (next_nav[i] − prev_nav[i])∗part + prev_nav[i];
for (i = 0; i < 3; i++)

rpy[i] = ((next_rpy[i] − prev_rpy[i])∗part + prev_rpy[i])∗〈d2r 5〉;
rot_x(cx, cy, cz, rpy[0], &cx, &cy, &cz);
rot_y(cx, cy, cz, rpy[1], &cx, &cy, &cz);
rot_z(cx, cy, cz, rpy[2], &cx, &cy, &cz);
.s3 = r/norm(r)/
normalize(nav[0], nav[1], nav[2], &s3x, &s3y, &s3z);
s3x = −s3x;
s3y = −s3y;
s3z = −s3z;
.s2 = s3 x v / norm(s3 x v)/
cross(s3x, s3y, s3z, nav[3], nav[4], nav[5], &s2x, &s2y, &s2z);
normalize(s2x, s2y, s2z, &s2x, &s2y, &s2z);
.s1 = s2 x s3/
cross(s2x, s2y, s2z, s3x, s3y, s3z, &s1x, &s1y, &s1z);
.ci = (s1 s2 s3) c/
cix = s1x∗cx + s2x∗cy + s3x∗cz;
ciy = s1y∗cx + s2y∗cy + s3y∗cz;
ciz = s1z∗cx + s2z∗cy + s3z∗cz;
sidereal_angle(prev_nav_jd_utc + delay, &sa, &omegastar);
rot_z(nav[0], nav[1], nav[2], sa, &rx, &ry, &rz);
rot_z(nav[3], nav[4], nav[5], sa, &vx, &vy, &vz);
plusSdot(rx, ry, rz, sa, omegastar , &vx, &vy, &vz);
rot_z(cix, ciy, ciz, sa, &cx, &cy, &cz);
czsq = cz∗cz;
aczsq = asq∗czsq;
cxpcysq = cx∗cx + cy∗cy;
crxpcry = cx∗rx + cy∗ry;
baterm = cz∗(bsq∗cxpcysq + aczsq);
sqterm = sqrt(bsq∗czsq∗(asq∗aczsq
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− bsq∗pow(cy∗rx − cx∗ry, 2)
+ asq∗(bsq∗cxpcysq

− czsq∗(rx∗rx + ry∗ry)
+ 2.00∗cz∗crxpcry∗rz
− cxpcysq∗rz∗rz)))/baterm;

k = −(bsq∗cz∗crxpcry + aczsq∗rz)/baterm;
k1 = k − sqterm;
k2 = k + sqterm;
if (k1 < k2) {

x = k1∗cx + rx;
y = k1∗cy + ry;
z = k1∗cz + rz;

}else {
x = k2∗cx + rx;
y = k2∗cy + ry;
z = k2∗cz + rz;

}
xyz_to_llh_g(x, y, z, &lon, &lat, &h);
if (do_azimuth) {

cl = cos(lon);
sl = sin(lon);
azimuth = (float) atan2(cx∗sl − cy∗cl,

(cx∗cl + cy∗sl)∗sin(lat) − cz∗cos(lat));
}
if (do_incidence) {

sspnormal_g(lon, lat, &footnx, &footny, &footnz);
incidence = (float) acos(−(footnx∗cx + footny∗cy + footnz∗cz));

}
lltg[0] = (float) lon;
lltg[1] = (float) lat;
lltg[2] = scantb[p];
lltg[3] = (float) 1.00; .gain/
if (4 ≠ write_many_(float, stdout, 4, lltg))

error("Could not write lltg to stdout.");
if (do_azimuth ∧ (¬write_one_float(stdout, azimuth)))

error("Could not write azimuth to stdout.");
if (do_incidence ∧ (¬write_one_float(stdout, incidence)))

error("Could not write incidence to stdout.");
}

}.projecttoearth/

90. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
void map_scan_ap() {

double cx, cy, cz;
double inicx, inicy, inicz;
double angle, delay, nav[6], omegastar , part, rpy[3], sa;
double rx, ry, rz;
double s1x, s1y, s1z, s2x, s2y, s2z, s3x, s3y, s3z;
double vx, vy, vz;
double asq = WGS84a∗WGS84a;
double bsq = (1.00 − WGS84esq)∗asq;
double aczsq, baterm, crxpcry, cxpcysq, czsq, sqterm;
double h, k, k1, k2, x, y, z;
double lon, lat;
int api, i, p;
for (p = 0; p < numofpoints; p++) {

if (scantb[p] < 2.00) .invalid TB ???/
continue;

delay = p∗integration_time;
angle = −〈d2r 5〉∗(initial_scan_angle − delay∗rotation_speed);
delay /= 86400.00;
part = delay/(next_nav_jd_utc − prev_nav_jd_utc);
for (i = 0; i < 6; i++)
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nav[i] = (next_nav[i] − prev_nav[i])∗part + prev_nav[i];
for (i = 0; i < 3; i++)

rpy[i] = ((next_rpy[i] − prev_rpy[i])∗part + prev_rpy[i])∗〈d2r 5〉;
.s3 = r/norm(r)/
normalize(nav[0], nav[1], nav[2], &s3x, &s3y, &s3z);
s3x = −s3x;
s3y = −s3y;
s3z = −s3z;
.s2 = s3 x v / norm(s3 x v)/
cross(s3x, s3y, s3z, nav[3], nav[4], nav[5], &s2x, &s2y, &s2z);
normalize(s2x, s2y, s2z, &s2x, &s2y, &s2z);
.s1 = s2 x s3/
cross(s2x, s2y, s2z, s3x, s3y, s3z, &s1x, &s1y, &s1z);
sidereal_angle(prev_nav_jd_utc + delay, &sa, &omegastar);
rot_z(nav[0], nav[1], nav[2], sa, &rx, &ry, &rz);
rot_z(nav[3], nav[4], nav[5], sa, &vx, &vy, &vz);
plusSdot(rx, ry, rz, sa, omegastar , &vx, &vy, &vz);
for (api = 0; api < aplength; api += 4) {

rot_y(ap[api], ap[api + 1], ap[api + 2], −offnadir∗〈d2r 5〉,
&inicx, &inicy, &inicz);

rot_z(inicx, inicy, inicz, angle, &cx, &cy, &cz);
rot_x(cx, cy, cz, rpy[0], &cx, &cy, &cz);
rot_y(cx, cy, cz, rpy[1], &cx, &cy, &cz);
rot_z(cx, cy, cz, rpy[2], &cx, &cy, &cz);
.ci = (s1 s2 s3) c/
rot_z(s1x∗cx + s2x∗cy + s3x∗cz,

s1y∗cx + s2y∗cy + s3y∗cz,
s1z∗cx + s2z∗cy + s3z∗cz, sa, &cx, &cy, &cz);

czsq = cz∗cz;
aczsq = asq∗czsq;
cxpcysq = cx∗cx + cy∗cy;
crxpcry = cx∗rx + cy∗ry;
baterm = cz∗(bsq∗cxpcysq + aczsq);
sqterm = sqrt(bsq∗czsq∗(asq∗aczsq

− bsq∗pow(cy∗rx − cx∗ry, 2)
+ asq∗(bsq∗cxpcysq

− czsq∗(rx∗rx + ry∗ry)
+ 2.00∗cz∗crxpcry∗rz
− cxpcysq∗rz∗rz)))/baterm;

k = −(bsq∗cz∗crxpcry + aczsq∗rz)/baterm;
k1 = k − sqterm;
k2 = k + sqterm;
if (k1 < k2) {

x = k1∗cx + rx;
y = k1∗cy + ry;
z = k1∗cz + rz;

}else {
x = k2∗cx + rx;
y = k2∗cy + ry;
z = k2∗cz + rz;

}
.Set ellipsoid of map here ???/
xyz_to_llh_g(x, y, z, &lon, &lat, &h);
lltg[0] = (float) lon;
lltg[1] = (float) lat;
lltg[2] = scantb[p];
lltg[3] = (float) ap[api + 3];
if (4 ≠ write_many_(float, stdout, 4, lltg))

error("Could not write lltg to stdout.");
}.api/

}.p/
}.map_scan_ap/
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91. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
void pte() {

size_t n_read;
do {

n_read = fbinscanf (stdin, "1i 1i1i 1d1d1d 1d6d3d 1d6d3d 1d",
&numofpoints,
&do_azimuth, &do_incidence,
&integration_time, &offnadir ,
&rotation_speed,
&prev_nav_jd_utc, prev_nav, prev_rpy,
&next_nav_jd_utc, next_nav, next_rpy,
&initial_scan_angle);

n_read += read_many_(float, stdin, numofpoints, scantb);
if (n_read ≡ numofpoints + 27) {
.show_globals();/
if (aplength > 4)

map_scan_ap();
else

projecttoearth();
fprintf (stderr , ".");

}
}while (n_read ≡ numofpoints + 27);
if ((n_read ≡ 0) ∨ (feof (stdin)))

fprintf (stderr , "%s: Finished reading stdin.\n", this_program);
else

error("EOF on stdin.\nRead %ld unit(s) so far.", n_read);
}.pte/

92. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
void test(int argc, char ∗argv[]) {

double h, lon, lat, sa, omegastar ;
double cx = 1.00, cy = 0.0, cz = 0.0;
double d; .8 byte/
float f ; .4 byte/
int i; .4 byte/
short int s; .2 byte/
xyz_to_llh_g(6.810264000e6, 1.948953255e, −1.448302499e,

&lon, &lat, &h);
fprintf (stderr , "%g\t%g\t%g\n", lon∗〈r2d 5〉, lat∗〈r2d 5〉, h);
fprintf (stderr , "%g\t%g\t%g\n",

15.9699994819886744, −0.011785565475208485,
705514.362869420099);

xyz_to_llh_g(6.810264000e6, 1.948953255e, −1.448302499e,
&lon, &lat, &h);

fprintf (stderr , "%g\t%g\t%g\n", lon, lat, h);
fprintf (stderr , "%g\t%g\t%g\n",

0.27872907250249124, −0.0002056969217517582,
705514.362869420099);

sidereal_angle(2449991.8755, &sa, &omegastar);
fprintf (stderr , "%g or %g = 0?\n", sa − 2.5242188, sa + 2∗PI −

2.5242188);
sidereal_angle(2446896.306255, &sa, &omegastar);
fprintf (stderr , "%g or %g = 0?\n", sa∗〈r2d 5〉 −128.73787344,

sa∗〈r2d 5〉 + 360.00 − 128.73787344);
fprintf (stderr , "%.3f, %.3f, %.3f\n", cx, cy, cz);
rot_y(cx, cy, cz, PI/2, &cx, &cy, &cz);
fprintf (stderr , "rot_y: %.3f, %.3f, %.3f\n", cx, cy, cz);
rot_x(cx, cy, cz, PI/2, &cx, &cy, &cz);
fprintf (stderr , "rot_x: %.3f, %.3f, %.3f\n", cx, cy, cz);
rot_z(cx, cy, cz, PI/2, &cx, &cy, &cz);
fprintf (stderr , "rot_z: %.3f, %.3f, %.3f\n", cx, cy, cz);
cross(1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, &cx, &cy, &cz);
fprintf (stderr , "cross ex, ey: (%.1f, %.1f, %.1f)\n", cx, cy, cz);
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cross(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, &cx, &cy, &cz);
fprintf (stderr , "cross ey, ez: (%.1f, %.1f, %.1f)\n", cx, cy, cz);
cross(0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, &cx, &cy, &cz);
fprintf (stderr , "cross ez, ex: (%.1f, %.1f, %.1f)\n", cx, cy, cz);
fprintf (stderr , "%s running with args:\n", ∗argv);
while (−−argc)

fprintf (stderr , "%s\n", ∗++argv);
fprintf (stderr ,

"double %ld, float %ld\n",
sizeof(double), sizeof(float));

fprintf (stderr ,
"long %ld, int %ld, short int %ld\n",
sizeof(long), sizeof(int), sizeof(short int));

if (fbinscanf (stdin, "4712LOTHAR1d", &d))
fprintf (stderr , "Read %g as double (8) from stdin.\n", d);

else
error("Could not read one double from stdin.");

if (fbinscanf (stdin, "1f1i1s", &f , &i, &s) ≡ 3) {
fprintf (stderr , "Read %g as float (4) from stdin.\n", f );
fprintf (stderr , "Read %d as long/int (4) from stdin.\n", i);
fprintf (stderr , "Read %hi as short int (2) from stdin.\n", s);

}else
error("Could not read three values float, int, short int.");

}.test/

93. 〈pte.c 75〉 +≡
int main(int argc, char ∗argv[]) {

this_program = argv[0];
. no arguments, just calculate lon lat (azimuth) (incidence)/
if (argc ≡ 1) {

read_ap(NULL); .use boresight only/
pte();

}else if (argc ≡ 2) {.pte ap_fname, map ap for many scans/
read_ap(∗++argv);
pte();

}else {.pte test it < dfis.bin/
test(argc, argv);

}
if (ap)

_free(ap);
exit(0);

}.main/
.end of ‘pte.c’/

Binary Piped Input

94. All communication between Python and the c programs is done
with binary streams.

95. 〈binary_stream_io.h 95〉 ≡
.‘binary_stream_io.h’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-14 v0.1/
#ifndef _BINARY_STREAM_IO_H
#define _BINARY_STREAM_IO_H
#include <ctype.h>
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define read_one_(type, fp, var) fread((void ∗) var , sizeof(type), (size_t) 1,
fp)
#define read_many_(type, fp, n, vp) fread((void ∗) vp, sizeof(type), n, fp)
#define write_many_(type, fp, n, vp) fwrite((const void∗) vp, sizeof(type),
n, fp)
size_t write_one_double(FILE ∗fp, double d);
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size_t write_one_float(FILE ∗fp, float f );
size_t write_one_int(FILE ∗fp, int i);
int fbinscanf (FILE ∗fp, const char ∗format, ...);
#endif
.end of ‘binary_stream_io.h’/

96. 〈binary_stream_io.c 96〉 ≡
.‘binary_stream_io.c’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-21 v0.3/
#include "pte.h"
See also sections 97, 98, 99, and 100.

97. 〈binary_stream_io.c 96〉 +≡
size_t write_one_double(FILE ∗fp, double d) {

return fwrite((const void∗)&d, sizeof(double), (size_t) 1, fp);
}

98. 〈binary_stream_io.c 96〉 +≡
size_t write_one_float(FILE ∗fp, float f ) {

return fwrite((const void∗)&f , sizeof(float), (size_t) 1, fp);
}

99. 〈binary_stream_io.c 96〉 +≡
size_t write_one_int(FILE ∗fp, int i) {

return fwrite((const void∗)&i, sizeof(int), (size_t) 1, fp);
}

100. 〈binary_stream_io.c 96〉 +≡
int fbinscanf (FILE ∗fp, const char ∗format, ...) {

const char ∗ch;
int converted = 0;
size_t num = 0;
va_list args;
va_start(args, format);
for (ch = format; ∗ch; ch++) {

if ((feof (fp)) ∨ (ferror(fp)))
break;

if (isdigit(∗ch))
num = num∗10 + (∗ch) − ’0’;

else {
switch (∗ch) {
case ’d’: {

if (num ≡ 1)
converted += read_one_(double, fp, va_arg(args, double ∗));

else
converted += read_many_(double, fp, num, va_arg(args, double ∗));

break;
}
case ’f’: {

if (num ≡ 1)
converted += read_one_(float, fp, va_arg(args, float ∗));

else
converted += read_many_(float, fp, num, va_arg(args, float ∗));

break;
}
case ’i’: {

if (num ≡ 1)
converted += read_one_(int, fp, va_arg(args, int ∗));

else
fprintf (stderr , "Ignoring many ints.\n");

break;
}
case ’s’: {

if (num ≡ 1)
converted += read_one_(short int, fp, va_arg(args, short int ∗));

else
fprintf (stderr , "Ignoring many short ints.\n");
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break;
}
case ’ ’: break; .use space to separate groups/
default:

fprintf (stderr , "Ignoring type char %c.\n", ∗ch);
}
num = 0;

}
}
va_end(args);
return converted;

}.fbinscanf/
.end of ‘binary_stream_io.c’/

Memory Management

101. This was mostly taken from the gmt 4.0 sources.
102. 〈memory.h 102〉 ≡

.‘memory.h’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-14 v0.1/
#ifndef _MEMORY_H
#define _MEMORY_H
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h> .exit/
#define VNULL ((void ∗)NULL)
void error(char ∗fmt, ...);
.memory – from GMT4.0/
void ∗_memory(void ∗prev_addr , size_t nelem, size_t size, char ∗progname);
void _free(void ∗addr);
#endif
.end of ‘memory.h’/

103. 〈memory.c 103〉 ≡
.‘memory.c’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-14 v0.1/
#include "pte.h"
See also sections 104, 106, and 107.

104. 〈memory.c 103〉 +≡
void error(char ∗fmt, ...) {

va_list args;
va_start(args, fmt);
fprintf (stderr , "!Error in %s: ", this_program);
vfprintf (stderr , fmt,args);
fprintf (stderr , "\n");
va_end(args);
exit(1);

}.error/

105. memory mostly from gmt 4.0.
106. 〈memory.c 103〉 +≡

void ∗_memory(void ∗prev_addr , size_t nelem, size_t size, char ∗progname)
{

void ∗tmp;
static char ∗m_unit[4]={"bytes", "kb", "Mb", "Gb"};
double mem;
int k;
if (nelem ≡ 0) return VNULL; .Take care of n==0/
if (nelem < 0) {.This is illegal and caused by upstream bugs/

error("Memory for a negative number of items [n_items=%d]?",
(int)nelem);

}
if (prev_addr) {
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if ((tmp = realloc((void ∗) prev_addr ,
(size_t)(nelem ∗ size))) ≡ VNULL) {

mem=(double) (nelem ∗ size);
k = 0;
while (mem ≥ 1024.00 ∧ k < 3) mem /= 1024.00, k++;
error("Could not reallocate memory [%.2f %s, n_items=%d]",

mem, m_unit[k], (int)nelem);
}

}else {
if ((tmp = calloc((size_t) nelem,

(unsigned) size)) ≡ VNULL) {
mem = (double) (nelem ∗ size);
k = 0;
while (mem ≥ 1024.00 ∧ k < 3) mem /= 1024.00, k++;
error("Could not allocate memory [%.2f %s, n_items=%d]",

mem, m_unit[k], (int)nelem);
}

}
return tmp;

}._memory/

107. 〈memory.c 103〉 +≡
void _free(void ∗addr) {

free(addr);
}
.end of ‘memory.c’/

Vector Operations

108. These don’t deal with arrays.

109. 〈vectors.h 109〉 ≡
.‘vectors.h’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-19 v0.2/
#ifndef _VECTORS_H
#define _VECTORS_H
#include <math.h>
void cross(double ax, double ay, double az,

double bx, double by, double bz,
double ∗cx, double ∗cy, double ∗cz);

void normalize(double x, double y, double z,
double ∗nx, double ∗ny, double ∗nz);

void rot_x(double vx, double vy, double vz, double rad,
double ∗rx, double ∗ry, double ∗rz);

void rot_y(double vx, double vy, double vz, double rad,
double ∗rx, double ∗ry, double ∗rz);

void rot_z(double vx, double vy, double vz, double rad,
double ∗rx, double ∗ry, double ∗rz);

#endif
.end of ‘vectors.h’/

110. 〈vectors.c 110〉 ≡
.‘vectors.c’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-09-19 v0.4/
#include "pte.h"
See also sections 111, 112, 113, 114, and 115.

111. 〈vectors.c 110〉 +≡
void cross(double ax, double ay, double az,

double bx, double by, double bz,
double ∗cx, double ∗cy, double ∗cz) {

∗cx = ay∗bz − az∗by;
∗cy = az∗bx − ax∗bz;
∗cz = ax∗by − ay∗bx;

}.cross/
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112. 〈vectors.c 110〉 +≡
void normalize(double x, double y, double z,

double ∗nx, double ∗ny, double ∗nz) {
double norm = sqrt(x∗x + y∗y + z∗z);
∗nx = x/norm;
∗ny = y/norm;
∗nz = z/norm;

}.normalize/

113. 〈vectors.c 110〉 +≡
void rot_x(double vx, double vy, double vz, double rad,

double ∗rx, double ∗ry, double ∗rz) {
double ca = cos(rad);
double sa = sin(rad);
∗rx = vx;
∗ry = ca∗vy + sa∗vz;
∗rz = ca∗vz − sa∗vy;

}.rot_x/

114. 〈vectors.c 110〉 +≡
void rot_y(double vx, double vy, double vz, double rad,

double ∗rx, double ∗ry, double ∗rz) {
double ca = cos(rad);
double sa = sin(rad);
∗rx = ca∗vx − sa∗vz;
∗ry = vy;
∗rz = sa∗vx + ca∗vz;

}.rot_y/

115. 〈vectors.c 110〉 +≡
void rot_z(double vx, double vy, double vz, double rad,

double ∗rx, double ∗ry, double ∗rz) {
double ca = cos(rad);
double sa = sin(rad);
∗rx = ca∗vx + sa∗vy;
∗ry = ca∗vy − sa∗vx;
∗rz = vz;

}.rot_z/
.end of vectors.c/

15.6.2 Mapping and Gridding in c

116. Again all input and output is done via pipes, except for the result-
ing maps, which are written to files. We don’t use a header file –
it’s a stand alone program.

117. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.

118. 〈mapgrid.c bannerline 118〉 ≡
.‘mapgrid.c’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-03 v0.5/
.Web reminder(PyTangled)/
This code is used in section 119.

119. 〈mapgrid.c 119〉 ≡
〈mapgrid.c bannerline 118〉
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "binary_stream_io.h"
#include "memory.h"
#define LON lltg[0]
#define LAT lltg[1]
#define TB lltg[2]
#define GAIN lltg[3]
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#define K0 1.00
#define SLAT 70.00
int main(int argc, char ∗argv[]);
See also sections 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 127, and 128.

120. 〈mapgrid.c 119〉 +≡
int main(int argc, char ∗argv[]) {

char ∗gfname;
char ∗this_program;
double a, ecc, hecc, i_res;
double lon_min, lon_max, lat_min, lat_max;
double kmres, tini;
double xkm_min, xkm_max, ykm_min, ykm_max;
double eslat, lat, lon, t, xkm, ykm;
FILE ∗fp;
float lltg[4];
float ∗g, ∗gmax, ∗w, ∗grid = NULL, ∗weight = NULL;
int inside_roi, nh, pass_on; .0 none, 1 unused, 2 all/
int M , N ;
size_t gridsize, n_read = 4, pos;
this_program = argv[0];
if (argc ≠ 14)

error("Need 14 args: a|u gridfname 4ll 4xy a ecc; got %d",
argc);

pass_on = (argv[1][0] ≡ ’u’) ? 1 : (argv[1][0] ≡ ’a’) ? 2 : 0;
gfname = argv[2];
lon_min = 〈r2d 5〉∗strtod(argv[3], NULL);
lon_max = 〈r2d 5〉∗strtod(argv[4], NULL);
lat_min = 〈r2d 5〉∗strtod(argv[5], NULL);
lat_max = 〈r2d 5〉∗strtod(argv[6], NULL);
xkm_min = strtod(argv[7], NULL);
xkm_max = strtod(argv[8], NULL);
ykm_min = strtod(argv[9], NULL);
ykm_max = strtod(argv[10], NULL);
kmres = strtod(argv[11], NULL);
a = strtod(argv[12], NULL);
ecc = strtod(argv[13], NULL);
fprintf (stderr , "Pass on: %d, output grid: %s.\n", pass_on, gfname);
fprintf (stderr , "ll min, max: %g, %g; %g, %g.\n",

lon_min∗〈d2r 5〉, lon_max∗〈d2r 5〉,
lat_min∗〈d2r 5〉, lat_max∗〈d2r 5〉);

fprintf (stderr , "xy min, max: %g, %g; %g, %g; km res: %g.\n",
xkm_min, xkm_max, ykm_min, ykm_max, kmres);

fprintf (stderr , "Ellipsoid a=%g, ecc=%g.\n", a, ecc);

121. 〈mapgrid.c 119〉 +≡
.init/
i_res = 1.00/kmres;
M = (int) floor(i_res∗(xkm_max − xkm_min));
N = (int) floor(i_res∗(ykm_max − ykm_min));
gridsize = M∗N ;
fprintf (stderr , "Grid xsize %d, ysize %d.\n\n", M , N );
grid = (float ∗) _memory(VNULL, gridsize, sizeof(float), this_program);
if (¬grid)

error("Could not get %ld floats from memory for grid.",
gridsize);

weight = (float ∗) _memory(VNULL, gridsize, sizeof(float), this_program);
if (¬weight)

error("Could not get %ld floats from memory for weights.",
gridsize);

122. 〈mapgrid.c 119〉 +≡
.mapll init/
hecc = 0.5∗ecc;
{
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double sl = SLAT∗0.017453292519943295;
double hpmsl = 1.57079632679489666 − sl;
if (hpmsl < 1e−5)

tini = (2.00 ∗ a ∗ K0 ∗ pow(1.00 + ecc, −0.5 − hecc)
∗ pow(1.00 − ecc, −0.5 + hecc));

else {
double esl = ecc∗sin(sl);
tini = (a ∗ cos(sl) ∗ pow(1.00 + esl, −0.5 − hecc)

∗ pow(1.00 − esl, −0.5 + hecc) / tan(hpmsl∗0.5));
}

}

123. 〈mapgrid.c 119〉 +≡
do {.work as long as lltg [radians, radians, K, 1] come in/

n_read = read_many_(float, stdin, 4, lltg);
if (n_read ≡ 4) {

inside_roi = ((lon_min ≤ LON ) ∧ (LON ≤ lon_max) ∧
(lat_min ≤ LAT ) ∧ (LAT ≤ lat_max));

if (inside_roi) {
.mapll(LON, LAT, &xkm, &ykm); – mapll without ini part/
nh = (LAT ≥ 0.0);
lat = fabs(LAT );
if (lat ≥ 1.57079632679489666) {

xkm = ykm = 0.0;
}else {

eslat = ecc∗sin(lat);
t = tini∗tan((1.57079632679489666 − lat)∗0.5)

∗pow((1.00 + eslat)/(1.00 − eslat), hecc);
lon = LON − ((nh) ? −45.00∗0.017453292519943295 : 0.0);
xkm = t∗sin(lon);
ykm = (nh) ? −t∗cos(lon) : t∗cos(lon);

}
inside_roi = ((xkm_min ≤ xkm) ∧ (xkm < xkm_max) ∧

(ykm_min ≤ ykm) ∧ (ykm < ykm_max));
if (inside_roi) {
.

i = (int)floor(i_res*(xkm - xkm_min));
j = N - 1 - (int)floor(i_res*(ykm - ykm_min));

/ .j(y): 0 is top left; pos = M*j + i;/
pos = M∗(N − 1 − (int)floor(i_res∗(ykm − ykm_min)))

+ (int)floor(i_res∗(xkm − xkm_min));
if ((0 ≤ pos) ∧ (pos < gridsize)) {

grid[pos] += GAIN∗TB;
weight[pos] += GAIN ;

}
}

}
if ((pass_on ≡ 2) ∨ ((pass_on ≡ 1) ∧ (¬inside_roi)))

write_many_(float, stdout, 4, lltg);
}

}while (n_read ≡ 4);
if ((n_read ≡ 0) ∨ (feof (stdin)))

fprintf (stderr , "%s: Finished reading stdin.\n", this_program);
else

error("Read only %ld float(s), not 4.", n_read);

124. Transform the accumulated values back into brightness tempera-
tures.

125. 〈mapgrid.c 119〉 +≡
gmax = grid + gridsize;
for (g = grid, w = weight; g < gmax; g++, w++)

if (∗w)
∗g /= ∗w;
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126. We do a linear interpolation to fill holes. Outside unused pixel are
ignored.

127. 〈mapgrid.c 119〉 +≡
float ∗x0, ∗x1;
float dx, dydx;
int i;
for (g = grid; g < gmax; g += M ) {

x0 = g;
for (x1 = x0 + 1; x1 < g + M ; x1++) {.same line/

if (∗x1 > 2.00) {.valid TB/
if (∗x0 ∧ (x1 − x0 > 1)) {.found a gap/

dx = (float) (x1 − x0);
dydx = (∗x1 − ∗x0)/dx;
for (i = 1; i < dx; i++) {.fill gap/

∗(x0 + i) = ∗x0 + dydx∗i;
}

}
x0 = x1;

}
}

}
fp = fopen(gfname, "wb");
if ((fp) ∧ (gridsize ≡ write_many_(float, fp, gridsize, grid))) {

if (fclose(fp))
error("Could not close file %s.", gfname);

}else
error("Could not write %ld floats to %s.", gridsize, gfname);

128. 〈mapgrid.c 119〉 +≡
_free(weight);
_free(grid);
exit(0);

}.main/
.end of ‘mapgrid.c’/

15.7 Plots of Scans

129. The last part again is devoted to the presentation of the results.
We make heavy use of the gmt programs – all external calls.

Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.

130. 〈plotscans bannerline 130〉 ≡
.‘plotscans.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-03 v1.1/
./Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 131.

131. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 ≡
〈plotscans bannerline 130〉
"""
Plot projected longitude, latitude and TBs.
"""
from epstopdf import epstopdf
from numarray import concatenate, Float32, fromfile, pi, transpose
from os.path import join as opjoin, splitext
from subprocess import call, Popen, PIPE
See also sections 133, 135, 137, 139, 141, 143, 145, 147, 149, 151, and 153.
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132. As with any graphic application, we have too many parameters, so
we try to get by with a few default values.

133. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
thin = ’0.125p’
normal = ’0.5p’
gmtfont = ’Times-Roman’
gmtfontno = 4
channelinfo = {}
for ch, scankm, trackkm in [ .diameters/

[’06v’, 44.15, 72.34],
[’06h’, 42.79, 74.24],
[’10v’, 30.14, 47.42],
[’10h’, 29.15, 49.14],
[’18v’, 18.22, 26.62],
[’18h’, 17.60, 27.70],
[’23v’, 18.71, 28.56],
[’23h’, 18.47, 30.06],
[’36v’, 13.07, 14.17],
[’36h’, 13.00, 14.68],
[’89av’, 6.35, 5.67],
[’89ah’, 6.30, 6.14],
[’89bv’, 6.23, 5.84],
[’89bh’, 6.18, 6.05],
]:
channelinfo[ch] = {’scankm’: scankm, ’trackkm’: trackkm}

defaults = {
’B’: ’-B5g5/5g1’,
.’J’: ’-JS-45/90/15c’,/
’J’: ’-Js-45/90/33c/70’,
’R’: ’-R-180/180/30/90’,
’binpath’: ’20050315/’, .to binfname(f, t)/
’channel’: ’89bh’, .select/
’chinfo’: channelinfo[’89bh’],
’circles’: ’-Sc’, .+symsize/
’coastlines’: ’-Dh’, .coastline resolution file c l i h f/
’coastpen’: ’-W0.125p/96/96/96’, .thin dark grey/
’cpt’: ’-Ccpt/lml150-260pol.cpt’, .??? cpt path/
’cptpath’: ’cpt/’, .to GMT color palette table files ???/
’eaz’: ’0.0’, .efov azimuth/
’ellipses’: ’-SE’, .needs 5 parameters/
’ellipsepen’: ’-W’ + normal,
’elon’: 70.0, .efov lon/
’elat’: 70.0, .efov lat/
’lakecolor’: ’-C128/128/255’,
’lakes’: ’-Ia0.25p/96/96/255’, .all, including rivers/
’landcolor’: ’-G255/255/160’, .light yellow/
’mapwidth’: 15.0, .append c(m) later/
’nh’: True,
’northing’: ’-Tx1.5c/1c/1c’,
’scypos’: −0.5, .append c(m) later, scale y pos/
’symsize’: ’2p’

}
more = ’-K’
noannotation = ’-Bwesn’ .outline only/
noclip = ’-N’
overlay = ’-O’
verbose = ’-V’
gmtset = [’gmtset’,

’ANNOT_FONT_PRIMARY’, gmtfont,
’ANNOT_FONT_SIZE’, ’11p’,
’ANNOT_MIN_ANGLE’, ’15’,
’ANNOT_OFFSET_PRIMARY’, ’2p’,
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’BASEMAP_TYPE’, ’plain’,
’DOTS_PR_INCH’, ’600’,
’ELLIPSOID’, ’WGS-84’,
’FRAME_PEN’, thin,
’FRAME_WIDTH’, ’3p’,
’GRID_PEN_PRIMARY’, thin,
’GRID_PEN_SECONDARY’, thin,
’HEADER_FONT’, gmtfont,
’HEADER_FONT_SIZE’, ’12p’,
’HEADER_OFFSET’, ’6p’,
’LABEL_FONT’, gmtfont,
’LABEL_FONT_SIZE’, ’11p’,
’LABEL_OFFSET’, ’5p’,
’MEASURE_UNIT’, ’point’,
’OBLIQUE_ANNOTATION’, ’0’,
’OUTPUT_DEGREE_FORMAT’, ’D’,
’PAPER_MEDIA’, ’A4+’, .+: EPS/
’PAGE_ORIENTATION’, ’portrait’,
’TICK_LENGTH’, ’3p’,
’TICK_PEN’, thin,
’Y_ORIGIN’, ’3.5c’
]

134. Again a standard file name for the resulting PostScript files needs
to be defined.

135. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
def binfname(frequency, type, ad, pathnum, startscan, endscan, extra):

"""Build file name from
channel frequency and other parameters.
"""

return opjoin(defaults[’binpath’],
’lltg%s_%s_%s%s_%s-%s%s.bin’ \
% (frequency, type, ad, pathnum, startscan, endscan,

(’_%s’ % extra)∗(extra is not None)))

136. Every external call is realized through a subprocess. This should
allow threading.

137. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
def external(cmd, out, intext=None):

"""Call the external command."""
print cmd[0]
if intext:

p = Popen(cmd, stdin=PIPE , stdout=out)
p.stdin.write(intext)
p.stdin.close()
p.wait()
res = p.returncode

else:
res = call(cmd, stdout=out)

if res:
raise ValueError, res

138. gmt is a bit picky about the file formats, so we have to convert a
bit.

139. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
def lltg_to_llt(lltg_fname, llt_fname=’llt.tmp’):

"""Convert lon/rad lat/rad tb gain file
to lon/deg lat/deg tb.
"""

llt = fromfile(lltg_fname, Float32, shape=(−1, 4))[:, 0:3]
llt[:, 0:2] *= 〈r2d 5〉
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llt.tofile(llt_fname)

140. The actual plotting routine.

141. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
def gmtplot(data=’lltg89bv_j.bin’, channel=’89bv’, outfname=None,

preview=True, pdf =False, ∗∗kwargs):
"""Plot scan lines as symbols over coasts,
add northing, the data filename, and efov ellipse.
"""

d = defaults.copy()
d.update(kwargs)
d[’chinfo’] = channelinfo[channel]
if outfname is None:

outfname = ’%s%s.ps’ % (splitext(data)[0],
d[’R’].replace(’/’, ’_’).replace(’.’, ’-’))

external(gmtset, None)
W = open(outfname, ’w’)
try:

external([’pscoast’,
d[’J’], d[’R’], d[’B’],
d[’coastlines’], d[’coastpen’], d[’lakes’],
d[’landcolor’], d[’lakecolor’],
d[’northing’], more], W )

lltg_to_llt(data, ’llt.tmp’)
external([’psxy’, ’llt.tmp’,

d[’J’], d[’R’], noannotation,
d[’circles’] + d[’symsize’],
d[’cpt’],
’-bis3’,
more, overlay], W )

if ’connected’ in d:
M = open(’lltm.tmp’, ’w’)
try:

for sf in d[’connected’]:
M .write(’>\n’)
llt = fromfile(sf , Float32, shape=(−1, 4))[:, 0:3]
llt[:, 0:2] *= 〈r2d 5〉
for lon, lat, tb in llt[:]:

M .write("%f %f %f\n" % (lon, lat, tb))
finally:

M .close()
external([’psxy’, ’lltm.tmp’,

d[’J’], d[’R’], noannotation,
’-M’, ’-W0.25p/0/0/0’,
more, overlay, verbose], W )

d[’a’] = d[’chinfo’][’trackkm’]/2.0
d[’b’] = d[’chinfo’][’scankm’]/2.0
external([’psxy’,

d[’J’], d[’R’], noannotation,
d[’ellipses’], d[’ellipsepen’], ’-N’,
more, overlay], W ,

intext=’%(elon)s %(elat)s %(eaz)s %(a)s %(b)s’ % d)
w = d[’mapwidth’]
external([’pstext’,

’-JX%sc’ % w, ’-R0/%s/0/1’ % w, noclip,
more, overlay,], W ,

intext=’%s 0 7 0 4 TR %s’ % (w, splitext(outfname)[0]))
d[’midx’] = d[’mapwidth’]/2.0
d[’scheight’] = 0.5
external([’psscale’,
’-D%(midx)sc/%(scypos)sc/%(mapwidth)sc/%(scheight)sch’
% d,
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d[’cpt’],
’-B10:Brightness Temperature / K:’,
overlay], W )

finally:
W .close()

if preview:
external([’gv’, outfname], None)

if pdf :
epstopdf (outfname)

142. Some more defaults for one of the test regions.
143. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡

ob_full = {’J’: ’-Js-45/90/33c/70’,
’R’: ’-R50/80/68/74’,
’symsizes’: (’2p’, ’3p’),
’06h’: ’170-260’, ’06v’: ’215-265’,
’10h’: ’160-255’, ’10v’: ’170-260’,
’18h’: ’170-260’, ’18v’: ’225-265’,
’23h’: ’175-255’, ’23v’: ’210-260’,
’36h’: ’200-255’, ’36v’: ’150-250’,
’89bh’: ’160-255’, ’89bv’: ’180-260’}

ob_zoomed1 = {’J’: ’-Js-45/90/120c/70’,
’R’: ’-R57/63/69/71’,
’B’: ’-B5g1’,
’elon’: 60.0,
’symsizes’: (’8p’, ’11p’)}

ob_zoomed2 = {’J’: ’-Js-45/90/77c/70’,
’R’: ’-R71.5/78.5/67.5/70.5’,
’B’: ’-B5g1’,
’elon’: 77.0,
’symsizes’: (’4p’, ’7p’)}

ob_regions = [ob_full, ob_zoomed1, ob_zoomed2]

144. To be used together with a plot all procedure. This can generate
many files.

145. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
def plotall(channels=None, ad=’a’, pathnum=’001’, startscan=0,
endscan=1999,

extra=None, types=[’j’, ’p’], regiondicts=[]):
"""Plot all datasets.
ad: ’a’scending, ’d’escending
pathnum: ’001’ - ’226’ or so
types: list of ’j’axa original, ’p’rojected
extra: appendix to all binary file names
"""

if channels is None:
channels = [’06h’, ’06v’, ’10h’, ’10v’, ’18h’, ’18v’,

’23h’, ’23v’, ’36h’, ’36v’,
’89ah’, ’89av’, ’89bh’, ’89bv’]

for f in channels:
for t in types:

fname = binfname(f , t, ad, pathnum, startscan, endscan, extra)
try:

open(fname, ’rb’).close()
except IOError:

print ’No readable file %s, no plots.’ % fname
continue

print fname
kws = {’channel’: f ,

’data’: fname,
’preview’: False,
’pdf’: True}
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for region in regiondicts:
kws.update(region)
kws.update(symsize=region[’symsizes’][f [:2] ≠ ’89’])
kws.update(cpt=’-C%slml%spol.cpt’ % (d[’cptpath’],

region[f ]))
gmtplot(∗∗kws)

146. For the single footprints over Bremen. . . This shows exactly, which
scanline and which pixel was projected.

147. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
def plot_one_projected_ap(lltgpattern, appattern, ∗∗kwargs):

"""Plot one antenna pattern after projection."""
from readap import load_effective
d = defaults.copy()
d.update(J=’-JS-45/90/15c’,

R=’-R7/9/52:50/54’,
B=’-B1g1/20mg20m’,
coastlines=’-Df’,
cpt=’-Ccpt/lmlap.cpt’,
lakes=’-Ia0.25p/96/96/255’)

d.update(kwargs)
external(gmtset, None)
W = open(’out.ps’, ’w’)
try:

external([’pscoast’,
d[’J’], d[’R’], d[’B’],
d[’coastlines’], d[’coastpen’], d[’lakes’],
d[’landcolor’], d[’lakecolor’],
d[’northing’], more], W )

for ch, scan, nop, pixel, symsize in [
[’06h’, 9, 196, 49, 4.5],
[’06v’, 8, 196, 55, 4.5],
[’10h’, 8, 196, 59, 3.25],
[’10v’, 2, 196, 60, 3.25],
[’18h’, 4, 196, 48, 2.25],
[’18v’, 3, 196, 51, 2.25],
[’23h’, 4, 196, 54, 2.25],
[’23v’, 2, 196, 57, 2.25],
[’36h’, 1, 196, 54, 1.25],
[’36v’, 0, 196, 56, 1.25],
[’89ah’, 0, 392, 115, 0.5],
[’89av’, 0, 392, 117, 0.5],
[’89bh’, 1, 392, 117, 0.5],
[’89bv’, 1, 392, 119, 0.5]]:
lltg = fromfile(lltgpattern % ch, Float32, shape=(−1, 4))
ap = load_effective(appattern % ch)
aplen = ap.shape[0]
print ’lltg’, lltg.shape, ’ap’, ap.shape, ’aplen’, aplen
G = open(’llg.tmp’, ’w’)
try:

start = (nop∗aplen)∗scan + pixel∗aplen
for i in xrange(aplen):

lon, lat, tb, gain = lltg[start + i]
if gain ≡ 1.0:

tlon, tlat = lon∗〈r2d 5〉, lat∗〈r2d 5〉
G.write(’%f %f %f\n’ % (lon∗〈r2d 5〉, lat∗〈r2d 5〉, gain))

finally:
G.close()

external([’psxy’, ’llg.tmp’,
d[’J’], d[’R’], noannotation,
’-Sc%sp’ % symsize,
d[’cpt’],
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. ch != ’89bv’ and more or ”,/

. ch != ’06h’ and overlay or ”/
more, overlay], W )

external([’pstext’, d[’J’], d[’R’], noannotation,
’-D5p/-4p’,
more, overlay],

W , intext=’%s %s 10 0 4 TL %s\n’ % (tlon, tlat, ch))
d[’midx’] = d[’mapwidth’]/2.0
d[’scheight’] = 0.5
external([’psscale’,
’-D%(midx)sc/%(scypos)sc/%(mapwidth)sc/%(scheight)sch’
% d,

d[’cpt’],
’-B0.1:Effective Antenna Gain:’,
overlay], W )

finally:
W .close()

148. To find a good temperature scale we might use the following rou-
tine that displays some statistics of the brightness temperatures
found.

149. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
def minmax(high=None, low=None, htypes=None, ltypes=None):

"""Statistics of datasets."""
if high is None:

high = [’89bh’, ’89bv’]
if low is None:

low = [’06h’, ’06v’, ’10h’, ’10v’, ’18h’, ’18v’,
’23h’, ’23v’, ’36h’, ’36v’]

if htypes is None:
htypes = [’j’, ’p’]

if ltypes is None:
ltypes = [’j’, ’p’]

for f in high:
for t in htypes:

fname = binfname(f , t)
print fname,
try:

R = open(fname, ’rb’)
llt = fromfile(R, Float32)
llt.shape=(−1, 3)
llt.transpose()
tb = llt[2]
print tb.min(), tb.mean(), tb.max(), tb.stddev()

except IOError:
print ’No readable file %s, no plots.’ % fname

for f in low:
for t in ltypes:

fname = binfname(f , t)
print fname,
try:

R = open(fname, ’rb’)
llt = fromfile(R, Float32)
llt.shape=(−1, 3)
llt.transpose()
tb = llt[2]
print tb.min(), tb.mean(), tb.max(), tb.stddev()

except IOError:
print ’No readable file %s, no plots.’ % fname

150. The last little heler is used to plot the G-ring information included
in the hdf files – read by read_l1.read_gring.
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151. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
def plot_gring(lon, lat, outfname=None,

preview=True, pdf =False, ∗∗kwargs):
"""Quick help to locate satellite data.
Plot G-ring info on world map,
lon, lat as returned from read_l1.read_gring.
"""

d = defaults.copy()
d[’J’] = ’-JW0/%sc’ % d[’mapwidth’]
d[’R’] = ’-Rd’
d[’B’] = ’-B60g30’
d[’coastlines’] = ’-Dc’
d[’symsize’] = ’3p’
d.update(kwargs)
if outfname is None:

outfname = ’out-gring.ps’
external(gmtset, None)
ind = [0, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1]
gr = transpose((lon[ind], lat[ind]))
W = open(outfname, ’w’)
try:

external([’pscoast’,
d[’J’], d[’R’], d[’B’],
d[’coastlines’], d[’coastpen’],
d[’landcolor’],
more], W )

external([’psxy’,
d[’J’], d[’R’], noannotation,
’-bi2’, ’-W2p/255/0/0’,
more, overlay], W ,

intext=gr .tostring())
external([’psxy’,

d[’J’], d[’R’], noannotation,
d[’circles’] + d[’symsize’],
’-bi2’, ’-G0/0/0’,
overlay], W ,

intext=gr .tostring())
finally:

W .close()
if preview:

external([’gv’, outfname], None)
if pdf :

epstopdf (outfname)

15.7.1 Plotting of Final Results

This one is important again. We overlay our results and produce
the daily sea ice maps.

— This is not finished. — We need more text and want to include
topography information for the land areas.

But this shows all the data. . .

153. 〈plotscans.py 131〉 +≡
def plot_grid(data, channel, llregion, cpt, outfname=’out.ps’,

preview=True, pdf =False, ∗∗kwargs):
"""Plot gridded channel.
llregion: ’-Rlon_llft/lat_llft/lonurt/lat_urtr’
"""

xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax = [1425, 2400, 150, 1375]
xkm = xmax − xmin
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ykm = ymax − ymin
width = 15.0 .cm/
height = width∗ykm/xkm
res = 25.0/16.0
xyregion = ’-R%s/%s/%s/%s’ % (xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax)
d = defaults.copy()
d.update(kwargs)
W = open(outfname, ’w’)
try:

external([’xyz2grd’, data, ’-Gxyz.grd’,
xyregion,
’-I%s’ % res,
’-Dkm/km/K/1/0/"TB %s"/=’ % channel,
’-F’, ’-ZTLf’,
’-N0’,
verbose],

None)
external([’grdimage’, ’xyz.grd’,

’-Jx%sc’ % (width/xkm),
xyregion, cpt,
more, verbose], W )

external([’pscoast’,
’-JS-45/90/%sc’ % width,
llregion, ’-B5g5/5g1’,
d[’coastlines’], d[’coastpen’],
d[’northing’],
overlay, verbose], W )

finally:
W .close()

if preview:
external([’gv’, outfname], None)

if pdf :
epstopdf (outfname)
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155. Identifier with at least three characters.

_BINARY_STREAM_IO_H 95
_MEMORY_H 102
_PTE_H 72
_VECTORS_H 109
_free 93, 102, 107, 128
_halfpi 14
_memory 81, 102, 106, 121

A
acos 89
aczsq 48, 89, 90
addr 102, 107
AEPS 72, 88
aeps 30
alpha 11, 16, 18, 24, 72, 85
angle 34, 89, 90
apfname 32, 58, 60, 66, 68, 72,

81
api 90
aplen 147
aplength 75, 77, 81, 90, 91
appattern 147
argc 72, 92, 93, 119, 120
args 100, 104
argv 72, 92, 93, 119, 120
asin 8
asq 48, 89, 90
atan 72, 88
atan2 88, 89
attitude 60, 68
axis 11
azimuth 54, 56, 64, 89

B
baterm 48, 89, 90
bdx 72, 85
bdy 72, 85
bdz 72, 85
beta 16, 18

bin 70
binary_stream_io 70
binfname 62, 135, 145, 149
binpath 62
boresight_ap 75, 81
bsq 48, 89, 90
bufsize 66

C
call 131, 137
calloc 106
channel 60, 62, 68, 141, 153
channelinfo 133, 141
channels 68, 145
cix 89
ciy 89
ciz 89
close_fds 58, 66
cmd 58, 137
coastlines 147
compare 64
compare89b 64
converted 100
cpt 145, 147, 153
cross 8, 11, 42, 89, 90, 92, 109,

111
crossf 11
crxpcry 48, 89, 90
ctype 95
cxpcysq 48, 89, 90
czsq 48, 89, 90

D
Darwin 70
data 141, 153
datapath 68
day 68
defaults 133, 135, 141, 147, 151,

153
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delay 34, 38, 46, 89, 90
do_azimuth 32, 54, 58, 75, 77,

89, 91
do_incidence 32, 52, 58, 75, 77,

89, 91
do_scans 68
dydx 127

E
east 54
ecc 66, 68, 120, 122, 123
ell_b 14
ell_e 14
ell_esq 14
ell_f 14
ellipsoids 8, 68
endscan 62, 135, 145
EOF 81
EPS 72, 88
eps 30
epstopdf 131, 141, 151, 153
es1 11
es2 11
esl 122
eslat 120, 123
esq 14, 26, 30, 48
exit 93, 104, 128
external 137, 141, 147, 151, 153
external_pte 58, 60
extra 62, 135, 145

F
fabs 88, 123
FALSE 72
fbinscanf 91, 92, 95, 100
fclose 81, 127
feof 91, 100, 123
ferror 100
FILE 72, 79, 81, 95, 97–100, 120
flength 72, 79, 81
floor 83, 121, 123
fmod 84
fmt 102, 104
fname 62, 145, 149
footnx 52, 89
footny 52, 89
footnz 52, 89
fopen 81, 127
format 95, 100
fPIC 70
fprintf 77, 79, 91, 92, 100, 104,

120, 121, 123
fread 95
free 107
freq 62
frequency 62, 135

fseek 79
ftell 79
fwrite 95, 97–99

G
GAIN 119, 123
gain 60, 147
gamma 16, 18
gamma_minus 18
gamma_plus 18
gcc 70
geocentric_lat 14
geodetic_lat 14
gfname 120, 127
glob 8, 68
gmax 120, 125, 127
gmt_nh 68
gmt_sh 68
gmtfont 133
gmtfontno 133
gmtplot 141, 145
gmtset 133, 141, 147, 151
grid 120, 121, 123, 125, 127,

128
grid_a_day 68
gridsize 120, 121, 123, 125, 127

H
h_k 30, 88
h_l 30, 88
halfsubs 64
hdf 64
hecc 120, 122, 123
height 153
hemis 68
high 62, 149
hpmsl 122
htypes 149
hypot 8, 30, 88

I
i_res 120, 121, 123
incidence 52, 56, 64, 89
ind 151
inicx 89, 90
inicy 89, 90
inicz 89, 90
initial_scan_angle 32, 34, 58, 68,

75, 77, 89–91
inside_roi 120, 123
integration_time 32, 34, 58, 68,

75, 77, 89–91
intext 137, 141, 147, 151
isdigit 100
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J
J2000 72, 84
j2000 8, 20
jd_utc 20, 60, 68, 72, 83, 84
julianday 8

K
kmres 120, 121
kwargs 60, 62, 141, 147, 151,

153
kws 145

L
L1data 68
lakes 147
Lambda 20, 84
LAT 119, 123
lat 26, 28, 50, 52, 54, 56, 64,

72, 86–90, 92, 120, 123, 141,
147, 151

lat_a 60, 64
lat_b 60, 64
lat_max 120, 123
lat_min 120, 123
length 79
Linux 70
linux 70
llh_to_xyz_g 26, 72, 86
lljaxa 60, 62
llregion 153
llt 139, 141, 149
llt_fname 139
lltg 75, 89, 90, 119, 120, 123,

147
lltg_fname 139
lltg_to_llt 139, 141
lltgai 58
lltgpattern 147
load_effective 147
LON 119, 123
lon 26, 28, 30, 50, 52, 54, 56, 64,

72, 86–90, 92, 120, 123, 141,
147, 151

lon_a 60, 64
lon_b 60, 64
lon_max 120, 123
lon_min 120, 123
low 62, 64, 149
ltest 68
ltypes 149

M
m_unit 106
main 72, 93, 119, 120
map_scan_ap 72, 90, 91
map_start 66, 68

mapgrid 70
mapgridsources 70
mapll 8, 68
mapps 8, 70
mapxy 8, 68
marcsin 8, 16
MAXSTEPS 72, 88
maxsteps 30
mem 106
memory 70
minmax 149
mnh 66
more 133, 141, 147, 151, 153
msh 66
msin 8, 16
msp 54
msqrt 14

N
n_k 30, 88
n_read 81, 91, 120, 123
nav 38, 42, 89, 90
navigation 60, 68
nelem 102, 106
newsubs 64
next_nav 32, 38, 58, 75, 77, 89–

91
next_nav_jd_utc 32, 38, 58, 75,

77, 89–91
next_rpy 32, 38, 58, 75, 77, 89–

91
next_scans 68
nh_gridfname 66
nh_lat0 68
nh_lat1 68
nh_lat_max 66
nh_lat_min 66
nh_lat_r 68
nh_lon0 68
nh_lon1 68
nh_lon_max 66
nh_lon_min 66
nh_lon_r 68
nh_res 66
nh_xkm_max 66
nh_xkm_min 66
nh_xmax 68
nh_xmin 68
nh_ykm_max 66
nh_ykm_min 66
nh_ymax 68
nh_ymin 68
nhgfname 68
nhll 68
noannotation 133, 141, 147, 151
noclip 133, 141
nop 147
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norm 11, 112
normal 133
normalize 8, 11, 42, 89, 90, 109,

112
normf 11
north 54
nromca 11
NULL 75, 93, 102, 120
num 100
numofpoints 32, 34, 56, 58, 60,

68, 75, 77, 89–91

O
ob_full 143
ob_regions 143
ob_zoomed1 143
ob_zoomed2 143
odd 60
offnadir 32, 58, 68, 75, 77, 89–

91
omega 18
omegastar 20, 24, 46, 72, 84, 85,

89, 90, 92
omesq 30, 88
opjoin 8, 62, 68, 131, 135
osx 70
out 137
outfname 141, 151, 153
outpath 68
overlay 133, 141, 147, 151, 153

P
part 38, 89, 90
pass_on 120, 123
pathnum 62, 135, 145
pdf 141, 151, 153
phi_k 30, 88
phi_l 30, 88
PIPE 8, 58, 66, 131, 137
pixel 147
plot_grid 153
plot_gring 151
plot_one_projected_ap 147
plotall 145
plusBdot 72
plusSdot 85, 89, 90
Popen 8, 58, 66, 131, 137
pos 120, 123
pow 89, 90, 122, 123
prev_addr 102, 106
prev_nav 32, 38, 58, 75, 77, 89–

91
prev_nav_jd_utc 32, 38, 46, 58,

75, 77, 89–91
prev_rpy 32, 38, 58, 75, 77, 89–

91

preview 141, 151, 153
processes 68
progname 102, 106
project_swath 60, 62
projecttoearth 32, 60, 72, 89, 91
pte 60, 70, 72, 91, 93
ptesources 70
pxy 30, 88

R
rad 109, 113–115
rank 11
read_ap 72, 81, 93
read_l1 8, 68
read_ll 62
read_many_ 81, 91, 95, 100,

123
read_one_ 95, 100
readap 147
realloc 106
region 145
regiondicts 145
res 68, 79, 137, 153
returncode 58, 68, 137
rot_x 89, 90, 92, 109, 113
rot_y 89, 90, 92, 109, 114
rot_z 89, 90, 92, 109, 115
rotate_n 11
rotate_x 8, 11
rotate_xl3 8, 11, 40
rotate_y 8, 11, 32
rotate_yl3 8, 11, 40
rotate_z 11
rotate_zl3 8, 11, 34, 40, 46
rotation_speed 32, 34, 58, 68, 75,

77, 89–91
rpy 38, 40, 89, 90

S
s1x 89, 90
s1y 89, 90
s1z 89, 90
s2x 89, 90
s2y 89, 90
s2z 89, 90
s3x 89, 90
s3y 89, 90
s3z 89, 90
saveall_ll 62
savell 62
scan 64, 147
scankm 133
scans 60, 68
scantb 32, 56, 58, 75, 89–91
Sdot 24, 46
sed 70
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SEEK_END 79
SEEK_SET 79
sh_gridfname 66
sh_lat0 68
sh_lat1 68
sh_lat_max 66
sh_lat_min 66
sh_lat_r 68
sh_lon0 68
sh_lon1 68
sh_lon_max 66
sh_lon_min 66
sh_lon_r 68
sh_res 66
sh_xkm_max 66
sh_xkm_min 66
sh_xmax 68
sh_xmin 68
sh_ykm_max 66
sh_ykm_min 66
sh_ymax 68
sh_ymin 68
SHELL 70
shell 70
shgfname 68
shll 68
show_globals 72, 77
sidereal_angle 20, 22, 46, 72, 84,

89, 90, 92
size 102, 106
size_t 75, 81, 91, 95, 97–100,

102, 106, 120
SLAT 119, 122
slat 26, 30, 86, 88
spherical_fov 18
split_jd_utc 8, 20, 72, 83, 84
sqterm 48, 89, 90
ssa 16, 18
sspnormal_g 28, 52, 72, 87, 89
start 147
startscan 62, 135, 145
stdarg 95, 102
stderr 77, 79, 91, 92, 100, 104,

120, 121, 123
stdin 58, 66, 68, 91, 92, 123, 137
stdio 72, 95, 102, 119
stdlib 102
stdout 58, 66, 89, 90, 123, 137
strtod 120
subprocess 8, 131
subs 64
symsize 145, 147

T
tacho_offset 32, 58, 60, 68
targets 70
tbarr 60, 68

tbselection 68
test 11, 14, 72, 92, 93
test_mapps 70
test_sidereal_angle 22
testmappssources 70
thin 133
this_program 72, 81, 91, 93,

104, 120, 121, 123
tini 120, 122, 123
tlat 147
tlon 147
tmp 106
trackkm 133
TRUE 72
type 95
types 145

U
uname 70
UNKNOWN 70
use_channels 68

V
va_arg 100
va_end 100, 104
va_list 100, 104
va_start 100, 104
var 95
varpi 18
varpihalf 18
vectors 70
verbose 133, 141, 153
vfprintf 104
VNULL 81, 102, 106, 121

W
wait 58, 68, 137
Wall 70
weight 120, 121, 123, 125, 128
wgs84_a 14, 68
wgs84_b 14
wgs84_e 14, 68
wgs84_esq 14
wgs84_f 14
WGS84a 72, 86, 88–90
WGS84esq 72, 86, 88–90
WGS84f 72
width 153
write_many_ 89, 90, 95, 123,

127
write_one_double 95, 97
write_one_float 89, 95, 98
write_one_int 95, 99

X
xkm 120, 123, 153
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xkm_max 120, 121, 123
xkm_min 120, 121, 123
xmax 153
xmin 153
xyregion 153
xyz 48, 50
xyz_to_llh_g 30, 50, 72, 88–90,

92

Y
ykm 120, 123, 153
ykm_max 120, 121, 123
ykm_min 120, 121, 123
ymax 153
ymin 153

Code Sections

〈binary_stream_io.c 96, 97, 98, 99, 100〉
〈binary_stream_io.h 95〉
〈cross bannerline 10〉 This code is used in section 11.

〈cross.py 11〉
〈efov bannerline 7〉 This code is used in section 8.

〈efov.py 8〉
〈ellipsoids bannerline 13〉 This code is used in section 14.

〈ellipsoids.py 14〉
〈General helper routines 16, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 64〉 This code is used in section 8.

〈Grid a day 66, 68〉 This code is used in section 8.

〈Makefile 70〉
〈mapgrid.c 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 127, 128〉
〈mapgrid.c bannerline 118〉 This code is used in section 119.

〈memory.c 103, 104, 106, 107〉
〈memory.h 102〉
〈plotscans bannerline 130〉 This code is used in section 131.

〈plotscans.py 131, 133, 135, 137, 139, 141, 143, 145, 147, 149, 151, 153〉
〈Projection to Earth 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62〉

This code is used in section 8.

〈pte.c 75, 77, 79, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93〉
〈pte.c bannerline 74〉 This code is used in section 75.

〈pte.h 72〉
〈Spherical field of view 18〉 This code is used in section 8.

〈vectors.c 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115〉
〈vectors.h 109〉

Macro Definition Sections

〈L1A initial scan angle 31〉 This code is used in sections 32, 58, and 68.

〈L1B initial scan angle 31〉 This code is used in sections 32, 58, and 68.

〈Web reminder 4〉 This code is used in sections 7, 10, 13, 74, 118, and 130.

Calculation Definition Sections

〈d2r 5〉 This code is used in sections 18, 32, 34, 36, 38, 44, 89, 90, and 120.

〈imports for calculated constants 5〉
〈r2d 5〉 This code is used in sections 22, 64, 92, 120, 139, 141, and 147.
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16 artist Sea Ice Algorithm

1. Part of the Arctic Radiation and Turbulence Interaction STudy
(artist) was the development of a hybrid algorithm combining
the Svendsen et al. (1987) algorithm with the nasa Team algo-
rithm (e.g., Comiso, 2000). The full description can be found in
(Kaleschke et al., 2001). And the current version is implemented
in the following program.

2. Standard reminder.

m 〈Web reminder 2〉 ≡ #1! Please, modify ‘asi.web’.

16.1 Python Implementation

3. Whenever you change this program, also change its bannerline.

4. 〈asi bannerline 4〉 ≡
.‘asi.py’ (c) copyright 2005 by LML 2005-10-03 v0.5/
./Web reminder(PyTangled)
This code is used in section 6.

5. This is too simple.

6. 〈asi.py 6〉 ≡
〈asi bannerline 4〉
"""
Sea ice concentrations from TBs
Citation: kaleschke2001 -
Kaleschke, L. et al., 2001:
SSM/I Sea Ice Remote Sensing for Mesoscale
Ocean-Atmosphere Interaction Analysis.
CJRS, 27, 5:526-37.
"""
from numarray import allclose, array, clip, dot, logical_or
from numarray.linear_algebra import solve_linear_equations
〈svendson coefficionts 8〉
def asi(tb89v, tb89h, tb36v, tb36h, tb23v, tb18v,

p0=47.0, p1=11.7, ow=False):
"""ASI (sea ice) concentration algorithm.
Default p0, p1 represent version 5.2.
All TB arrays must refer to the same grid.
ow: boolean array marking open water (e.g., from NASA Team)
"""

〈asi ice concentration algorithm 10〉
〈weather filter 12〉

.end of ‘asi.py’/
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16.1.1 Svendsen Coefficients

7. While Svendsen et al. (1987) used an adaptive algorithm (possi-
bly for each scan) the asi algorithm reduces it to predetermined
constant coefficients that need to be adapted to the region and
possibly time of year.

The algorithm depends on two tie points. P0 for the polariza-
tion difference of open water (zero percent ice) and P1 for the
polarization difference of an ice covered region. Then the follow-
ing system of equations is solved for the coefficients di (indices
have been reversed to match array indices), where typical values
for sea ice signatures have been represented by f = −1.14.

P3
1 P2

1 P1 1
P3

0 P2
0 P0 1

3P3
1 2P2

1 P1 0
3P3

0 2P2
0 P0 0



d0

d1

d2

d3

 =


1
0

1 − f
f

 (16–1)

Since the supplied tie points might render the system unsolvable,
we include a little check if the system was actually solved.

8. 〈svendson coefficionts 8〉 ≡
def svendsen_coefficients(p0, p1, f =−1.14):

"""Svendsen sea ice coefficients."""
p0square = p0∗p0
p0cube = p0square∗p0
p1square = p1∗p1
p1cube = p1square∗p1
matrix_a = array(((p1cube, p1square, p1, 1.0),

(p0cube, p0square, p0, 1.0),
(3.0∗p1cube, p1square + p1square, p1, 0.0),
(3.0∗p0cube, p0square + p0square, p0, 0.0)))

vector_b = array((1.0, 0.0, 1.0 + f , f ))
d = solve_linear_equations(matrix_a, vector_b)
if not allclose(dot(matrix_a, d), vector_b):

raise ValueError, (p0, p1)
return d

This code is used in section 6.

16.1.2 asi Algorithm

9. This algorithm relies on the high resolution 89 GHz channels and
their polarization differences p. The sea ice concentration c is es-
timated according to the third order polynomial

c = d0p3 + d1p2 + d2p + d3 (16–2)

given by Svendsen et al. (1987) (with di indices again reversed).
Any polarization differences outside the tie point interval are then
clipped and the resulting numbers between 0 and 1 are multiplied
by 100 to get sea ice concentrations in percent.

10. 〈asi ice concentration algorithm 10〉 ≡
d = svendsen_coefficients(p0, p1)
p89 = tb89v − tb89h
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asi_ice = ((d[0]∗p89 + d[1])∗p89 + d[2])∗p89 + d[3]
asi_ice[p89 < p1] = 1.0
asi_ice[logical_or(p0 < p89, ow)] = 0.0
asi_ice = clip(asi_ice∗100.0, 0.0, 100.0)
This code is used in section 6.

11. To remove weather effects the weather filter of the nasa Team
Algorithm is applied. It relies on the lower resolution channels.
And the threshold constants for the different ratios might have
to be adjusted. . . If one of the thresholds is exceeded, the sea ice
concentration is reset to zero percent.

To use the filter, all brightness temperatures must be available
in the same grid as the 89 GHz ones.

12. 〈weather filter 12〉 ≡
asi_ice[

logical_or((tb36v − tb18v)/(tb36v + tb18v) > 0.045,
logical_or((tb23v − tb18v)/(tb23v + tb18v) > 0.04,

(tb36v − tb36h)/(tb36v + tb36h) > 0.2))
] = 0.0

return asi_ice
This code is used in section 6.
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p89 10

S
solve_linear_equations 6, 8
svendsen_coefficients 8, 10

T
tb18v 6, 12

tb23v 6, 12
tb36h 6, 12
tb36v 6, 12
tb89h 6, 10
tb89v 6, 10

V
vector_b 8

Code Sections

〈asi bannerline 4〉 This code is used in section 6.

〈asi ice concentration algorithm 10〉 This code is used in section 6.

〈asi.py 6〉
〈svendson coefficionts 8〉 This code is used in section 6.

〈weather filter 12〉 This code is used in section 6.

Macro Definition Sections

〈Web reminder 2〉 This code is used in section 4.
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A Acronyms

Acronym Meaning

amsr-e Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for eos
artist Arctic Radiation and Turbulence Interaction STudy
asi artist Sea Ice algorithm
awi Alfred-Wegener-Institute for Polar and Marine Re-

search (Bremerhaven, Germany)
bih Bureau International de l’Heure
bipm Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (Sèvres,

France)
csm Cold Sky Mirror (part of amsr-e)
eci Earth Centered Inertial (reference frame)
efov Effective Field Of View
eos Earth Observing System (nasa)
gmt General Mapping Tools (free software, gmt.soest.

hawaii.edu)
hdf Hierarchical Data Format (ncsa)
hts High Temperature Source (part of amsr-e)
efov Effective Field Of View
iers International Earth Rotation and reference Systems

service
idl Interactive Data Language (software)
ifov Instantaneous Field Of View
iso Internatinal Standards Organization (International Or-

ganization for Standardization)
iup Institut für UmweltPhysik – Institute of Environmental

Physics, (University of Bremen, Germany)
jaxa Japan Aerospace eXploration Agency
jd Julian Day number
nasa National Aeronautics and Space Administration
nasda NAtional Space Development Agency (of Japan)
ncsa National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
nh Northern Hemisphere
nist National Institute of Standards and Technology
nsidc National Snow and Ice Data Center (University of Col-

orado at Boulder)
png Portable Network Graphics (file format)

continued
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continued
Acronym Meaning

sd Scientific Dataset, an hdf-subformat
sh Sothern Hemisphere
si le Système International d’unités (International Sys-

tem of units)
ssm/i Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
ssp Sub Satellite Point
tai International Atomic Time
ut Universal Time
utc Universal Time Coordinated
wgs 84 World Geodetic System 1984
vdata an hdf-subformat
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